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BALLOOON ASCENSION AND
PARACHUTE DROP AT FAIR

Stage

TU

There is to be a balloon ascenBig Field
sion each day at the Community
Fair at Holand next week, SecreGRAND RAPIDS CLUB TO JOIN tary Vande Bunte announced today.
HOLLAND TO MAKE DAY BIG A single and double drop para-
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_

Hope Mission
Worker tells of
Her Experience

Holland’s Fair 45 Years

Ago
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THREE DEER

Be Unusual

Exhibit at Fair

TRAVEL BY BOAT WITH DIRTY
CHINESE; SQUEALING PIG
. FOR FOOTSTOOL

1

ED SCOTT. NORTH SIDE, SEES
Ever
tv body

seeing deer these
days. The latest report comes from
Ed Scott, living on the “north

ZEELAND FEATURE

side.”

THE HOLLAND EXHIBITION

Ed

A UNIQUE

Men

Sheriff and

Arrest Moon-

is

shiner at Zeeh
“KING” PHILIP MEETS WAT

states that he, in company
LOO SATURDAY NIGHT
SUCCESS; LADIES TO
chute act will be caried out.
with Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Venhuizen,
PARTICIPATE
Plans for the balloon acts are
Dries
Kleyn
and
John
Van
Holten.
Wild life will be shown at the
now being made and the negotiaCommunity Fair at Holland next were making a trip to Howard
“King” Philip Rookus was
The annual field day of the West tions are going on with different
The following conimutvi
'cation
week in a very unique way. Mart City. When the car had gone a rested in Zeeland Saturday
Michigan Game and Fish Protec- companies about the state. This come* from Rev7 and Mri7 Harold !
De Jongv is a very clever taxider- quarter of a mile beyond Agnew, ing on the charge of posaaaaii
tive association this year will be , applicationcame late and could notiVeldman, both graduates from
mist and his mountingof wild an- Mr. Scott called the attention of and transporting liquor in
held jointly with the Holland Game i be udvertisen until now, but the ; Hope college, but who now are misthe others to what appeared like , state, by county officers and
nimals and birds is marvelous.
and Fish Club ori the grounds of I fair directorsare adding this spe- sionaries in China. Mrs. Vela man,
His large collectionwill be on a deer, which, it soon proved to be. taken to the county jail where
the* local club, now known as the , cial attractionfor full measure on ] it will be remembered,was Miss
exhibition at the fair includingthe They then noticed two doe follow- . was held to appear Monday mornHolland Conservation Park, on M- . what already is a very complete i Pearl Paalman,popular and active
large snake of Geo. Getz' that died ing the fawn. The fawn and doe ' |ng for arraignment He waa l
21, five miles east of Holland, at | program. This then means 17 in- 1 at ad college functionswhile studylast yejr. It will bo the finest, appeared frightened.The old deer leased when he furnished bond*
Ncw Groningen. Aug. 24 has been | stead of 16 attractionsas adver- J0g at Hope for at least four vears.
cleanest and most educational ex- scaled the two fences and the Pere the sum of $1,000 to appear
set as the day for the joint field |
Anyway, the following letter by
Marquettetracks in three bounds trial at the September term of
| hibit of that kind ever shown at
event, plans tor which are nearly j ........ ................................ inmnmnmmmn ! Mr*- Veldman shows that she can
but they also saw the doe make cult court
I any fair. This wild life is mounted
completeaccording to officers
................. -1 ............ !:!! .................................
write in a humorous vein, even in
the attempt but bounded back when
j by standard museum methods and
Young Rookua ia well known
the local organization.
REV. DAME BEGINS
! ‘he face of hardships.
they struck the enclosures,not be- Zeeland, having been faiaed In
, shown in their natural haunts.
Joe Rhea, president of the HolSERIES OF
10 hear of the
The subjectsto be shown will be ing able to negotiate the fences. city from a small child to
land Club, and Charles Justin, of
i trials your missionaries in China
Here you have a picture of the Zeeland, and Stockyard Billy of game birds of al kinds, wild Mich- The auto party notified people hood. For some time it had
Grand Rapids, have been named
Rev. C. P. Dame of Trinity
while traveling! grandstandof Holland’s first fair Muskegon.
igan animals,rare fish, tropical along the highway and also called known to the aherifTa fort*
general chairmenin charge of the
formed church will begin a
"*
hut un, 45 years ago with a sealing capac- You’ll notice tha; there’s a larger and other snakes, fur rings and on a farmer near, stating that he was converting denatured
Held day program.
ity of 250. Compare this with the crowd out of than in the grand- game heads.
these deer seemed frightenwi as if hoi Intp “white mule" which
series of Sunday evening
“u"
The sporting events listed for the
present Community Fair grand- stand. Everything else that the
next Sunday evening. The
*n'1
Stuffingbirds and animals seems dogs had been chasing them. The was freely peddling here, at
day include bait and fly casting of the series is ‘‘Curcrs for Modern 1 \ ® Vf'y ft
u'her day stand. able to hold more than 3,0ou Holland Fair could boast of 45 to be a natural gift of Mr. De farmer promised to look after the land, and at Saugatuck, but
contests, a special bait castingcon- SpiritualAilment..'’The followingi *hi"D>r- Vrldman and I went down rot includingthe bleachers.
years ago was on a par with the
Jonge as will be seen when you deer trio.
nite Information was not
test for women, three trap shooting sermons will constitutethe series:
The fairgrounds then was located grandstand pictured above. It is
traveled by way of the
view the display that will be set
hia movements till earl]
events, horseshoe pitching and an 1-Cure for Restlessness;
at
the
west
limits
on
the
sites
now
evident
that
the
different
directors
r"»d. «trhlng a fast
up at the Holland fair next week,
week. Plans were then lak
archery tournament.
c:cupi*d by Kollen Park to the and officialshave been doing some
THREE DEER BEEN NEAR
for Worry; 3-Cure for
T.ft- ?“
.IT .*
this wild life being surrounded
their calculation* proved
The bait casting event for men ness; 4-Cure for Self-Suflkiency; the ma.nl.nd and the two !.- north, extending south to 16th thorough managing to create a fair
with natures back ground.
GRAND HAVEN
timed.
heads the program, getting under
street, includingthe land now occu- grounds with all its necessities in
---- - — o—
b-Curo for Discontentment:
s°LA7y *nd ft".1?"''"v *"d pied by the Hollnnd-St. Iiouis SuUnofficialinformation
way at 1:30 P. M. Jake Lievenae, Cure for Self Righteeousness. ,
the
way
of
buildings
and
other
at;
npv'ThrMwhou":
Three deer were seen near that “King" made regular trip*
HOLLAND
gar
company,
the
Shoe
factory.
of Holland, secretary of the local
tr
butes
.that
help
to
make
a
fair
The first sermon will be preached;
Or. Veldman bough
• TO BE HONORED GUEST
Grand Haven Monday afternoon by fill orders, carryingthe
game club, is chairman of the com- next Sunday evening on "The t ure *
'ft h"»P'tal Holland Lumber and Supply com- when a comparisonis made with
TODAY
G. B. Dalman living on the out- with him. When Saturday
pany,
Bay
View
Furniture
company
this humble beginning.
mittee in charge. The contest will
for
|
skirts of the city running south rolled around Sheriff
and quite a block of residentpropbe for accuracy with each entrant
The Holland Fair is next week.
The golden jubilee anniversary of toward the lake shore. This Is the Steketee and Deputies R.
erty.
allowed three casts at fifty feet,
The officials and directors are i the Ottawa county W.C.T.U. will be largest number seen here in 40 of Holland and w. Hieftje
Notice the high-wheeled sulkeys
three at sixtv feet and three at (IRANI) HAVEN COASTGUARDS ! Applies fo“t” hrhee\1ou'».t.''lJ the
LOOKING
FOR
BALLOON;
HOL- ! Tong-an sta
cases with metal rims. All the same, it working for nothing. You can at observed today, Friday, at Grand years.
Bareman of Zeeland were on
seventy-five feet. Prizes will be
LAND COASTGUARDS FIND ll’of mdk and tinned goods, and
'
to give him a welcome
be- was a mighty fine clay track and least give it your moral support by Haven Second Reformed cnurch.
awarded as follows: First, silver
cause we had so much baggage we Holland was a wonderful race- boosting for it and your financial Mrs. Kate G. Post of Holland,mem- REV. MONSEMA WILL BE IN- The aheriff and hia deputie*
cup; second, casting reel; third,
A report that a large balloonwas had to Return by the o’d launch, a horse
STALLED THIS FRIDAY
stationed along Main
,
support by attending. Remember, ber of the first convention of the
casting rod.
floating on the water of Lake Mich- huge and ancient slow moving vesorganization,is to be an honored
EVENING
Those
were
the
days
of
Turk
and
tween Church and Maple.
the directors do not own this fair—
Entrants in the bait casting conigan about 10 miles south sent
guest.
Rookus drove up on East
test for women will be allowed (apt. William Preston and his.crew sel that goes up once a day with Montiguc Boy of Holland Roy of it is your fair.
Speakers are to be Mrs. E. L.
Rev. N. J. Monsma of Orange street he was readily recognlaed
three casts, for distance only. The of guards out into the heavy sea the tide. From the Kulangsujetty
Calkins, honorary presidentof City, la., will be formally installed one of the officers who gave
following three prizes arc offered: which had been washed up by the we took little sampans across the
Michigan; Miss Margaret Bilz, pastor of Ninth Street Christian "high ball" to the officers
harbor
to
the
launch
anchored
near
Handbag,vanity case and bottle of 40-mile gale last night, to locate it
presidentof the count union; Mr*. Reformed Church this Friday eveAmoy
island.
It
was
then
about
were awaiting hia arrival at
perfume. Mrs. C. B. Corbin, Grand if possible.They returned to the
Eva Spies, Grand Haven; Miss ning. Rev. J. De Haan, Jr., pastor corner of Church street.
noon, and we waited patientlyfor
Rapids, is chairman.
Files
of
station at 1:15 p.m. but did not get
Dora
Robinson,
Lamant;
Mrs.
Post
of Broadway Church, Grand RapThe arrest was made diraetly
The fly casting event in charge a glimpse of the bag. Capt. Pres- two hours before the boat started
and members of the organization ids, who left the local pastorate
on its puffing way down the bay
posite Keppel’a Electrical Shop,
of W. J. Hooper, Grand Rapids, ton believes it
Holland
City
Fifty, Twenty-five
,
who
will
respond
to
roll
call
with
about three months ago, will assist was accompanied in hia
toward Tong-an. There were no
will consist of three casts at fifty
The report came from the owner seats, so we sat on the boxes or
one minute talks on jubilee reminia- in the installationservice. Mr.
by a man and a woman, and ha 1
feet fbr accuracy. Prizes arc a of a cruiser which put in at Ludand
Fifteen
Years
Monsma
balanced on the railings, while the , ,
ceiJ5*l‘' ,
.
Monama will preach his inaugural fourteen quart* of the “mule”
tapered trout line, a fly box and ington.He ran up to make sure no
Memorial
services
are
to
be
held
HPrmon
next
{Junday.
Chinese passengers crowded about i i*
his car, one of which had been
two dozen dry flies.
one was in the basket. He said to stare at us, examine our clothes,
for Mrs. lantha DeMerellof Holped
on the way. All were take
C. E. Russell is chairman of the there was no name or identification
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY line furlongs in 2:2GV There land preceding the jubilee lunchthe color of our eyes and hair, to
DETROIT OF DOLL HOUSE Grand Haven where the two
trap shooting committee. Class A number.
were eight starters including Cas- eon at 12:80. A Light Line pageant
exclaim about the whiteness of our
SIZE WILL BE BEEN AT
sengers wll probablybe
will be open to entrants with an
Capt. Preston believes it was faces, and ask a thousand questions. Mrs. J. Steketee died suddenly plan, Massette,
assette, Wentworth and and gold medal contest are to be
HOLLAND FAIR
drunk charge*.
80 per cent or better marksman- either a balloon or a parachute
features
of
the
afternoon
session.
on
Monday
at
the
age
of
67.
She
York
Boy.
On one side the boatmen were cookBoth the car and the liquor
ship record.Entrants will shoot 25 which got away from owners who
.Mrs. Calkins is to speak both aft• * •
ing the'r dinner,the smell of garlic was one of the earliest pioneers
In the Art Hall at the Commu- conflaicatedby the officers
targets for the following prizes: were probably showing at a fair or
frying in smoking hot fat all about. this colony. Note: She was the Bert C. Slagh, the 17-year old ernoon and evening.
nity Fair, is found a replica of the taken to Grand Haven. Al
First, hunting coat; second, hunt- carnival.—Grand Haven Tribune.
Above our heads hung some long, mother of the late Paul Steketee son of C. J. Slagh of New Holland,
city of Detroit showing the river Rookus has secured bail and
ing vest; thinl, hunting knife.
The balloon in question was silvery,evil-smellingfish, at our of Grand Rapids and Andrew Ste- Itll from a barn while taking part MANY MISSIONARIES TO
front of the largest city in Mich- a pretense at a defense, there
Class B for those with a record sighted by the Holland coastguards backs was a basket of turkeys,and ketec and Bastian Steketee of Hoi- in a burn raising "bee’’ and fr
RETURN
TO
FIELD
TOGETHER
raci jpin —
steamboat* going, automo- little chance that he can ese
between 70 and 80 per cent, also Tuesday
late
in
the
evening
flout' y h
nearby were some pails of oysters, Thc ,ul'8e dry Koods firm on lured his arm in two places.
calls for 25 targets. The prizes are ing in ‘'big lake” between Holland an but even so I was thankful it was- Monroe Ave., Grand Rapids, was
The Reformed Church house has biles rushing, street cars rlanglng the penaltieswhich he has so
a camp stove, a thermos jug and Saugatuck. The patch on the sur- n’t as crowded as ope time before, founded by Paul Steketee,the son, Born to Mr. and Mrs. James announcedthe schedule of sailing and all the bustle that Detroit wn- Hberatelv been inviting,and
e rally show*. It’s a
marvellous
face of the water was noticedfloata hunting ax.
when the only place I had to put my who at one time was in business in Schurman, College Ave., a daugh- dates of 24 returning and new mip- piece of mechanism that Fair pa- sympathizer* are principa
Prizes offered in the class C 'iig by early in the afternoon. feet' was a few inches from a huge, Holland with his brother Andrew, ter.
sionariesto the orient with n the
bered among those who
tron* everywhere wonder at and be looking for a future source
event, 25 targets, are a pair of Others called the coastguards’ at- squealing pig.
next two months.
under the firm name of P. & P.
Capt. Toft
Missionariesgoing to China are: come often to see because of ita appease their desires— Zeeland
hunting boots, a lunch kit and a tention to the mas sand
nul Capt.
loft', At five o’clock we stuck in the Steketee.
George W. Campell died Saturlaunched the lifeboat and
the
crew
•
•
•
compass.
Walter
De Voider,Mrs. A. L Math- curious and mysterious workings. cord.
ami the crew mud quite a distancefrom the landday at Ventura at the age of 60
ieson.
Dr.
and Mrs. R! ibfstra, The putting in motion 6f this miniThree prizes will be offered both pulled in what was found to be a j jnfjt for the water was stiil low!
That the grounds, hills, valleys, years. He was a veteran of the
in the archery and horseshoe con- balloon. The object had traveled Sail boats came out and the boat- ravines and fishing and bathing op- civil war and shortly before re- Rev. and Mrs. H. J. Voskuil. Those ature city I* miraculous.
MEL TROTTER WILL BE IN
The only bad feature of this ex- CENTENNIAL PARK SUNDJ
tests but these awards have not beyond Castle park a little ways be- men urged us to get on them, fear- portunitiesat the mouth pf Bkck^reived quite an amount of bock going to India are: Rev. and Mrs.
W. T. Scudder. Mr. and Mrs. Ben- hibit is that It causes congestion
yet been announced. F. A. Ramsdell fore the coastguards reached it. The iqg it would be dark before the Lake arc beginning to loom up as pension from the government,
janim De Vries, Miss Nellie Scud because so many folks want to see
heads the archery committee and balloon was weighted down with water was high enough for the something desirablefor a
Mias Nellie Churchford
*
•
•
It for so long a time. It is well to nounces that Mel Trotter,pi
Lester Vanhuizcn, of Holland, will heavy iron and was advertising launch to move again. Reluctantly resort is apparenton every hand.' Charlie Floyd is putting on one der. *
go
to
this
exhibit
first
during
the
Headed for Japan are: Rev. and
ent evangelist, will speak from
be in charge of horseshoe pitching. what is known as East Shore Gar- we changed, for moving the bag- The many excursions and private of bis big farmers picnics at Jenicra.-pmeant
mount much extra laber.
i„k,. Sailc-H partiescamping out on the "wooded miii Park,
Mrs. John L. TerBorg,Miss F. C. early hours of the day when the bandstand in Centennial Park
Refreshmentswill be served by dens. The supposition is that the gage
balloon was sent up with this ad- ing /was good fun though — until it
Walvoord. Miss Dora Eringa, Bar- rush is not so great In 1928 this 3 o'clock Sunday afternoon,
the Holland Campfire Girls.
hills” will spread the news
*
•
vertising matter to get just such started to rain! I scrambled up the
nard Luben, James A. McAlpine. Detroit of doll house size was viding the weather la fi
know
far and near. Some parties,1 F. K. Colley has put a flag staff
n
publicity as the lost balloon is now
shown at seven fairs and the ex- otherwise in the City Mission
FUNDAMENTALISTS PLAN
high clay bank and raced to tl e bus whose names we are not permitted on the top of “Bald Head," Macan° u-uv™ Upv nnri
getting.
,
hibit waa given first prizes in all Central avenue.
MEETING ON LABOR DAY
to hold a seat for us while Dr. to use at present, have been here tawa Park and “Old Glory" will be J™
Parties from Ludington. owners Veldman helped the cooliesto adMrs. George Gosselink, Raymond of them and one sweepstake.
The Mission band will give a
to
look over the grounds for the seen waving daily several hundred
of the balloon,it is said, are com- just their burdens, begging and
De Young, Miss Charlotte B. Kelcred concert before Mr. Trotter
Fundamentalists o
western
ostensible purpose of improvingfeet up.
lien.
FIRST GOLD STAR MOTHER
gins to speak.
Michigan are sponsoring another ing this way to claim it but also urging them to be careful with the them and making them more cono
state that there were no passengers
Rev. W. J. Van Kersen of this
OF KENNVILLE DIES AT 74
Mr. Trotter is the head of
precious baskets of medicines. venient for picnics and such like. , FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY
conference,similar to the one held
in the basket attached to the gas After a hectic wait and, as usual,
city, member of general synod’s
Grand Rapids City Mission and ia
last month, at Scott’s grove, near
In
connection
with
this
we
are
bag.
Mrs. Rosa Marks, 74, Fennville’s well known in Holland.
much argument with the burden formed that the principalowner of I There is one German living in deputation commissionto visit all
Allendale, Labor day. Speakers will
men about pay. the bus started these lands is willing to put them Holland township who will not be the mission fields supported by the first gold star mother, died at her
include Rev. H. Bultema and Rev.
HOLLAND MANUFACTURING down the slippery, bumpy road
Reformed Church in America, will home here Tuesday evening. She HOLLAND’S PARK BOARD
John E. Bennink of Muskegon,
PLANT ADDS TO SPACE toward Tong-an. At the other end in as stock with somebody who is required to return to Germany to begin his 30,000-miletrip through was born in Wakeman, 0., and had
PLANS NEW GREENHOUSE;
Rev. M. R. DeHaan and Rev. A.*H.
willing and able to make the nee- J do military duty or fight in the the orient Sept. 12. He expects to
we got out into the downpour again, cssary improvements.This resort present war. And yet i. C. Johnspe•nt most of her life in western
Waalkes of Grand Rapids and Rev.
The biggest industrialaccession coolies jabbering and shouting as
complete his trip in about 10 Mic Igan. She was the mother of
The park board, Harry R. DoeaJohn Lanting of Holland.
of the year is credited to the Hart they took up the burdens,splashing hall has commenced rolling, and son. R. R. No. 12, has never ac- months.
Rex. V. Marks, who was shot at burg chairman, has completed
the quickestyankee here will get it.Jquiredcitizens papers although he
o
& Cooley ManufacturingCo., on in the mud, all noise and confusion,
Fismes while a sergeantin the plans for the erection of a new
DAUGHTER Of" GEORGE
NOTES FROM ALLEGAN
M21 in Holland township, with the until one by one they trotted off on It is an admitted fact that the | was not born in the United States,
126th infantry. She leaves four greenhouse on Central-av,and
STEINEGER HAS
right man with a little capital of At the same time he is a fullblood
COUNTY AGRICULTURAL
completion this month of a large
daughters, Mrs. William Fisher of Twentieth-st.,70x25 feet, at an apSKULL CRUSHED additionto its plant, formerly the half hour’s walk to the Mission about $5000 would have one of the American citizen.This apparent
AGENT’S
OFFICE
Compound across the river and out
New Richmond,Mrs. Effie Bishop proximate cost of $8,500. Tne
known as the Federal Manufactur- beyond the city. At six-thirtywe most remunerativebusiness prop- contradictionis explained by Mr.
The final report on the Weed of South Bend, Ind.. Mrs. Lola building will be used for the storHelen Steineger, four-year-old ing Co.
o.-itions and as fine a resort pros- Johnson with the statement that
arrived at the hospital gates, dripControl Train which toured south- Godfrey and Mrs. John Rosenaw, age and winter cultivation of
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. George
The two concerns were merged ping wet and splashed with mud, pect as can be found in the -tate. he was born on the Atlanticocean ern Michigan has been receivedby both of FennvUle; 12 grandchildren plant* and flowers. A section of
Steineger of Brooklyn, N. Y., fell
Nature
has done everything for it while his parents were crossing to
some time ago and as a result the quite convinced we had enough exthe building will be uaed for a
and 12 great grandchildren.
from a sleepingporch window to a
and all it needs is the- right man America and U. S. election officials County Agent R. L. Helm.
enlarged plant now covers 200,000 citement for one day. and happy to
Of the fifteen counties visited by
o -----palm house. The erection of the
cement sidewalk at the residenceof
and a little fund. The News will have declaredthat the intent of the
square feet of floor space and more be home again at that journey’s
Mrs. Chester Boltwood of Grand structure will be started aa soon
Mrs. D. Baker, Grand Haven, Sathelp to bring this about in its mod- parents to come to America to live the train, Allegan county held the
than 400,000 square feet of yard end."
urday at 6:30 p. m. fracturingher
est way. Note: The old News, ac- If well known and for that reason record for attendance.Two hundred Rapids entertained with a bridge as the council approves the project
space. The new concern is capitaland fifty-six people attended the luncheon at her cottage at Ottawa John Van Bragnt, superintendent j
skull. Latest reports say the child
cording to the files, kept hammerized at $1,500,000and will manu- WONDERFUL ORGAN RECITM.
Beach Thursday noon in honor of of parks, has also approved the
ing away on this resort possibility
has a good chance for recovery.
AT HOPE NEW MEMORIAL
facture registers, and other furof Hopkins Miss Grace Mersen, who is to be an plans.
here with the result that after a
Returning from an afternoon
CHAPEL
SUNDAY
nace accessories.A plant in the
won the 50-pound can of chloride, August bride.
few years a real resort became a
spent at the lake, the child was in
AFTERNOON
east manufacturescast and steel
donated by the Michigan State
NEW DRUG STORE OPENS
fact and Macatawa Resort Co. was
Abe Stepn
ban, secretary of the
the sleeping room, watching «»ome
grills.
Miss Henrietta Nykamp, daughthe beginning. The bay was re- Holland Fair is planning big Farm Bureau, for identifyingthe
small boys play ball in the yard,
Next Sunday, August 18, at
greatest number of weed seeds.
The Holland officers are: Thomas
ter
Mrs. —
B. Nykamp,
145 South
••• of
........
, -----The new Tavern Drug store at
when the screen gave way and she Olinger, chairman; H. W. Mnier, p. m. Prof. Carl Rupprechtmem- named from Black I.ake to Maca- things for thi year’s exhibition.
Elm street, Zeeland, and Morris | the northwest corner of Warm
tawa Bay, the Indian name for
plunged 20 feet, falling on the ceMrs. Russell Stillwell of Big
vice-presidentand production man- ber of the National Assoc'otion '.f
Ex-Mayor Henry Brusse has Rapids and Mrs. R. Everett of Col- Spyker of Holland were united in Friend Tavern will have its o penment sidewalk. She was picked up ager; H. S. Covell, treasurer,and Organists and the American Guild "black wateis" What this small
marriage about 4:00 o’clock ing all day Saturday. Mr. Phi llips
biginning
meant
to
Holland
in
the
been
chosen
a
member
of
the
Fedunconscious and rushed to Butterof Organists, and oigunist and way of resort advantageis evident
lege avenue entertained with a Wednesday afternoon at Zeeland, is having open house with cigars
Joe Kramer, assistant treasu
eral Grand Jury to convene in
worth Hospital, Grand Rapids, by R. W. Blanchardis president ar i choir directorof St. Luk* s Evanbridge party and shower Wednes- Rev. H. E. Oostcndorp, pastor of for the men, flowersfor the ladies,
today. The pioneer resorters in Grand Rapids.
her parents,who were In the house sales manager with headquarter
J day evening at the home of the lat______
; in gelical LutheranChurch Chicago.
the North St. Chr. Ref. church, and ballooqsfor the Children.Holthose days were: the Dorninks of
at the time.
J ter in honor of Miss Vera Keppel performingthe double ring cere- land and vicinityhas been invited
Chicago. Other officers are locat'd ’ will give an hour’s program of saGrand
Rapids,
the
Dutton
Post*,
The Steinegers are visiting Mrs. in the eastern plant in New Bri' un. .cred organ music in Hope MmnoriMr.-. Mary A. hapcl died
| an(j j|fj8s Grace Mersen, brides-tomony. The bride looked very beMiKB
, and Mi„ Mmen j coming in a gown of white goorg- to inspect this beautiful new druf
Steineger’s -mother, Mrs. D. Baker Conn. The Holland company n w | al Chapel. All lovers of good music Walshes, Boones, Van Landegends heme o her daughter. Mrs J. C.
store in Holland’s leading hotel,
on Franklin street, Grand Haven, employes150 men and this number ; are invited to attend.Doors will be and others from Holland. The first I ost. West 13th street. She was reHvwl R dumber of beautiful ; ette and carrieda bouquet of swancottage built at the edge of the born in Ann Arbor on Aug. 25.
from
the
28
guest*
present.
during their vacation.
wall be increased
open at 4:15 o’clock
sonia flowers interspersedwith liMiss Theresa Mooi’s Sunday
known "Grove" on Grove walk 1834.
Geo. Steineger, it will be reI lies and sweet peas. Miss Anna
o
1 Professor Rupprechtwill be well
School class of the First Reformed
was
erected
by
D.
J.
Dornink,
a
membered was consideredthe most BENNY MERCER IS
Ur.
and
Mrs.
Pyle
gave
a
birth1
Hamburg
of
this
city
acted
as
assisted by Miss Cornelia Nettinga,
dealer of Grand Rapids, and
Hon. Geo. !• arr, prominent attorWednesday evening in' bridesmaidand Russel Nykamp, church held an outing at MooPa
pular student at Hope College
COMING TO HOLLAND who will sing a coupie of her pop- book
eotatge at Buchanan Beach Monday
H.
Boone
of
Holland.
This
small
ney
at
Grand
Haven,
died.
Hon.
G.
honur
of
MigH
Henrietta Warnshuis brother of the bridegroom, waa best
r„"
n his day. He played the part of
ular solos.
evening.
2
by
4
building
is
still
serving
as
J.
Diekema
of
Holland
was
one
of
Dr. Van Raaltc in the Hope jmat their new summer home at man. Little Jerine Nykamp was
Benny Mercer, dare-devil autoAn offeiingwill he received to a kitchen to a home built in front the pall bearers.
geant staged in 1016.
Macatawa Park. The guest of hon- flower girl ami Calvin Nykamp was
mobile driver and parachute jump- apply to the endowment of the
George B. Lemmen has applied
of it severalyears later.
Harris Meyer of Holland was or received many lovely gifts from ringbeurer.Directlyafter the nupThe child at this time is doing er, will stage a demonstration at organ.
for a building permit to erect a
tied
for
fir.-t
place
in
the
pipe
those present.
nicely apd it is hoped and expected the Bartholic Garage on East 8th
tials had been concludedthe 35 home on West 12th street amountTWENTY-FIVE YEARS
organ contest held at St. Mark's
o --------- that she will recover. X-ray pic- street Tuesday morning at 10:55.
guest* present dined. Mr. and Mrs. ing to $3,000.
CLUB ENTERTAINED AT
AGO TODAY
Pro-Cathedral. Grand Rapids.
tures showed the skull to have been Ed Leeuw is making arrangements
Henry Siersma, Ottawa county Spyker left for a two weeks trip
MILLER COTTAGE
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Hunt- There were six in the contest, four drain commissioner, was operated | to
fractured in six places, some very to secure two airplans for the local
the east. Upon their return
Ted Van Dyke and Harold Dek. Zeeland Record. — Mrs. Herman
young men and two young ladies. on for appendicitisand gall bladder they will make their home at 145
seriously, others only slightly. The airport where Mercer will do aturts Miller entertained the Neighbor- ley, a daughter, Julia.
ker are expected to return today
•
*
*
Thomas
Rae
of
Grand
Rapids,
the
little child is conscious and was after his long grind in the automotrouble at the Zeeland hospital South Elm street, Zeeland.
from their trip to Mammonth Cave
hood Club at their cottage at TenGrand Haven has a populationof judges considered, was on a par Wednesday.
o
able to take nourishment. The at- bile. If the plans can be secured
in Kentucky.
nessee Beach on Tuesdn> evening. 5239.
with the Holland man. A fine showtending physicians say it is a re- Mercer will do parachutedr ns,
The missionary bo# of the Miso—
Those present were Mrs. J. N.
• * *
ing for Harris, just the same.
markeable case.
rope ladder stunts, wing-walking
Orrin and Frank Ressigue. two sion Circle of First Reformed
The American Legion will presClark, Mrs. Ben Goozen, Mrs. Fred
•
•
•
Michigan’s
best
trotter,
McKinstunts,horizontalbar feats, hangof the I.G.M. grocery edebrators, church. Zeelard, is being prepared ent "The Patsy” which is played
K lumper, Mrs. D. Van Breo, Mrs.
ley, owned by H. Boom: of HoiThere are only 228 canines left at the fairgrounds were run down for shipment to Missionary William by the Chicago Players under the
MAIL CARRIER’S FAMILY
ing by his toes from the plane over
E.
Irvine, Mrs. Angus De Kruif, land won a decided victory at the in Holland. Dog catcher Peter VerHURT IN AUTO ACCIDENT the airport and other feats.
by a Chevrolet car driven by an
Mrs. Herb Van Eenenaam, Mrs. Empire City, New York. He won wey sent more than 3000 to the unknown man. Orrin hail a bone Farrar at Arni, India. The box is to direction of Brace Connings, at thc;j
o
contain Christmaspresents for the Masonic temple tonight as a
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Vegter of
Miss Bertha Wabeke and Mr. Anna Voss, and Mrs. Richard Vun- in the 2:08 trotting event, going“happyhunting grounds."
broken but Frank was not seriously Indian childrenin the mission.Each fit performance.
dtn
Berg.
injured.The accident occurred on member of the society is dressing
Holland each suffered two frac- Thomas Yff of Chicago were united
----------- -o
.. ......
o
tured ribs and their two children in marriage last night at the FourEast 16th street.
at least one doll for the children.
G. J. A. Pessink, formerly of
REV.
VENEKLASEN
TO
o
___
suffered bruises when their auto- teenth Street Christian Reformed
)GA STAGE BIG
! WHAT IS TO BE SEEN AT THE
land, now of Chicago, is a]
PREACH AT ZEELAND
mobile skidded into a ditch and church. After the ceremony a reCongressman Carl E. Mapes was ‘ James Hamelink. 203 West 18th, the week as the guest of Mr*. Jc
AT THE FAIRGROUNDS
HOLLAND FAIR
Rev.
James
Veneklasen,
pastor
crashed into a tree near Weagland, ception was held in the Literary
•The I.G.A. association represintin Zeeland Thursday to discus* -was granted a permit to remodel Pesaink.
of the First Presbyterian church of ing several community stores in
On page 4 ot section th-ee of special postal matters with the local his home at a cost of $100.
Iowa. The Vcgtcrs were on their club rooms.
Oak Park, 111., will conduct the this vicinity held an evenings enter- this issue of the Holland City postoffice
p— .. ....
way home at the time of the acciMatilda Rosene, who has been
dent. ,
The taking out of the old inter- sendees in the Second Reformed tainment at the Community Fair- News is found a full page anAmong those who attended the ing marcellingat her home oAj
The car was demolished and urban rails on West 8th street will church of Zeeland next Sunday and grounds with several thousand nouncement that will give somi The Bodnar Bros, calliope is here Ionia free fair yesterday were Sec. tral avenue, has become the
they were forced to take a train not cause an obstruction to the Mrs. Stella Gezon will preside at people attending. There were at conception of the tremendouspro- and will go about the country ad- M. J. Vande Bunte, BenjaminBrow- and operatorof the Blue Bird
home. Mr. Al Vegter has been a trucks at Eagle Engine House No. the organ. Mr. Veneklasenis a least 100 prizes given and R. H. gram in store for community Fair vertisingthe county fair for next er, Lester Venhuizen and William ty Shop at West 8th street
1 since contractor Olson will not former Zeeland boy and a former Miller of the Standard Grocery Co. patrons at Holland next week. week. All parts of Ottawa and Alle- Pickering.
Holland mail carrierfor years.
o
o
take up the rails in front of the student of Hope college and a was in charge. The Crisp band in Turn to it for in format' on.
gan countieswill be visited.
The Reformed church of Nf
^
o—
City Inspector Bosch wishes tol station until all the rest of the
charge of Bert Brandt furnished
Mr. apd Mrs. J. K. Van Lent* Holland has extended a call to
inform the itring butchers about street is finished. The finish will be
Miss Luwina Schaddelee of the
An automobile accidenttook were Benton Harbor visitors G. Timmer of Jamestown.
excellent music. Miss Mills and Mr.
the city that thev have until Mon- a quick job when at last the few
Capt. Harrington, president of lister of Detroit were the vaude- South Shore hospital. Chicago, who place near West Olive on US31 Wednesday.
.Mrs. Ruth Korstamje and di
day to get their licenses. If licenses remainingfeet are to be taken' up the Holland CommunityFair, has villians of this occasion.
recently completedher course and when the large Cadillaccar driven
Phyllis Mary were Grand
are not obtained before then, Mr. at the station and a large force will positive assurance that Gov. Fred
graduated from the hospital train- bv George Van Landegend, local
Gene Kammerand and Gclmcr visitor* Wednesday.
.
Bosch states that others measures make short work of
W. Green wil be here on WednesThere will be a scout service tent ing school, is visiting with her par- plumber, went skidding on a wet Boven were business visitors in
oare to be used.
day next as a guest of the fair as- at the Holland Conservation park ents here for a few days.
pavement and turned turtle in a Grand Rapids Wednesday.
Dr. W. J. Van
o
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lokker and the sociation.Senator Arthur Vanden on the occasion of the Western
ditch. Mrs. Van Landegend susthe “ American]
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Nienhuis and Misses Laura and Margaret Knooi- Berg may also be present as well Michigan Fish and Game club getAlt. Thos. N. Robinson will he ta neil a broken rib and Mr. Van
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Hartman and American
family are resorting at Spring huizen have returned from a trip as George Getz, chief of Lakewood together which will be held Satur- |iin Cleveland. Ohio, for about
Landegend is badly bruised but no family have returned from a two- trip to the
around the lakes.
Farm.
Lake for a (gw days.
day, August 24th.
week on business.
one was dangerously injured. week'? trip to Crystal Lake.
on the 12th of
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Six Cylinder Sentences Stephan
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—
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HolUnd, Mich.,

tnder the act of Congress, March,
1897.

as

large dore of hope.
Tailors can alter our coats,
but only we can alter the
cut of our characters.
Death will come to the good
man like a kind old nurse
and rock him to sleep.
Cast yoor grievancesInto the

Rates of adrertisingmade known

upon

application.

Manager

Western Newspaper Unlmil

TELEPHONE
Business Office - - -

Center Visited

the clarinetchampionship.

NEW

PECULIAR TO AMERICA

IS

OFFICE

We feel quite conAdent that there
U no other country on earth in
which an accused person can go
into court and make full and deTMM
tailed confession of his guilt, as
Dr. James Howard Snook has done,
fy Junius
and cherish a hope that his admissions may be made to do servThe mother who used to put a
ice as a basis for defense.In most candle in the window to guide her
lands such a confessionwould mean wandering son now turns on the
floodlighta at the landing field.
the end of the trial; it certainly
would in Canada. But here it freThe Anal test of greatness is sucquently means that the legal Aght cess.
• • *
is just commencing.
Mother: “What’s this I hear

ing, proprietor.

Holland Radio Shop. Harry Fik,
proprietor, Sparton radios.

By

signed his position, the resignation
taking effect immediately.
At a recent annual meeting there
was a real “get-together”at Warm
Friend Tavern with the entire sales
force, covering most of the states,
present. A pretentious program

becoming puppyism.
Do a little more than you are
paid for. or you will soon
he paid a little less.

New Business

WashingtonSquare Tire

and

Battery Shop, John Spaman, proElisabeth Vandenberg,
prietor.
dnuRhter of Senator and Mrs. Arthe
thur H. Vandenberg, who summers
“GLADS” OUT IN HOLLAND
at Lakewood farm, received signal
honors. She was declared one of FifteenBusiness Men of the Square
Now has begun the gladiolusseathe seventeen solo champions in
Make CelebrationPossible
son in Holland and elsewhere in
awards of medals made at TravMichigan and it will continue
erse City in the annual contest
among 250 studentsat the national A good-natured, milling, happy
high school orchestra camp. Miss crowd in realityconstitutedthose
Vandenberg took first place in the who helped to dedicate what
popularity and is deserving
piano competition.
will be known to Holland in the From a bloom of inferior color and
Two other Michigan students refuture as “WashingtonSquare” at size it has advanced through scienceived firsts, Francis Hellstein, of
the head of Washingtonboulevard. tific treatment to near the first
Detroit, on the horn, and Bernard
It is difficultto estimate the num- place in flower gardens. New kinds
Smith, youthful director of the
ber attending this celebrationsince
command excessiveprices while
Flint Salvation Army band, on the
folks kept coming and going the
cornet Iwanago Atsushi, one of entire day and many downtown older varieties quite as pretty may
two students from Honolulu, won. merchants called to extend their be had at reasonable rates. Its lack

Miss

It was rather a surprise to hear
the fore part of the week that
former Mayor E. P. Stephan, for
18 months the manager of the
Bush and Lane Piano Co., had re-

morrow will grieve.
Human sympathy alone will
prevent dogmatism from

(£ by

\k0

CHESTER L. BEACH WILL ASSUME THE DIRECTION OF
THE LOCAL PLANT

lake of Yesterday,or To-

Terms $1A0 per year with a discount of AO to those paying in ad

SENATOR VANDENBERG’S
DAUGHTER IS HONORED

Bush and Lane

HOLLAND

To cure your roopea— take a

Entered as Second Gass Matter
at the post officeat

DU JOHN

Quits

DOLLAR BILL
TRANSFORMED FROM
GREEN TO YELLOW
FIVE-

Thousands

congratulations and pay their respects.

There was no attempt made to
give a set program of speeches and
so on, and while Mayor Brooks
called to say “Hello!” and visited

but its form and colors leave
nothing but perfume to be desired.

CLAM FISHER VIOLATES LAW
IN ALLEGAN COUNTY

C0

64-66 East Eighth St., Holland, Mich.

Helping Mother
Prepare
For the Opening of School

of perfume detractsfrom its merits

Washing powder and water have all the merchants in the “square,”
Henry Barlow, Dunningvillc,Alcaused one of the new small five- it was difficult to line up the tredollar bills to change its original mendous crowd of men, women and legan Co., pleaded guilty in Justice
green to a shade of gold, but no children in any form so a speech Fidus E. Fish’s court on the charge
of fishing for clams without a
concern ia felt by treasury officials could be heard.
as n result.
There seemed to be a holiday air licenseon complaint of ConsolaThe bill was presentedat a with a carnival spirit Folks were tion Officer Harry G. Plotts.He
Beaumont, Texas, bank, and its out for a good time and they had paid a fine of $5 and costs of $5.75.

CAT

J.C.PENNEY

Back to School I That glorious adventure of childhood!
And what an importantpart pretty, stylish clothes play in
helping your child enjoy school hours. Ten million Mothers
will tell

you

that

when you buy your school outfits here, they

ire not only stylish and serviceable,but actually save you

money.

Why

School Outfits Cost Less

alterationin color caused officials it The crowd can be estimated anyto believe at first that it was coun- where from 4,000 to 6,000 for at TO BE ANOTHER OBJECTIVE
FOR TOURISTS IN OTTAWA
terfeit A treaspry representative best it is onlv a guess.
visited Texas to inspect the curIn the afternoonthe children Grand Rapids Press— The opening
Probably you have wondered why things cost so much less here.
rency.
were entertained iri large numbers of the new county park between
The
answer is that we plan and economize when buying, 'exactly as
Idlewood
and
Lakewood
farm
will
Henry Herrick Bond, assistant and the merchantshad provided a
secretary of the treasury said to- liberal amount of games and sports add another ideal motor objective
Mother does when selecting the school wardrobes for her family.
day the investigationindicatedthat generally found on a picnic pro- for tourists into western Michigan.
But where Mother only buys for two or three youngsters, we buy
the money had been sent to a laun- gram. Children from 1 to 5 also The cement oval has been equipped
To a stranger freshly arrived on
for millions of them, and Mother’s savings of a penny here and a
about your throwing the little girls’
dry in a shirt and had been washed played games and it was a delight- with ample parking spaces and the
our shores such a condition must mud pies at them ?*’
dollar
there, amount to a very large sum when you are buying for
thoroughly in a solutionused for ful littlegroup, all of them being concrete walk cut through the hill
seem fantastic. It must be almost
Son: “You see, Mother, wc were
millions of families at once.
cleaning clothes.
to Lake Michigan will be completed
prize winners.
was launched and tbe future of the
incomprehensible. We, unfortun- playing politics.
“We don’t expect much of the The sports of the day were in the next month. The oval leads to a
V
• • •
striking out strong into money to be subjected to that
ately, have become so used to the
hands of Harry Dornbos and com- beautifulwooded park, which is beSchool
Days
will
soon
be
here!
We
extend
an
invitation
to Thrifty,
Mrs. Newrich (looking over
field, looked rosy indee
ing cleared and enlarged for picnic
treatment,” Bond said.
mittee, assistedby Leon N. Moody,
goings on and methods of our crimMothers
to
pay
us
a
visit of inspection.
house plan),— What’s this thing
•
It was set forth at that time
Holland’splayground director.
inal tribunals that we sigh and ac- here going to be!”
that the company had reduced its
One feature that brought endless The county park, the slate park,
Architect— That is an Italian obligationsmaterially,in fact, the
Black lake
cept them as a matter of course;
GRAND HAVEN
laughter was “Amos ’n Andy,” im- Lakewood farm
stair case.
resorts will give the public an ideal
statement to stockholders was inFOUND DEAD IN BED
but they are none the less a burpersonated by Arie Baumann and
“Just a waste of money. We deed gratifying according to
Henry Baker. Who was Amos and diversionfor campers and tourists,
lesque and outrage on justice and
probably won’t ever have any port.
Mrs. Art Vander Meiden, Grand who was Andy was difficultto con- such as is not found in the vicinity
one of the main reasons why crime Italians coming to see us.”
The resignationof Mr. Stephan Haven, was found dead in bed Mon- jecturesince all coons look alike to of any city of Holland’s size.
• • •
The bathing beach at the state
is so common that it is commonwas entirely unexpected by the citi- day morning.She had been in ill us. Their grasshopperLizzie did
park at Ottawa Beach is attractSmith : “I suppose the court gave xens of Holland, generally speak- health for some time, but recently
pbce.
stunts that even Henry Ford could
your wife a share of the property
her family had noticed a change not imagine possiblein one of. his ing thousands of persons daily for
o
a jlip in I.ake Michigan. Parking
when she got her divorce?’’
er. Stephan has put in some for the better. A heart attack is buzz wagons.
Brown: “Yes. Fifty-fifty.She got hard work on this proposition,it believed to have caused death. She
FORD BRINGS
The American Legion band, in spaces at the oval at times have
become so congested that tentative
the radio and left me the install- is said, and there was a tremen- is surivived by her husband.
full uniform, kept the evening liveTO CITIZENS OF
plans will be laid for an extension
ments.”
dous responsibility that had to be
ly
with
one
of
their
best
concert
• • •
MUSKRAT FARM BRINGS
shouldered.
programs and, what is more, the in the near future.
Henry Ford has made Cork, Ire“Johnny,” said the minister,“do
COURT MUSS
The results of his work are not
Legionnairesdonated their serAS BAD AS KILLING THE
land, cheerful. The long process of you know where" little boys who only apparent in the good showing
vices, for which WashingtonSquare
“GOOSE WITH GOLD EGG”
swim
on Sunday go?”
made
as
this relates to the comWillard
J.
Kirby
and
Roger
E.
is
duly
thankful.
changing over the Marina works
“O, most any place where there pany’s assets but in the advance Reed, of Allegan, decidedto go into
A balloon -blowing contest seemed
near Cork from a motorcar manu- ain’t no women passing,"was JohnOstriches are being hunted for
preparation for fall and holiday muskrat farming and to that end to be a favorite with the pleasure
facturing plant into an establish- ny said.
business about to open up.
formed a partnership each putting seekers. The best-winded contest- the diamonds they carry. Two of
• » •
Just what his future plans are in 12,000. Kirby acted as manager tants did the most damage to the the big , birds were killed in the
ment for the manufacture of tracwe
cannot say at this time but he but after a while, when there were bursting .balloonsand naturally southern part of the Kalahari Destors has come to an end and the
,
The employe who watches the intends to rest up for a few weeks no profits, refused to provide more were the prize winners. Miss Flor- ert in South Africa by hunters.
reorganised plant has started the
When
the
craws
of
the
birds
were
clock passes his employer’s time at least
money and notifiedReed not to ence Van Eewarden,rather a vivaproductionof tractors.
away.
Mr. Stephan, before taking up make any more expense. As he did cious maiden ordinarily,did some examined, one bird produced 53
diamonds and the other 17, air of
*
»
•
Already 3,800 men are employed
the management of the Bush and not comply with the notice, Kirby terribleexecutions to the rubber
Troubles
may
be
worked
off
or
Lane Piano Co. was manager of brought suit to dissolvethe part- balloons, winning first prize, while exceptional quality. It is believed
and it is expected that work will
the birds formerly roamed the
fished off.
the
Holland Furniture Co. for nership. He had paid for some land Miss Henrietta Wolbert won secsoon be found for 5,000 hands, with
Namaqualand district, where rich
» • •
nearly 16 years. For many years the company occupied, so, including ond prize after regaining her “secalluvial diamond deposits are
a productionof 150 complete tracMabel (at the Zoo): Mother! he was identified with the James other claims,Reed was ordered by ond wind.”
known to exist. The birds, chicktors daily.
Willis’s hanging around the polar A. Brouwer Furniture Co. on River the court to nay Kirby $553.35, and
Rollingpins arc not always found en like, used the sharp diamonds
In the funny papers only. At the
Cork is cheerful because Ford bears when he’s got a cold already! Ave. In both enterprises he was the partnership was dissolved.
to aid their digestive apparatus.
• • •
very successful in his capacity.
dedication exercises it was shown
pays the best daily wages of any
Now ostrich hunting for the diaYoung Husband
“I did not While connected with the Holland
there that there are plenty of them monds they may contain is a sport
concern in Ireland.
marry you for your money, you Furniture Co. he became head of SCRAP METAL SOLD BY FORD in WashingtonSquare, at least onefollowed by many in that region.
RUNS INTO MILLIONS
Ireland is pleased because of the know, rather in spite of it Money the National Organization of “case
for each wayward husband and a
few extra for good measure. Throwconfidenceof the Ford directors in does not make happiness, in fact, goods men” and filled many posiAt the plants of the Ford Motor ing rolling pins was one of the conpouring a vast amount of capital the less money the more happi- tions in other organixationsin the
ness!”
furniture world, national in scope. Co., Detroit, the sale of scrap of tests that^ seemed to make a hit
into the Cork works is considered
Young Wife — “Then, darling,
Affairs of the Bush and Lane all kinds netted $3,575,877.60dur- and. what* is more, the men were
ing 1928, according to a company very much in evidence on the sidea fine tribute to the Irish workman. we shall'be wonderfully happy.
Furthermore the establishmentof Daddy went bankrupt yesterday.
lines, possiblyto sec whether somebody elsc’s wife could handle one as
pany, who Has
has been an able secresecre
ao^*
the tractor factory,in addition to
quantities in addition were sal- easily as their’s.
tary for years.
being a source of good local emvaged
and
converted
back
into use.
Mrs. N. Vander I^est showed the
TRAFFIC COUNTS SHOW
ployment, is regarded as a standgreatest ability to wield the pieCAR USE OF ALLEGAN
PAY MORE FOR GUM
SAUGATUCK WILL CASE
ing refutation of the old suggestion
crust utensil and therefore was
COUNTY HIGHWAYS
THAN TAXES given first prize. Mrs. J. Van Dyke
PROVES INTERESTING
that Ireland has no manufacturing
One of the big chewing gum came in second best but not before
possibilities.
Some idea of the traffic on AlleLewis O. Smith of Saugatuck companies reports that its net prof- she had made a “ten strike”on the
gan
county
roads
can
be
gleaned
The plant will also have a benebrought suit to construe a will and
pate of a male sightseer who
from officialroad counts just com- set aside a deed. His father, Wal- its in 1928 were $11,068,618.About
of education and entertainment brings
ficialeffect on the country generone-thirtiethof the population of was leaning forward too far in orpleted. Both counts were 14 hours
ally because practicallythe whole in length. One was made on a Sun- lace H. Smith, made a will be- the United States is in Michigan, der to get a good eyeful of just
you the
queathing all his property to his and so this state contributed ap- what could be accomplished bv this
of the output will be for export, day, one on a Wednesday.
wife, Kate Smith, who was given proximately $3%, 900 of these prof- household weapon from the kitchen.
A. R. Morris, state highway repwith its
well-known revue stars,
and this will reduce the Free State
power to sell any of the property its. There are other chewing gum
Washington Square also had a
resentative,says that the variaadverse trade balance by millions
and use proceeds without restric- companies that sell a large amount police force, a temporary organizaFireworks,
Races;
Hippotions between week days is as great
tion. In case of the death of Kate of their products in this state, all tion, for the day and, strange to
of dollars annually.
as the variation between Sundays
Smith
ali remaining property was of which prompts a Legislature say. like “Amos ’n Andy,” they
Acts, The
Car,
and week days so that the week
day count is not as great os it to revert to their daughter, Bessie. statistician to observe that the peo- wm-c colored gentlemen,or they
Well, Katie Smith died and the ple of Michigan must be contrib- iitlst have taken the “sun-tan cure.”
exhibits
have been the followingday.
NOW YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR might
Here is the county of the number daughter sold lot No. 89, Sauga- uting more than $1,000,000a year Anyway, they were as black as the
“acc of spades” but we never realCASTOFFS GG-TO THE
of Live Stock and Agriculture• . • •
of cars which passed on the roads tuck village, to George Erickson. to the profits of chewing gum comized that John Kampen, Jim VeltLewis O. Smith, son of Wallace panies.
TURKS
noted.
have
it on display
man, John Schurtsma and “Dutch
Sun. Wed. Smith, contended that Bessie had
no right to make such sale, as in ICE WAGON TURNS TURTLE IN Hank” originatedin Central Africa It’s a modern miracle of mechanUn
M-89
West,
between
The United States is doing a
but imagined that their forebearers
FERRYSBURG
M-40 and Fennville...„.1054428 case of her death the property
flourishingbusiness in supplying
came from the land of dikes and — the lightest, most compact typo
would revert to him. He claimed
M-40
South
...... ............
1242
833
With the thermometerhovering
old dothes for new Turks, a buswriter with standard keyboard— and
M-118 Martin road .......... 792 505 that Bessie had only a life inter- above 70 Friday night motor traf- windmills. All the same, since the
iness which centers in a rambling
celebration,
the
tan
has
somewhat
the
efficiency of the standard offirf
est
in
the
estate.
The
court.
Judge
fic was endangered by icy pavement
picturesqueold khan in a corner of M-131 Near Martin ........ 4110 1847
Cross, held against Lewis Smith’s at the junction at Ferrysburgof disanpeared.
machine, though it weighs only one
U.
S. 31 Near Fennville
Stamboul.
Rd.
..........
858 1716 contention,holding that the will of US-31 and US-16. Hot pavements Washington Square is grateful fourth as much.
From America comes yearly some
Wallace Smith clearly meant that and a lowering sun, however,in to the Board of Public Works for
.'1.000,000 pieces of second-hand County Road— Overisel . 265 186
It has eight new features—some ol
Bessie’s rights under her father’s a short time removed the menace donating the illuminationsin the
clothing which are dumped into the MiddlevilleRoad . .......... 311 130
which
you can’t find on even big
street,
to
the
Mayor
and
aldermen
1046 994 will were the same as those of her which had been caused by the. over400 work rooms of the ancientkhan Otsego Road ______
for their moral support, and to K. machines
. and yet ... no increase
mother. He ordered the complaint turning of an ice wagon.
to be repairedby 1,900 workers and
B. Olson, who had just put Wash- ia price. Come in and try it today I
dismissed.
then shipped to peasants and
ington boulevard in shape, for his
townspeople throughout Asiatic
thoughtfuf donation.
Turkey.
SPAWNING BEDS
For many years Washington
CANDIDATE
FOR
TO
The most expensive costume after
boulevard was known as “First
it has been refurbishedin the khan
35-CENT
Brinks
Store
Avenue.” It was one of the first
sells for |3, and the cheapest for
paved streets that Holland could
about 25 cents. Often an AnatoDetroit
News:
Grand Rapids Press:— Special
YOUNG “SHYLOCK,” LATELY boast of, in fact, it was a street i
48 E. 8th St.
lian village dandy sports a frayed
Under circumstances more or less
STUDENT OF SHAKESPEARE, laid without a curbing and wore well
conservation officers of the West
American dinner jacket which he
convincing as to its authenticity
USES KNIFE TO FORCE
until it was resurfaced this year Holland,
Mich.
has purchased for the equivalent MichiganGame and Fish Protec- the following letter has come into
PAYMENT
when curbing and all the necessary
of a quarter. Many too are the gov- tive Association this week called the possessionof The News:
Harry Boyd, 13 years old, living street improvementswere installed.
ernment officials, required by the attentiU to the fact that the fish Dear Mr. Postmaster General,
in
Los Angeles, had been reading Anthony Ronbach, Holland mailnew regime to don frock coats on
c/o Pres. Hoover
refuge signs erected on several
“The Merchant of Venice,” and carrier, a very patriotic individual
state occasions, who, because of
If you want to here about some5nd a man who believesHolland’s
their puny salaries, patronise the Kent County lakes before the open- thin well here is somethinI read when Charles May, 16, refused to
history ought to be written and
khan.
ing of the fishing season last June you are puttin lots of peoples on pay back a 35-centloan, he rememwho also is enthusiastically in favor
bered Shylock’scontract
your stamps ole George Washingstill are in place.
Young May said the Boyd boy of a monument for Dr. Van Raalte
These
signs were placed on the ton ole CoolidKc ole genrals ole declared if he did not receive the in Centennial Park, a matter neHOLLAND WOMAN DIES
Indians ole John L. Sullivan an
money he would take a pound of glected altogether too long, sugspawning grounds of bass and
AT MAYO HOSPITAL
most everybody I ever heard of an flesh. The debtor did not have the gested that First avenue, a name
bluegillsin an effort to protect
FOLLOWING OPERATION these fish during their spawning gome I never so I thought I bet- cash.
with no significance, be changed to
ter take pen in hand fore goin
Neighbors said young Boyd whip- Washington avenue in honor of the
period. Although there was no law
swimmin and write you this letter
Mrs. E. W. Stapelkampof this prohibiting fishing in the refuge and here it is Why don’t you put ped out a pocket knife and com- father of our country.The thought
city succumbed Sunday from per- areas the signs requested the fish- my ole man on those stamps? He menced cutting May. The boys came to him while celebrating the
were separated, the debtor going birthday of Washington and after
itonitis following an operation in ermen to keep out as a matter of
looks all right when he has his to the receivinghospital and Shake- some publicity the change was
Mayo hospital, according to word good sportsmanship.
shirt
Yrs.
speare’syoung reader to the police sanctioned by the Common council
‘The refuge signs were still up
received here by her sister, Mrs.
JOE BLAKE. station, where a charge
charj of suspici
and recently the word “avenue”
D. VanderSchaaf,from Rochester, on Bostwick Lake the first of this
In view of the choice by the of assault with a deadly weapon
weap
was changed to “boulevarJ” since
week,”
an
officer
of
the
local
game
Minn. She was taken to Rochester
Postmaster General of General was filed against him.
a large part of the thoroughfare is
a week ago for examination at the club declares. “They were still in
John Sullivan of New Hampshire,
boulevarded.
clinic.
place on Lincoln Lake last Saturwhom Joe Blake excusablycon- NEW PATROL BOAT WILL
The merchants who made posMrs. Sthpelkarop was the widow day and they were removed from
fuses with the late John L. SulliGUARD MICHIGAN FISH
sible the celebratingand dedication
of Rev. E. W. Stapelkamp.Her Little Muskrat Lake less than two van, prixe fighter of renown, the
of Washington Square are the foldaughters, Mrs. John A. Dykstra weeks ago. It has been brought to
letter Is herewith particularly Patrol boat No. 1, MichiganDe- lowing:
of Grand Rapids and Mrs. Victor our attention that the shallow
called to the notice of Postmaster partment of Conservation one ofl
Vogelzang. hardware and bazaar,
J. Blekkink of Cohoes, N. Y., and spawning grounds, still are posted
General Brown and “Pres Hoover.” the most efficient crafts of its kind, John Vogelzang.
in
several
other
lakes
of
this
secRev. John A. Dykstra of Central
was launched at Bay City last
Kroger Grocery A Baking Co.,
Church, Grand Rapids, were with tion.
first
Michigan Fruit Canners, Inc* week, where it will embark on its Geo. Eilander.manager.
her at the hospital at Rochester, “If these signs are left up late
duty of guarding the commercial
Kroger
Market,
Herman
Ros,
I Fennville, Friday became estabgrade
at
Minn. Funeral serviceswere held in the summer, long after the
manager.
I lished in its new office, located di- fish industry in Michigan waters.
is Holland Wednesday afternoon at spawning season for the fish is
According
to
Captain
Charles
Althese
John Kampen. contractor.
rectly east of the plant. It will
the home, 18 East 16th SL, and at ended, fishermen lose their respect
serve as the sales office for the en- lerg, commander of the vessel, the
Snappy Hat Shop. Mrs. R. Buurthe Third Reformed church with for the refuge plan and next spring tire combine, comprising the pack- gross tonnage is 80, with a length sma, proprietor,at Dyke A Hornprotect these tires
Rev. James M. Martin, pastor of they will pay no attention to the
ing plants at South Haven, Benton of 74 feet, and a beam of 17 feet. stra, dry goods department.
for one yean., against anythe Third Reformed Church, and signs. Lake fishermen about Kent Harbor and Gobles. M. C. Hutchin- An oil engine of the latest type, John Lifivot’s Barber Shop. 226
Rev. E. J. Blekkink, D.D., of the County are complaining now about
burning
inexpensive
fuel,
will
son is vice presidentand sales manWest 18th street, just west of the
thing if
Western Theological Seminary, these signs. They feel they are be- ager of the Fennvilleoffice.
swing a five-foot propeller with suf- square.
ing imposed on by being kept off
our prices on other sizes.
o
ficient speed to drive the boat 18
French Pastry Shop, Balfoort A
> is survived by three children,
the spawning grounds all through
One more wild life casualty was miles an hour, fast enough to over- Bos. proprietors.
Victor J. Blekkink, Cohoes, the summer.
added to the growing list of auto- take any would-be violators.
Washington Square Shoe Store,
Mrs. John A. Dykstra,
“Our club believesthat nothing mobile tragedies when a black fox
Probably the greatestsingle fac- B. Geerds. proprietor.
Rapids, and Judson W. could destroy the effectivenessof was reported killed on M-61 near tor tending to make the boat suitDyke A Hornatra, groceries and
Kenosha, Wis.
the fish refuge plan more quickly Gladwin Mich. On examination no able for the work is the net lifting dry goods.
the de- than this neglect in removing the ear marks were found which would device, which will make it possible Washington Market, H. Dornbos,
Mre. D. J. Vender Schaap, signs when the spawning season indicate that the animal had been to lift Tor examination any nets set proprietor.
F. Briemer and Mrs. was over. Whoever was responsible used as breeding stock. The episode in lake waters.
Washington Square Confection.ids, and for the erection of the refuige signs is unique in that the black lox, in
The old manner of lifting nets ery, Van Kaascn and Marcus, proMiami, fflor- should be held responsible for their additionto being comparatively by hand from small boats was ex- prietors.
are John removal at the right time
Wm. A. Thompson,plumbing and
rare in this state, has the, reputa- tremely hazardous at all times, and
n Dykstra, somebody seems to have fallenl tion of being one of the wariest of nearly impossibleduring heavy heating.
down on the job.
weather.
Earl’s Barber Shop, Earl Workwild animals.
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Seiberling Tires
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America’s Largest Merchant
Is

Fire-Safe!
When

building a i*cmc remember that

a large proportion of residence fires
start in

along

the bas.frent. They sweep

Me

ding into

i'crv JoLia ajd
‘i

Lc

up

the stud-

rr-is and bed rooms,

where cSe.yhvC possessionsor
less lives

my

strayed.
You cua

price-

Se endangeredor

^

fra

a

Great Farmer

New York

City.— Special.—‘‘The
ever made,
le, I made by
raining hogs,” says J. C# Penney,
founder of the J.
Penney Co. and
I. C. ~
leading figure in banking, publishing. dairying and agriculturalinterests in many sections of the
country.
The extent to which He has adhered to his first instincts i» shown
in the fact that he now owns one
of the greatest herd of purebred
Guernseycattle that has ever been
exhibited at state fairs anj dairy
shows.
Included in the herd is Mixter
May Princess, the Guernsey
with a record of 5 calves in five
years and a total productionfor the
first

money

I

land.

Mrs. Harry Hulamap and, children from Holland were Hamilton
visitors Thuraday.
Brief funeral services were held
Tuesday
for the infant daughter of
luesday to
Mr. and Mn. Otto Schaap.
(aper and
Mr. and Mrs. George Ki
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Lehman were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Brink,
at their cottage at Eureka Park
last Thursday.
Mist Mary Weaver has returned
home after spendingthe summer
teaching a course in nature study to
a group of girls at a summer camp
near Battle Creek.
Mrs. Roy Ashley has been enterta ning guests from Chicago last

your fire

elirr.i\a'z itu*th of

risk by building your

dc-

Also

floor of port-

land cement concrete.

floor surfaces which are

found in so

many homes. They may be covered
or any other surfacing, just as is

done

modern hotels, apartment houses,

May vf

Mr. Andrew Lohman made

t*nj you information regarding con-

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
Building

DETROIT,, MICH.

of

een holes,” says Mr. Penney, ‘‘and spendinga part of their vacation
with relatives in this village.
I fed that I am walking to a better
The buying committee of the
purpose."Close frierds say that he
admits playing an indifferent game Labor Day celebrationcomposedof
John Brink, Joe Hagelskamp and
e has been a steady advocate of B.n Kooiker. indulged in a shopbetter sires in the breeding pro- pinir orgv in Grand Rapids Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Lampen from
grams of dairy farmers and says
that the average dairyman is not Overiselvisited with their son, Mr.
getting nearly the returns from his ard Mrs. Harry Lampen on Friday.
The Drenten family reunion was
dairy herd.- that he should achieve.
Several noted Guernsey dairy- held Saturday at the Ottawa Beach

Mitten

iAmi

Buehler Bros., Inc.
Cash Market
The Food Emporium of Holland
Meat and Grocery Specials for Saturday

ONLY
.......... 16c

Roust

..... .........

.........

23c

...... 23c

No. 1 Creamery Butter ...........

family and Rev. and Mrs. A. H.
Strabbing from Holland enjoyed a
day's outing at John Ball Park,
Grand Rapids, Wednesday.
The Misses Fannie Bultman and
Helen Kuite have returnedhome
after taking the summer course at
Ferris Institute at Big Rapids.
Miss Julia Slotman and Mrs.
Merle Hutchinson have returned to
Detroitafter snending a week with
the r parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
Slotman.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hoffman
from Holland and Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Kooiker were guests ot Mr. an

Fresh Dressed Chickens from
B i?h!tv B.* h. Sj tan >r

Malt

.......

• •

.

.....

Early June Peas or Sweet corn, a can
Buehler Bros. Spaghetti.^

.

44c

... 36c-

38c

..... 2 for

79c

hatching season, which Postmaster
W. Claver states was the largestin
Rev. L. J. Lamberts of Fremont history, more than 5,000,000chicks
will have charge of the service in , were given special handling rating,
the North St. Chr. Ref. church. Zee- j According to the reports issued

........ 10c

....... .......... 10c

can

Government Inspected Meats.

—

Groceries of

deliver any order C. O.’D. anywhere
the City for 5 cents. Phone 2941

r

i

pnst^s^

Inc.,

by

asc^sr

;tiS

in

34 W. 8th

“

3E-

^
Mrs. Gerrit Van Zyl and

X*'1

c*ch,

1,P
«.”•

:

J

Mrs
Marvin Brower from Holland were
entertained at Mrs. George Browrr’s home on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. ClarenceDenckas
and Mr. and Mrs. John Tunis were
visitorsat the George Getz farm
and Allendale last week.
Miss Mae Carrol and Mr. Egbert
Brink from Grand Rapid- were
guests of Mr. and Mrfc. Derrick
Brink on Saturday.
Miss Gertrude Smitderks from
Whnd wa, a wek-.nd
„ gneat, of

wXthvSu^o’f STm

Miss Minnie Ruler and Miss Antoinette Van Kocverirg of Zeeland
md Miss Gertrude Sprietama of
Holland returned to their respective homes last week from a sixweeks trip through the western
states,including the Pacific coast
states. They report having enjoyed
a wonderful time which included
-everal thrillers.

count with

this

ac-

bank you

1

.

'

sonal counsel and cooperation of its

i

officers.

removed at the Zeeland hospital
Monday.

HAMILTON

i

25c

Peaches

4

Lbs.

25c

Lb.

17c

£
£ Cake,
S
S
£
hfi

OF «JCH>r.A_N:-Thi,_p?b.,e

LENA

H.

_

aitata,

These

Angel Food,

Each

Delicious

Prices also hold good in our Zeeland stores
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Why GOODYEAR Supertwist
never gets “tired out”
See this amazing demonstrationof the new and improved shock-absorbingcord — used only in Goodyear

&

Tires.

We

Sell Nothing

but the Best in Tires

,

Monday.

CHICA

HoUand Vulcanizing Company

nicely.

Drenthe.

1

•“

_»

Ship

180 River

t

^

Satnr.
|

lBe

Way

Zeeland

5881

Ave.

Holland, Mich.

-For Sale" and MKor Rent” ment and distributionof residue of said
>3
earda are sold at the News office, estate.
32 W. 8th St.
It is ordered, that the
Mtk day efSeyt, A. 1.1929
at

11903— Expires Ao* 31

MICHIGAN

ia
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.

;

_______________________

___

ten o'clock in the forenoon, et aaid

probateoffica. ba and Jr
STATE OK MICHIGAN-The Pro- pointed for examining a
bata Coart for tha County of Ottawa. aaid account and beariagi
A» a atsaion of aaid Court, hald at
It ia Fa
tft ProbateOffice In the City of Greed notice t
Haven in eaid County, on the 13th day of e copy
ot Aug A. D. 1929
ceasive
Preaent: Hon. James J Danhof, hearin* in
Judge of Probeto.
In the matter of the Estate of
HENDRIKA MULDER VOSS, Decosped

I

DOCKS FOOT 6F EIGHTH

HOLLAND,

Krogers

Expert Tire Repairing Guaranteed

a
evening.
busi-

M

Fancy Elbertas

KOLLEN. Deceased

Carlton Pelgrim having filed in
said court hit final administration ac1 count and his petitionpraying for the
I allowancethereof and for the akiiAnKaechele munt and diatributionof thtrvaidu*ot

BANK

Route

43c

Lbs.

Prof, and Mrs. Arthur
Miss Jane Veneklasen of Grand from Caledonia were the week-end aaid
/
Rapids and Mrs. N. Alofs of Adr^ guests of Mrs. B. Voorhorst.
It ia Ordered, That the
an. who are resorting at the Van-' Mrs. Arndt has returned home
16th Day .1 SapL, A. D 1929
der Meulen cottage at Montelloafter an extended visit with her
Park
for S few weeks, were visi- children in Battle Creek and Ben- at ten o’clock in the forenoon,at
MICH.
aaid probate office, be and ia hereby aptors at the home of Mrs. Wm. Os-; ton Harbor,
sewaarda
I
Mrs. Dena Sehutmaat and chil- pointed for examining and allowing
of the Thrifty
Ruth Wierenga, fifteen years old, dren 'and Mrs. Wm. Sehutmaat aaid account and hearing said pertidaughterof Mr. and Mrs. Walter spent Friday afternoon with Mrs. tion;
Ilia Further Ordered.That public
W'erenga of East Washington st., A. J. Ter Keurst. ,
Zeelard, submitted to an operation The Ten Brink Funeral Home has notice thereof be given by publiration
of a copy of thia order, for three
for appendicitisat the local hos- erecteda fine new street sign,
pital Thuraday evening. She is Rev. F. J. Van Dyke from Cen- anreruiveweeka previousto said day
doing
tral Park took charge of the ser- of hearing, in the Holland City News,
Abe
Bouwens
of
Firth,
Nebraska,
vices at the American Reformed a newspaper printed and circulated in
Short
to
aaid county.
is visiting at the home of Mr. and church last Sunday.
JAMES J. DANHOF.
Mrs. Cornelius Bouwens on South Mr. and Mrs. Neal Difkse and
Jodcv of Protat*.
Elm street, Zeeland, and with son Cornel! from Holland w,e.re i
C0DV_
other
relatives
in
this
vicinity.
: guests of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob NiernR*
v ANDFWATFR
Leave Holland Daily .except SaturMrs. Effle Poole of Grand Rap- boer Thursday
Reuister of Probate
day and Sunday
is is spending a few weeks with' George Sehutmaat made a
*
relatives and friends in Zeeland, ness trip to St. Johns Wednesday.
8:00 Pe M.
Holland and
i Mrs. Derrick Brink and children
pointed for hearing arid pertltion. and
11903— Expires Aufc. 31
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin are spending several days with
STATE
OP
MICHIGAN
-The
Probate that all personsinterested in said esLeaveHo Hand Sundays 9:00 P.M. Veneklasen, Robinson, a daughter; relatives in Grand Haven,
tate appear before said court, ai said
Court for the County of Ottawa.
Miss Gertrude Kronemeyer from
time and place, to show came why a
Saturdays 10:30 P.M. to My. and Mrs. Dick De Jonge, of. „Kalamazoo
spent several days last) wAlpa
Hudsonville.a son.
Hcenseto sell ibe interest of said eaMr. and Mrs. John De Haan of j week with relatives in this vUUge.
' h'J d
tate ia said real estate should not be
SPECIAL DAY TRIP Every Satur- Arn Arbor visitedat the Uhome
____of;!! Mrs.
Mrc Herman
Rrnaer left
left SaturB \1j29 ’ 00
" "
Herman Brower
granted;
Mr. Martin Dc Haan and family on day night for Lake Odessa where
day to Chicago Direct 2:00 P.M.
Present:
Hon.
James J. Danhof,
North State street, Zeeland, and she will make an indefinite stay
It la Further Ordejrd, That public
with Mrs. De Haan’s parents at1 with her daughter, Mrs. Marmus Judge of Probate.
notice thereof be given by publication
In the matter of tbe Estate of
Hoffs.
Holland.
of a copy of thia order, for three
Rev. J. W. Kersen, who conduct- HENDRIKA MULDER VOSS, DacaaMd saecessiva weeks previous to said day
Mr. and Mrs. N. Tanis and son,
Travel and
'The Goodrich
ed
the
serveie*'
at
the
First
ReNathan, are spending a week at
WilliamSchailin& having filad in said •f hearing, in the Holland City News
Gun Lake, during which time Mr. formed church Sunday, was enterhit petition,praying for license A newspaper printed and circulated in
Lowest Rates-Best Service
Tanis is taking a vacationfrom his . tained at the home of Mr. and M
i,aellthe interest of aaid estate in aaid eonntv
duties at the A. La Huis Co. store, j George Schtevink.
tin real estate therein described,
JAMES J. DANHOF.
. The following enjoyed
Joudfce of Probata.
It> Ordered,That the
Phones 2778 or
Goodrich Line
The hatching season of baby roast at Base Line lake Wed
A trus copy—
Day
tf September, A. D. 1929
chicks closed Friday with the last evening: Mr. and Mrs. C
ST.
HarrnatSwart
of millionsof peepers leaving the man, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ldhman. I at ten o’clock in tbe forenoon,at aaid
Dap. Re|ister of Probata
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Derrick
Brink
and
probate
office,
be
and
ia
hereby
ap
local postoffice.During the past

ODRICH

Lb.

4

Macaroon Snaps,

J.

!

HOLLAND,
Home

Cakes

Soap

Bananas

At a aesrion of said Court, held at
nessee Beach.
Rev. and Mrs. William Kok and • he Probate Office in the city of Grind
son are on a week's vacation to Haven In laid Gounty, on the 12th
day of Aug. A. D. 1929.
Sheboygan. Wis.
Promt: Hon. James J. Danhof, Jode*
John David Pool, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Pool, had his tonsils of Probata.
la the Matter of the Estate of

Herbert Dokter of Holland sub
milled to an operation for removal
of his tonsils at the Zeeland hos-l
pital last Monday morning.

PEOPLES STATE

Toilet

Caurt for the County of Ottawa.

1

open the way to the per-

A Fine

, , .....

1

you open an
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|

a son.
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11c

t

.

15.

Personal Service

^

4

Sweetheart

French Coffee

The Jacob De Hosier family re- 1 '*° di',r'b"tion P°‘nt- .Gr“n<! R"P'
union was held at the Lawrence “l* and Chicago. A hatchery man
street city park. Zeeland, on
,““n’P“racl1.
,n
Saturday afternoonand' evening. [£'
proper 'amount “of
The officers electedfor the ensuing
CC^
ceTex
nroat i care.
The 'postal service
next yea
year
year are Jacob De Koater, Sr., Pj.-**
pre.lV'Ci,r“
her sister.
.later, Mrs.
lira. Hiran
will reimburse the
shipper>21
for her
Hiran Kuite.
Kuite.
Mr. ard Mrs. Lou Vander Meer
entertained Mr. and Mrs. George
Nakken from Kalamazoo Sunday.
i be produced showing that governMrs. B. Voorhorst and daughters
The Meengs family reunion, an ment employee were responsible,
ov'nt that has become an annual Shipmentsfrom the local postoffice visited the Immink family at Overaffair for some two hundred des- have been made to Maine. Mon- isel Thursdav.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Schaan were
eendants of the original pioneer ,8na. Arizona. Florida, and other
family, will be held at the city park di8tHnt statcs within 72 hours after host and hostess to the* following
n Zeeland city, situated on Law- rcaching the postoffice.Advance on Saturday:Mr. and Mrs. Willis
•enre street. This place is probably indicationspoint to a very good Diekcma, Mrs. E. Allen. Mrs. J.
Herringaand Mrs. Priscilla Allen.
better known as Shoemakersseason next year
w-oods. The reunion will be held this The C0ntraCt for the erec tion of
»! Holland,
iftemon and evening. Thursday, „ taberracle in Zeeland for the Mr. and Mrs. Henry Redder from
Vugust
: Bible Witness Hall association
was Olive Center were entertained at
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Naherhiiis let this morning ta Abe Post, of the Nieboer home on Sunday.
Mr. Jacob Eding made a business
•nd three children of Miami, Fla., Zeeland. The building is to be sinare visiting at the home of her gle a ton-, of hollow tiie construc- trip to Detroitlast week.
Miss Grace Rankens is enjoying
•nother,Mrs. A. Baert. on Central tion. with a Colonial type entrance
avenue. They returned fr:m a trip and is to be forty feet by ninety- a twe-week's vacation.
Mrs. Chas. Ash and children
to Iowa where they visited relatives, two feet in size. Work will he startBorn to ME and Mrs. Edward ed ut once. Lakie and Rockwell of from Grand Rapids are spending a
week with her parents, Mr. and
Van Eck, East L ncoln street,on Holland are the architects.
Thuraday. August 8, a son, Arthur Mr. and Mrs. L. Sharpe and fam- Mrs. Fred Mason.
Dale; to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Kraal, ily have returned home from n two\orth Holland, Sunday. August 10, week’s trip to Rock Valley. Iowa,
11708-Exp. Aug. 31

St?

HOLLAND, MICH.
PHONE 2941

,

_

will soon begin on the frame work.

will preach in the morning and i Pm* center in Michigan.During
afternoon. Rev. Lamberts is editor . lhe peak of the past season three
of The Instructor, the, ChristianRe- ! special cases were sent out on Monformed Sunday School publication, • Any and Tuesday of each week. One
which enjoys a wide circulation regular ear was retained for daily
among the Sunday Schools of that use. Special mail clerks were emdenoipination and is published in Ployed by the government to care
i for the ‘‘peepers’’ en route to the

Ust

Buehler Bros.,

Lake last week.
Mrs. John Miskotten is erecting
a new home on the lot adjoiningher
son’s celery farm. The basement is
. .
.

Zeeland.

National Repute.

We

Mrs. Henry Sehutmaat at Swan

ZEELAND

.

Soap

oval.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabblng and

herds throughout the country have
been developed from foundation
stock supplied by Mr. Penney.
In the present attitude of business toward the farmer, Mr. Pensame period of 3484 poundr of but- ney’s opinion is widely sought in
ter and G903 gallons of milk.
matters pertaining to crop diverThe herd also includesMay Roy- sification,stock raising anj distrial’s Elberta. a heifer which won butions of farm products.
junior championshipin every fair
In addition to being widely
where she was shown last year.
known for his cattle,he is also
In this day of avocations on the reeogn'zcd as one of the leading
part of public-m'nded men whose j breeders of Hampshire sheep, havvocationshave made them into ing recently brought 40 of the finmnlti-miliionaires
Mr. Penney has|est animals in this breed from
chosen live stock breeding us his England.

Krcsh Pig I^dk ................... .......... 12c
Sueur Cured Bacnu Squares .........

Very Healthful Pkg.

when I inspect were Grand Rapids visitors SaturEmmadine Farm, as the average day evening.
Rev. and Mrs. Ed Tanis are
golfer walks when he plays eight-

nntrete

Office* in 32 Ckiei

Fancy Beef Pnt

Post Bran

Pkg.

10c

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Zeerip

greatest. diversion.
‘T walk as far,
(

Country Club, Ig. pkg.

Wheat,

Shredded

lage.

A National Organication
Imprestand Extend the Uses

Corn Flakes,

business trip to Chicago Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Kolean have
vacated their home and will take up
their residence in Holland. Their
place will be occupied by Mr. and
Mrs. Francis Markham from Kala
mazoo. Mrs. Markham was formerly Miat Janet Nyhoff from this vil-

crete floor[ and fire ta ft home construction*

to

25^*1

.45

duties.

office buildings.

Dime Bank

Sugar

Der Kolk.
Dr. G. H. Rigterink and Rev. II
J. Potter, who were injured in an
automobile accident last week, are
Retting along nicely and will aoon
be able to take care of the various

with hard wood, linoleums,carpeting

and

Our Stores curry only the beat in foodstuffs which arc sold at the
lowest possible pHces with money hack guarantee
if you u . not satisfied.

The Misses Evelyn Sehutmaat
and Eleanor Drenten are spending
a week with friends in Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Klienheksel
from Granfschap ' were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John \

senting cracked piaster and uneven

hospitals

FIVE IN HOIXAND

W0t?lc

Concrete floors are rigid, thus pre-

in

Mr. and Mrs. Ed Overbeek.
Mrs. Webber and daughter Marion have returned to their home in
Canada after an extended visit with
her siater, Mrs. Lee Slotman.
Mr. Paul Jordan spent last week
in Fremont on business.
Mias Dena Brower and Joe, Slotman ipent the week-endwith Mr.
and Mrs. Gerrit Maatman in Hol-

William Schuitin* bavin* filed in
court hia final adminiattation account, and hiapatition prayin* for tha
•llowsncs thereof and for the a*ai*n-

aaid

I

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Fife 4

Local

AT LAST

OPENING
SATURDAY
—OF—

The Tavern
Drug Store
“Wkere Qtufity Couots"

Come and see Hollands Newest
Drug Store
not necessary to buy, just come,
It is

and

acquainted.

get

Oh! Yes!

FREE!
Flowers for Ladies
Balloon’s for Children

SPECIALS

SATURDAY
Only
Milk of Magnesia Tooth
Paste and Brush. 85c

-

value

43c

CANDY SPECIAL
$1.00 box lor - 59c
ICECREAM
With every

purchase

1 qt. Artie Brick for

30 cents

TOILET

GOODS

Blue Rose

acquain*

-

tence package. 65c val.

for

News

_

25c

WOMAN

IS INJURED
NEAR THE GETZ FARM

Lake.

joying this week at a house party
at Green

n

*_

• 'tl
The

-

|

g ifts for children in this needj

I

diistrict.

John* Beyer moved from South
Rev. and Mrs. Anthony Luidens|
Holland Sentinel.— Mrs. George Elm street into his new residence and son of New Brunswick, N<
Millard, 116 Central street, Battle on Lincoln street, Zeeland, the past Jersey, are visitingwith Mr. ar
Creek, featured in an accident at week.
Mrs. James C. De Pree, Mr. andl
Lakewood Farm yesterday noon
Mrs. John H. De Pree and with!
Mrs.
R.
Bowman,
Jr., of Holland,
when a car driven by Walter Wiltother relativesin the vicinityof
entertained
at
her
home
last
week
hof, %07 North street. Grand HaZeeland.
ven, backed into her, knocking her Thursday with a miscellaneous
Miss Harriet Boone, Zeeland,
shower
for
her
sister,
Miss
Henridown and breaking her leg below
etta B. Nykamp, who is to be a and her class of Sunday School!
the knee.
Mrs. Millard was taken to the bride in the near future. A dainty girls picnicked at Ottawa Bench!
Holland hospital. Her condition luncheon was served by the hostess Monday afternoon. The time wa«
and Miss Nykamp received a great pleasantly spent in bath ng, playwas reportedgood this noon..
At noon yesterday,Mr. Getz many useful and dainty gifts. The ing games and eating an excellent
lunch. The following were present :|
called B. A. Mulder and told him to following were present:Mrs. R.
Lillian Borst, Margery Vac
Ten
Have,
Nellu
Ver
Hago,
Gladys
try to get some more deputies on
Gale Boone, WmmfreJ Boone,
the place us there were some 75,009 M'lehoer, Mrs. Gertrude Taylor,
Esther Weeraing,Ethel Weersingj
person.*at the farm, the largest Lcnjra Nykamp, Henrietta Nykump, Florence Ver Hnge, Louise Mildred Ver Hage, Caroline Van]
crow
the scascn.
Mr. Mulder got in touch with the Wiercnga, Mrs. Lester Wyngarden, Loo anj June Kook us.
Mr and Mrs. Win I). Van J.ooj
sheriff who in person went to the Anna Telgenhof, Mae Plewes, Corfafm, together with six other offl nelia Telgenhof, Margaret De Messrs. Chester Van lax) and AdriJongc, Sena Telgenjiofof this city; an Wicrsma have left lor the ra
.•ers, thus taking care of the jam of
cars, the cars being parked almost, ^r8, J(,e Lampen, Mrs. Albert Bar- , to spend a vacation.
two miles from the farm in all veld. Mrs. ( errit Nykamp and Mrs. Roy. James Veneklnsepnf Op’
k B' wmnn of Holland. The eve- Park, 111., who is resorting at
The Third Reformed church and nirg was spent in Maying games Frankfort,was a via tor in
} ?n
Saturday.
Sunday school picnic is being held and r. pleasant social time
th's arterrnon and evening.
Thn miss'on circle of the First) fust Thuredoy mo ’'cclandAth, P' fonre I church, • Zeeland, are •ctics traveled to West Olice and
..... o
| busy thec4 days getting ready a
OLIVE CENTER
defeat v I the strong team there l»\{
box to he sent to their missionary,
.. a wore <;f 8 to 0. The AthletU
ii
l- ______ .. l
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Veldheer Rev. William H. Farrar, who is) drew fir t Mood in the fray In th»
attenied the N cnhuis reunion at lUt oned |t Anti, India. This wilL th'nl mning when after two wi
he a Christmas box t» make hippy , ent Bonnstra s'nglrduni scored oij
Jenisor Park Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Groenewoud many Hindu childrenand each Scheele’striple. Scheele scored th*
from Zeeland spent the week-end at member of the society is expected accord run a moment later cn Cn^
the home of their children, Mr. and to dress at least one doll for this cy’’ single.
purpose. Some members have pretMrs. Peter Groenewoud.
The past week's baseballevent,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Knoll and Ulv dressed a** many »s a dozen were favorable to the Zeeland Men
family, Mr., and Mrs. Chas. Risse- dolls. Mrs, P. Madderom has I chants when they defeatedboll
leda and children from Holland, '•har're of this a‘d the dolls mavlthe Allegan and Hastings IndcpenJ
called on their father. John Knoll, be obtained from her. The box will I dents on Legion Field by scores of
Tunday evening,who is confined to H's° parked with ether suitable. 8 ti 2 nrd K to 7 respectively.
his home with illness.

Vow

1

V

- '

TROOP AT HOLLAND
greatly expand their operations in vation. The fruit remains perfectly The condition of A. Vande VclFAIR NEXT WEEK
1930. More than 10, 000, 0(H) baby fresh.
den. who was run down at Virginia
Park about two weeks ago, is rechicks were shipped this season by
l » u
Mrs. Mary Koder, 35!) Graham ported us improving.
AssistantScoutmaster Gordon
Ottawa County |'aWorieS
, Grand Rapid^, waa brought
Van Ark of Troop 7 will have
hatching season closed this week.
/- _____ i u„..„
One
of
the
Graham
brothers
of
to Hatton Hospital, Grand Haven,
charge of the annual Boy Scout
Normally the hatcheriestake their
with severe bruisesand cuts which the Graham- Paige company spent service camp at the Holland Comlast chicks out of the incubators
the week-endas the guest of Edshe suffered when jumping from
munity Fair next week. About 20
during the first week in July, but
ward Stair of the Detroit Free scouts will he on duty at all times
her car which caught fire from deth unprecedented demand this seaPress at Lakewood Farm.
fective wiring on US-16 near Black
in assisting the police, aiding the
son caused operators to run their
Paul G. Hoffman, vice-presidentfair officials,watching and caring
Creek. She jumped in front of a
plants until the first of August.
truck, which fortunatelyonly of the Studebakercorporation of for exhibits, assistinggatekeepers
Rev. John J. De Boer, Hope grazed the woman as she rolled to South Bend, Ind., and one of the and assisting with parking. They
graduate and president of Voor- the pavement. The driver stopped best known automobile executives will also operate a first-aid station,
Mr. and Mrs. Hrry Rodder
hees collegein the Arcot mission, iihmediately to assist her. Mr. in America, was the guest of Tom an information bureau and a lost- spent Sunday at the home of rela
India, has been given an extension Koder trailing in another car, was Vcnhuizen and Henry Venhuizen and-found bureau. Scout troops lives at Hamilton.
of furlough in this country in order on the scene quickly and took his Tuesday.
will be assigned as units to serve . Mr. Peter Groenewoud has gone
o
to serve as substitute,for Dr. F. M. wife to the hospital, where it was
on certain days instead of selecting to Wisconsin for u few Jays on
them as individualsas done other,
Potter, associate secretaryand found her injuries were but minor ARMORY BURGLARIZED
Mrs. Dorthy Bell, Ray Jr, an I
treasurer of the board of foreign ones. She left in an hour. The car
AT GRAND HAVEN wise.
A large tort, 14 by 21 feet, which Marietta from Newaygo are visitmissions of the Reformed Church caught fire and in her excitement
in America. Dr. Potter and Rev. W. Mrs. Koder said she opened the
The Grand Haven armory build- will be located near the adminis- ing at the home of her parents,Mr.
J. Van Kersen of this city are door and jumped to the pavement. ing was broken into last njght by trationoffice of the fair, will serve and Mrs. O. Banks.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Dyk of Lynmembers of general synod's depu- The car, in high gear stopped a unknown marauders.Strong locks as the scout headquarters and centation to visit the mission stations short way down the pavement f rom on two entrance doors were broken. ter of activities. They also plan to don, Wash., wore guests at the
in the orient Mr. De Boer also has want of gas, sticking well to the A partial checkup on equipment erect an Indian tepee, which was home of Riner Dyk Saturday. Mr.
been, listed as speaker at several road. Fortunately there were no showed no loss. Capt. Colson was decoratedin real Indian fashion and Mrs. Dyk were' summo-ed by
during the scout summer camp, telegram to their son. John, at
mission festa in the west.
cars coming. — Grand Haven Trib- notified of the condit on this mornand to demonstrateIndian craft Great I^ikes, HI., who is very seriing when the officer on duty there
Mr. and Mrs. K. M. Mentz and une.
opened the building.It looked like and Indian ceremonies around this ously ill with pneumonia. However,
family of Conklin, Ottawa County,
The Macatawa Bay resorts rewhen they arrived at Great Lakes
tent.
escaped with cuts and bruise? port one of the best seasons in re- the work of outsiderswho were not
he had favorably passed the crisis.
familiar
with
the
section
where
the
Thursday when their machine was cent years. Cottagesnot only at
OFFICERS FOR CHRISTIAN
So they look this opportunity to
thrown on its side on US31, be- the resorts, but also along both valuables arc kept.
SCHOOL ARE ELECTED visit friends and relativesin th s
tween Saugatuck and Holland, shores between Holland and Lake
vicinity, and expect to stay a few
Mrs. Albert H. Keppel gave a
after having been forced from the Michigan, are mostly all occupied
The Christian School association weeks.
highway by a truck. They were and most of the hotels are crowded bridge luncheon Wednesday noon at held their annual meeting Tuesday
Mr. Harry Watkins and his
taken to Holland hospital. Their to capacity. Castle Park, Macatawa the Hilland Country club in honor evening in the High school.
hrother-inlaw, who is staying with
injuries were dressed and they Park, Pine Lodge, Waukazoo, Ot- of her daughter, Miss Vera KcpThe various reports were given him this summer, walked to l.akopc!.' About 32 friendsof Miss Kcplater were released.
and other routine matters were wooJ Farm last week. We believe
tawa Beach and Central Park as
pel attended the luncheon. Miss
Louis J. Hohmann of Holland well as intermediate points are in Keppel is to be a Septemberbride. disposed of. The treasurer’sreport they are trying to set up a record
showed that approximately $10,000 frr long-endurancewalk rg, but
paid $10 in Grand Rapids traffic the midst of a heavy resort season.
had been collected for running Harry says they needed the exer
The state park at Ottawa Beach, ALLEGAN MAN IS JAILED
court for speeding.
expenses of the schools during the rise.
the new county park with its en; A quarantine on dogs in Allegan trance to the big lake, and LakeFOR BEATING WIFE. SISTER past year.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Thurman
county is now effective,to continue
The following were elected as end Billy Brady and Dickie Jones
wood farm are drawing the largest
in force until Oct 28. The dog
Hiram Hilliard of Galesburg, hoard members: James Baremnn, have returned from Charlevoix last
crowds in years and the popularity
warden is Sheriff Guy Teed in the
Wm. Beekman, J. De Boc, Jr„ week. Mr. Thorman sold his clubof the oval with its excellent bath- Allegan county, was sentenced iu
county.In the citiesof Allegan and
Peter De Goede. The address which house there and is now taking a
ing beach will necessitatean ex- 45 days in jail and assessed costs
Otsego the city marshals are servwas
to be delivered by Rev. P. short vacation somewhere in the
of
$14.15,
on
a
charge
of
assault
tension to accommodatethe crowds.
ing.
Jonker was reserved for some fu- upper peninsula.
Cottages at Eagle Crest, Idlewood, and battery preferred by his wife,
At the Monday meeting of the Tennessee Beach, Buchanan Beach Mrs. Florence Hilliard, and his ture occassion owing to the late( ENTRAL PARK
Grand Haven Elks, the lodge was and points farther north, all bor- sister, Mrs. Bessie Bilcth.In de- ness of the hour. The Maple Avc.
Glee Club quartet furnished the
fault
of
payment
of
costs,
Hilliard
due to redeem $1,700 worth of $100 dering on take Michigan, are all
Central Park is holding their
bonds, which had been sold to cover occupied. Th? number of tourists, will spend 15 additional days in music.
The board of education met field day today as the News goes
part of the cost of the new temple. it is believed, will set a new peak. jail. Frances Pergandic,15. of
Chesire, has rhargel Daniel Kay- Tuesday evening and elected the to press. The Central Park ImThe bonds are held almost entirely
The city of Grand Haven is be- lor, also of Chesirc, with commit- following officers: President, Win. provement association has rharge
by the membership.
lieved to have a lower bonded debt ting a statutory offense against Beekman; vice-president.A. Ros- of the festivities which are being
O. Kent of Muskegon,driving a than most municipalities
bach; secretary,J. A. Brink; assis- held at. the Central Park playof similar her. Hearing is pending.
Greyhound bus, arrested on com- size in the state. It amounts to only
tant secretary,K.. Bulthuis; treas- ground. The evening program is
plaint of Roman Glocheski of $567,000,which includes city, waFOR SALE —
sixteen -. foot urer. II. Van Faasscn; assistant being given by the Brandt’s orchea
Grand Rapids, stated that Kent terworks and schools. The anesse l launch worth $200 for $25; also a treasurer,P. A. Sclles.
tra of Holland and the Wolverine
crowded him against another car valuation of the city is $8,419,525. thirty-footlaunch with a 45 h.p,
Teaching staff for the coming entertainersof Grand Rapids.
oparked in Grand Haven, appeared
year: Dr. Garret Heyns, superinChester and Floyd Franklin of engine forth $1000 for $200. .
ZEELAND
in court Saturday and entered a
tendent Senior High school; John
K. Middleton,
Muskegon were arrested by Grand
plea of guilty. He paid a fine and
Swots, principal.History;Gerrit
Route 4,
Haven police for disturbing the
Mrs. Rena M. Coffee left Tuescosts of $24.25, rather than go to
Schippers,English; Miss Anna
Holland. Mich.
peace and being intoxicated.ArTelgenhof, Bible; A. H. Muyskens, day morning for her home in Chijail for 5 days.
raigned this morning they paid fine
coach, Mathematics;John Jellema, cago after a visit here with the
Ninety persons attended the and costs of $3.45 each. There were WANTED— Boys to learn the Chemistry; James Hietbrink, Lan- familiesof Gerrit and Wm. Hieftprinting
trade.
Must
be
over
17
three
of
the
brothers
who
got
in
a
Morse family reunion at the home
guages; Junior High school — Sid- je, and with other relatives in this
of Gerrit Dykehuis, two miles row about which one should drive years old. Apply Poole Brothers, ney Stuk, Mrs. C. Wabeke, Matilda vicinity.
corner
Van
Raalte
avenue
and
13th
southwest of Fennville.The com- the automobile to their home in
Miss Henrietta Derks has gone
2tc34. Veltman, Edith Dykstra; Primary
mittee for next year follows: Mrs. Muskegon. Two had been drinking
grades — Margaret Gerritsen, prin- to Petoskey where she has accepted
and
the
third
brother
was
trying
Emma Latchaw, Mrs. Gerrit DykeWANTED— Experienced girl for cipal; Catherine Machielsen, Grace a positionas bookkeeperwith one
huis and Mrs. Gertrude O’Hara. to avoid the trouble, he said.
housework.
Apply by letter, Mrs. Van Der Wall, Anna Kocman, Jen- of the firms at that place. She was
The next reunion will be held at
Gerrit Hoogstraten, manager of
Henry
Winter.
107 West 11th St., nie Van Der Burgt. Cornelia Ten accompaniedby her parents, Mr.
the home of Mrs. O’Hara near Buehler Bros, market, Holland,
aid Mrs. Herman Derks and Al2tc34. Hoor. Sophie Van Der Burgt, MaSouth Haven.
was on a vacation trip to Gvcago
rie Schaap, Frederika De Jong, bert Pyle, who also spent a few
for a few days.
Backers of Miami Park beach, a
FOR SALE— Two six-foot show- Catherine Brat, Susanne Jacobusse, days resortingthere.
Miss Susie Kraai, Miss Elizabeth
large summer resort development! John Schreur, who for the last cases. Used for a littlemore than kindergarten.
o
Heyboer, Miss Lena Ozinga and
near South Haven, have organized three years has been in the United one year. Inquire 68 East 8th
the Vanall Petroleum Co., a $500,- States regular army in Texas, has street, Holland,
— tfc WASHINGTON SQUARE BUSI- Miss Henrietta Veneklasen are enNESS CHANGES HANDS
000 Michigan corporation.The com- returned home.

-

Men

Cigars for

Deputy Cornelius Dornbos will
The Young -Men’s Bible class of TWO ARE INJURED
IN AUTO ACCIDENT
be night watchman at the Holland the Maple Avenue Christian Reformed church entertainedthe
Fair Grounds next week.
A Ford coupe driven by Joe
Ladies Mission society at the cotA loud speaker will be installed tage of Mr. Dc Roster Tuesday Ciron of Otsego and a new Studeon the race course in front of the
baker driven by Ada Essenburg
Holland City had eighteen fires Grand Stand at the Fair next evening. Games were played, after
collidedon ' the corner of College
which
refreshments
were
served
by
the past month; but don't be week.
. avenue and 7th street Monday afthe men.
alarmed—fifteen of them were only
'The following scores were made ternoon just a few minutes before
Mrs. Peter Brusse and Mrs. May
grass fires.
Brusse of Holland attended the fu- at the regular trap shoot held five.
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Bovlan of De- neral of Miss Lois Benjamin of
The Ford coupe, which was comTuesday evening:
ng: Dr. Mixer 24, R.
troit and Mr. and Mrs. Martin Van
2' Willian
Grand Haven Saturdayafternoon; Tromp 23,
am Woldring, Sam ing from the north, was completely
Alsburg of Grand Rapids motored Rev. James De Kraker of Big Rap- Althuis,’ Frank Woldring and
smashed, although the occupants
Mr.
to Holland and spent the week-end
£cott 22, Jack Wilcox 20, K. De were not injured seriously. Mrs.
ids officiating.
with their parents, Mrs. Mary De
Prec and N. Bontekoe 19, D. Taten- Roy Essenburg and daughters Ada
The Holland Eagles will hold ho*c and Alex Barnum 18, Will Geraldine and Marion were in the
Graaf, Mrs. Boyland and Mr. and
their family picnic at Jc.nison Park
Mrs. John Van Alsburg.
Ovcrbeek 17. Mr. Snedley 16, and Studebaker when the collision ocSaturday afternoon and evening.
cured. The car was dented and
N. De Pree i5.
Gilbert Elhart, Clarence HamcJohn Brrarsmi-, 4t>, of Bumips, Betty Wcakland of Clevoland. Miss Ada Essenburg, the driver of
link and John Nvlaml returned Frithe car, sustained a broken collarday from an 8ft00-mile automobile was found dead in his car last who is known as the child evang- bone, while her mother received
trip through the west, covering a night The vehicle ran off the road elist, preached to a large crowd of
chest injuries.
period of eight weeks. The boys and into a wire fence. The ignition people at the Macatawa hotel ballMrs. Essenburg and her daughleft with funds totaling $160 and was on and the car still in gear. room Monday.
ter were taken to the home of the
Coroner
Clay
C.
Benson
of
Allegan
had about $10 left*- when they
James Boyce, Jr., of R.R. 8, sus- De Konings living on the corner of
leached Holland. They camped was called out and decided death tained a broken ankle while slid- Seventh and College, from where
along the road, did their own cook- was due' to apoplexy.
ing for second base •in a ball game the girl was taken home in an aming and met part of their expenses
There is a cold storage plant in between Saugatuck and East Snu- bulance.
b> picking fruit.
The local police departmentwas
Holland City into which seventy- gatuck.
Two girls arc at Secretary M. J. notified and the chief sent Officer
Uanble to fill all chick orders eight tons of cherries have been
promptly this year, many Ottawa placed to remain froten until Vande Bunte's office for the pur- Plaggenhccf to the scene, who
County hatcherieshave placed or- want'd — enough for 156,000 pies. pose of taking entries for the fair. made u report of it to the chief.
ders for additionalincubators and This freezing of fruits in cold stor- The entries can be made anytime
ROY SCOUTS TO HAVE
they are making preparations to age is a recent scheme for preser- during tha day or evening.

business.

I -Shat
Announcement

«

|

Bump

Paint Shop and

I

Shop Combined

Automobile Body Wrecks of
all Kinds Repaired and
Painted under

One Roof

j

'

i

i(Contain8 Face Powder,

Wo

1

h ivo a

man

in

our piintshop who

i.i:thor-

|

Bath

A

Salt and Soap.*1

-

DUSKAFACE
POWDER
75. Bottle of Perfume
free with every $1.00
box face powder.

A

few of our regular

prices:

Nujol
Squibbs

54c. and 83c.

Oil

83c.

Listerine 23c. 49e 89c
Mellons

Food

69c

PepsodentTooth Paste
39c
Pebbecco’s Tooth Paste

A few

of

Holland.

pany announces it has 35,000 acres
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Julius
under lease in Allegan and Van Kleinheksel at the Holland hospiBuren counties where developmenttal, a son; to Mr. and Mrs. D.
will be started immediately.
Leestman,.234 West 18th street,
Rev. and Mrs. John R. Kempers son, Gordon Lynn.
and son left Holland Monday noon
for Mexico to resume their work
as missionariesfor the Reformed
Church in America at Chiapas.
Mrs. Kempers is supported by the
Third Reformedchurch of Holland.
They were accompanied by Dr. and
Mrs. Bert Kempers, who plan to
locate in the Tapachula terntory as
medical missionaries.The men are]

39c

Rexall Medicines

Blue Rose Toilet PrepaRubinsteins Toilet Prep-

eral recklessdrivers and arraigning the offenders in justicecourt.
The territory for half a mile east
of the city has developed into a
growing community, including a
school zone, and reckless driving is
considered a menace to safety.
Therefore look out between the
east limits and the hill.
The following marriage licenses
have been issued to the following
from the office of County Clerk
Wilds at Grand Haven; Henry G.
Somsenge, 23, Holland, and Ada
Molenaar, 23, Holland; Glen Severance, 22, Holland, and Helen Hen-

arations
Pike

Co’s. Stationery

Sheaffer Fountain Pens

and Pencils
Webber’s Chocolats
Chocolates

Candy]

Bunte Hard Candies
Eastman Kodaks and
Films
Parke, Davis

&

Co.,

Pharmacueticals
John

Weyth &

Bros.,

Pharmacueticals

Squibbs Chemicals

The Tavern Drug
Drug
“Mere

Warn

QiaKty Counts”

Friend Tavern

We

Deliver

Plxme 4501

D

known as/Vdim/'

|

|
b

||

Ottawa Bump Shop
52-54

West 10th

One Door West

of

St.

Maas Furniture Store

^

^ ^ ^ ^ ^

$

FOR SALE—

The Washington Square Tire Co.
Cheap If quick sale
made; Hudson 4-door Brougham has changed hands, Mr. Wallen
Sedan. Late 1926 model. Car in selling out to John Spaman, forgood condition.Set of tires good as merly of Allegan county, who will
new. Phone 4620 or inquire 68 East conduct the business on the high

-

The fair association is displaying 8th street, Holland, Mich. —tfc. plane of past achievements.
o
rbanners across the highways enterWANTED: Householdgoods or Mrs. J. H. Den Herder and chiling the city.
dren have returned from Erie, Pa.,
The following have applied for what you have to sell.
where
they have been vis ting for
The
Blue
Horse.
building permits: John Kool, 471

---

ATTENTION PLEASE!
rauyjl
.V/"

Read)

for^m

authorities have obtained aid of the returned from a two- week’s trip to
state police in apprehendingsev- Northern Michigan.The doctor’s

rations

[Pure Honey

Shi p, better

brothers.

merchandise:

Honey Maid

Rump

is

State street, to build a garage
amounting to $100; Henry Goerlings u> make alterationsat his
home amounting to $150; Hu'iert
Pelgrim, 68 West 12th street,to
build a garage amounting to $75.
Holland motorists are warned R. W. Everett and Walter C.
not to drive their ears at excessive Walsh were Grand Rapids business
speed when approaching the east visitors Wednesday.
limits on M21. Holland township
Dr. and Mrs. B. J. Dc Vries have

our national-

Crane and

d

| Klomparens PaintShop

-

-

Mich.

ly advertised lines of

Eaton

it

Acetylene W tiding.

street.

Powder 89c

Kotex

Moll

ltc33

39c
Coty’s Face

-

otiRhly expononced in fixii g all kinds of
wrocks, Mr. Van Order, formerly uith tho

'

1

demon, 22, Holland; James F.
Wright, 19, Holland, and Beryl

office is again open.

Senator and Mrs. Arthur Van
Den Berg have returned from their
10-day (rip to the upper peninsula
and will be at 1 dike wood Farm for

some

A

time.

31

Ford touring car driven by a

park township man and a Chevrolet collided Tuesday aftormon on
the corner of River avenue and
14th street. The Ford •car was
smashed badly and the driver sustained a cut which proved painful,
and his back was also wrenched.
As a result of the accident Luke
Knoll of Laketown township was

arrested on the complaint of Lewis
De Jonge who said that Mr. Knoll
Irene Sexton, 20, Grand Rapids;
faded to stop on a through street.
Thomas Uff, 23, Grand Rapids, and
Mr. Knoll pleaded not guilty and
Bertha Gertrude Vabeke, 22, Holthe trial will be held on August 20.
land; Morris Herman Van Spyken,
L. U. Gcss, who has been acting
30, Holland,HenriettaHykgmp, 2!),
Zeeland; Dick Schreur, 25, Zeeland, as district relief manager for the
and Alice Ludema, 31, Hudsonville; state! of Illinois,Michigan and InJake A. Schaap, 35, of Austinville, diana for the Postal Telegraph and
Cable corporation, will come to.
la., and Dora Jeanette Roosc, 28,
Holland as the local representative
Holland.
of the company. C. L; Switzer has
The FennvilleFruit Exchange is been promoted to the superintenworking overtime packing Duchess dent's office in Chicago in the capaapples. This variety is plentiful city of assistantchief clerk.
this season and prices are favorTheodoreBennett, 426 Washingable. All early apples are a good
ton avenue, got his foot smashed
crop in this aection.
while working on the boulevard
John Barsoma, 49, string butcher light* for the city.
of Allegan County, Monday eveAtiorney and Mrs. Arthur Van
ning was found dead in his truck
Duren have returned from a two
near his home in Salem Township,
days visit at Lansing.
north of Allegan, with the motor
"De Hope," Dutch publicationof
in gear and still running. He evithe Reformed church, will not be
dently had suffereda heart attack
and plunged off the road into a issued this week on account of the
vacation of the staff.
wire fence, which kept the vehicle
Irma Van Brec, daughter of Mr.
from proceeding.
and Mrs, Frank Van Brce, had her
Miss Johanna Boomgaard,Grand
tonsils removed at the Zeeland
Haven, is aufferingfrom a broken
hospital.
collarbone received when the car
now one
Jack lldorr is ootr
<ms of the
she waa riding in waa struck from
tear by a car driven by Rich- battalionadjutants at the Citizens’
Military camp.

:5v

CROSLEY
li.idios

lireakst Value

Models

in ialilc

;

mi

This is to announce that there will be no band concert next week
Tuesday, August 20th, since the Holland Community Fair opens its
gates on that day and our own American Legion Band has been engaged for the entire week and will give a concert that night at the fair
grounds.
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The H me of Good Furniture _
40 East Sth
Holland, Mleh.
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The fair officials are to make Tuesday night a gala night for all
first nighters. The fair grounds, will be brilliantly lighted, all the exhibits will be set, the Mid-way will be in full play and the 16 special
attractions will be staged in front of the grand stand.

As an inducement

the Holland Community
that night at 50c with admission

for the first nighters

Fair Associationwillvsell tickets for
to the grand stand free. You will never have a better opportunity to
see the special attractions than

Remember too,
that night.

•

all

on Tuesday

night.

the buildings will be

open to

,

the’

public on

i

REMEMBER THIS

IS

YOUR COMMUNITY

St.

HELP BOOST.

IT!

FAIR.
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Holland, Michigan, Thartday Auguet

Hope Grad Sees
Future For Poets

New

of

15,

Stetion

1929

Two

Number 33

MIMBinillUim

SAUGATUCK TO CELEBRATE Two Murder
I0OTH ANNIVERSARY
IN NINETEEN-THIRTY Cases for Cii

HOLLAND FOLKS PROMINENT
IN SEMINARY DEDICATION
IN JAPAN

Michigan

News has been received of the
In. April of 1930 it will be just
recent dedicationof the new Ferris
one hundred years ago since Wilseminary
building
in
Yokohama,
PETER I)E VRIES OF M. S. C.
liam G. Butler, with hia family
Jagan, an institution maintained b\
BOOK TO BE PUBLISHED
landed in a sailing vessel at the HOLLAND
R
the Reformed Church in America
BEFORE CHRISTMAS
mouth of the Kalamazoo river.
Because* brilliant engineering
UP FOR TRIAL FOR Ml
The new structurereplaceaa build1 built a barge of hewn saplingsand
hat perfected, and refined the
ALSO -FIRE BUG” CASE
For the first time in the history ing destroyedby an earthquake
poled up the Kalamazoo river to
and
fire
in
1923,
and
is
a
memorial
Holmea Electric Refrigerator it
ot the State, an attempt will be
aee what he could find, at he was
made this year to publish a work to Jennie M. Kuyper, principalof
looking for a locationto establish SeptemberCriminal Docket Hao
offer* youinew, important bendevoted exclusivelyto the literary the school, who perished in the
I a trading post, which he did at the
Caaea; Bight Aro Wet Ones
efit#. lUrerolutionaryoperatcatastrophe.
output of contemporaryMichigan
present site of the village of SauRev.
Luman
J.
Shafer
now
is
ing unitt,inatead of ribrating
poets.
gatuck.
A heavy session is in
Peter H. De Vries, young Eng- principalof the school, which has
back-and^orth, goes amootbly
Let us all be thinking about how
lish instructorat Michigan State an enrollment of close to 400 stuw» can celebratethis centennial an- for the Septemberterm
round and round. You can
College, Lansing, anticipates the dents. and Miss C. Janet Oilmans,
niversary some time in 1980. Tour- tawa CircuitCourt in which
hare this superior refrigerator
publication before Christmas of daughterof Rev. and Mrs. Albert
ist and residentand pioneer alike, ecutor Clarence Lokker of
Oilmans,Holland people, connect“Michigan Poets, An Anthology”
now, for aiamall cash depoait.
keep your suggestions,and some will Institute26 criminal
The
book
will have for its broad ed with mission work in Japan ior
day the village board, who are severalof which arei important,
Come andiaeeit.
Judge O. 8. Cross wilfopen ci
purpose the development of inter- 40 years, and a graduate of Hape
anxious for this event and who
college, is a member of the corps of
est in poets of this state. Particuwill do everything possible to spon- the first Tuesday in
lar attention will be paid to chil- teachers. The cost of reconstrucsor It and make it a success with cording to the new da't
recommendation
dren’s work. The editor will solicit tion approximates 600.000yen, conyour help, will call a mass meeting Jfcon)m®™,aU®n
thc Ot(
tributed by tens of thousandsof
the creations of children of high
to which everyone is to bring ideas, j C,ounty Association.The
persons.
school age and under. About 300
so this mav be an event which
*«•* twm wy aharrf
Michigan poets probablywill be
ever ring 7n the annals of Saugafollowed
tuck
the third Monday In
represented in the publication,De
tnr.ta.uat
Vries believes.A survey will be
her, the third Monday in FV
and the first Monday In May.
made of all colleges and literary
ninal docket an
On the criminal
clubs of the state to obtain their
murder trials, an
$25.00 Allowance for your Old output.
suit, eight liquor law
“1 believe there are a number of
Ice Box
bastardy allegations, one
good poets in-Michigan whose work
and entering case, one int
for various reasons has not been
fraud charge, one lewd and
i
published,”De Vries said in comious cohabitationaction and
menting on his proposed antholory. HOLLAND SHOTS ARE ’ BEST
"We hope to offer a medium lor
AT PISTOL WORK IT
17 W. 8th St.
Hellantf, Mich. recognitionof this talent”
THIS WAS SUCCESSFUL CASE
APPEARS
HANDLED BY SHERIFF RAM- shot her husband aa th
The book will be modeled after
a bitter quarrel at their
KERBEKK AND MEN
similar publications of national
near Allendale, probably
scope. The anthology of Kansas poThe second annual shoot at the
After four years of trailing, Mrs. nioav ifcnHauonai
etry, published last year, is the rifle range recentlyheld under the
Harry Brackett,wife of one of the Slooten has been living at U
only other similar state work, ac- auspices of the Ottawa County Vigrobbers of the Marne Bank In 1986, of her parents of Pma k\
cording to De Vries.
ilante Association,at Grand Haia being held in Indianapolis aa land during the summer w
De Vries was graduated from ven, proved successful.
ImplicatedIn a bank robbery there on $5,000 bail.
Hope College,Holland, Mich., takGerrit Huixenga of Jamestown
Tw other murder trial
and for her participation in the Oting his M. A. degree at Michigan won the cup previopsly held by
tawa County holdup. If ahe ahould that of Robert Beat,
GOV.
W.
in 1924. He has been on the Mich- Lewis Zagers of Jamestown in the
hr acquittedin Indiana the will be is charged with the
igan State College faculty since rifle shoot He had a score of 44
turned over to Sheriff Steketee for Charles Treats,
Who will be a guest at the Holland Community
lat time.
that
'
out of a possible 60 in 10 shots at
trial here as an accomplice In the man, who died aa the result ol
200 yards. Herman Prins of HolFair next week Wednesday.
Marne robbery for which George J. shot Wounds received while
HOLLAND MEN ARRESTED
land won the pistol shoot cup with
Shipley and Harry Brackettare ming a ride on a Pare
BY STATE TROOPERS a score of 97 out of a possible100
serving prison terms. Shipley it at freight train through O
in 10 shots at 26 yards.
Jackson for life and Brackett at ven one night thia g
Trooper Hornibrookof Ottawa
In the last event a triple tie reto
Leavenworth,where he ia doing caught at Waverly,
county returned from Detroit with sulted between Nelson H. Baldus
time for a federal holdup after severalother negrot. Beat
a new Ford car with radio installa- of Nunica, Peter Lievense of Holwhich he can be held again for the held in the county Jail air
tion which is being provided for land and Prins with scores of 86.
Marne job.
shooting.
the stste police for each of the 16 Prins won the eliminationwith 97.
Emait Van der Hyde of
Mrs. Shipley and Mrs. Brackett
posts in Lower Michigan. The radio
William Van Etta of Holland, a
have evaded the law until a series Rapids will be tried a second 1
will be used as it is in many large nephew of the former Sheriff, Fred
of bank robberiesnear Indianapolis for arson. The trial at the
cities in the countr;
ry, especially Kamferbeek of Holland, held the
HOLLAND IS ABOUT READY
implicatedthe latter who will term df court resulted in
Chicago, wnere
where calls for the police cup last year. Three consecutive
umcago,
Dubuque
to
Grand
Haven
either serve time in Indiana or tor agreement. Van der Hyde la
interruptmany programs and give wins are required for permanent TO STAGE 45TH ANNUAL COMHarbor; Seven Other Ships and the hold up In this county.
M UNITY FAIR NEXT WEEK
with bfming his home, n
listeners a thrillas they hear of ail ownership.
Five Planes
Shipley and Bracket took $3,500 severalthousand dolUn, on
kinds of crime from small robberThe shooting was under the
ies to murders.
at Marne holdup while Mrs. Ship- near Allendale.The
supervision of officers and men
The forty-fifth annual Holland
The State police in Ottawa coun- from Co. F, Grand Haven. The
Grand Haven Tribune:— The ley and Mrs. Brackett waited for exciteda great deal
Community Fair* which opens
John Dunnenind, Hio
ty have relied previously on cars chairman, John Lindemulder, exTuesday, August 20, for a tour- U.S.8. Dubuque will arrive in them in a big touring car in an
confiscated by the state.
pressed himself as much indebted day exhibition,will b^ready in Grand Haven not later than Aug. Isolated woods seven miles north Henry Van Kampen, B
Lewis Eckhoff, Stevan
The following arrests were made to them for their interest and in- ample time to entertain ________ 16 and remain until 6 P. M., Aug. of Marne.
inMIe crowds
cri
by trooperson the highwaysof this struction.’
After weeks of investigationon Laura Weaaellsand
and only adverse weather condi- 18 on the annual Great Lakes
county for speeding and cutting
probably fight
There were 36 vigilantes from lions can spoil the plana of the training cruise of the Naval Re- the part of Sheriff Kamferbeek willI probablj
traffic: H. G. Devries, Louis Mar- the severalbanks in the county and
and men, warrants were issued for charges;
rgda; Eugene
Euj
81
management
for staging one of the serve which lasts 16 days.
cus of Holland; Charlotee DePree, representativesfrom the city, state
Thia third cruise on the lakes the men and women. The men were for brealdne and ente
greatest and most diversified exhiJohn Artengs. David Verheke, Dan and county police.
defraud, WilUa
for the first, time will bring to- caught but the women succeeded
. 'T"~
Hoclerinir, John DeWitt, Zeeland;
verntt Tuttle. I
In eluding a
arrest. However, the
Following
the
meet
the
men
gether
all
classes
of
the
Reaerve,
Yhe aims of the officialsare twoof
Soil
Ralph Holscher, Hudsonville, and were entertained with a beach* Told:
and Sophto Gregaras
First and foremost,as always aviators, line officers,engineers, in- Ottawa Comity sheriff department
Albert Slater, Detroit.
supper at the Coast Guard Station,
telligenceand communicationoffi- has never relinquishedsearch for
William Buursma, Ann
them.
served by Robert Conant assisted the products of the farm, the home, cers.
III.
FORMER ALLEGAN CLERK
During that summer these par- and Joe Appnl will appear
by Max Metzler and Harvey Smell the forests and the factories;secThe Dubuque, home port Detroit,
PAYS FOR WET DRIVE
from the State Bank. A fine smok- ond, to stage a series of entertain- will be commanded by LieuL-Com. ties, according to testimony of thc Judge Crons for sentence.
There -are 14 civil jury
er was held around the camp fire, ments by high-classartists. Secre- R. T. Brodheadand will carry offi- men, worked severalholdups. They
Andrew F. Schumann, arrested concluding one of the finest meets
cers and crew of 186 men from took $4,000 cash and $38,000 in listed, 29 non Jury suits, 21
tory
M.
J.
VandeBunte
has
closed
on a charge of driving while in- ever held.
bonds from a bank at Elk Rspidi eery actionscontestsand five
negotiations with concerns that Saginaw, Benton Harbor and Detoxicated last week on complaint
and several banks in central Indi- eery default matters. Six
The rifle range makes an ideal promise clean and popular amuse- troit
troit.
of Charles Stegeman of Clyde place for such a meet The new ments.
eases will be contested by
The fleet, under command of ana were robbed.
Township, Monday was assessed a
The life sentence of Shipley giv- lowing: Mary Eding va.
targets, the firing pit and the
Capt Edward A. Evers, also will
Entries
in
the
various
departfine of 60 and the costs of $22 by
range are in excellentcondition.
monts are exceeding those in include the Wilmette, Chicago, 230 en by Judge O. S. Cross was one Eding, George Gardener
Justice Fidus E. Fish of Allegan.
Aside from the regular shooting ptw'.’fov.syears, judging from the men; Wilmnigton, Toledo, 220 men; of the heaviest ever given for a Gardener,Agneas Van Per
Schumann is a former city clerk the officersof the state police
ucah, Duluth, 176 men; Hawk, crime of that kind and branded Adrian J. Van Pemis, Mary Clan
-•‘tc.e-talready shown by support- Paducah
of Allegan and held the office of
Ottawa County as no place to stage va. Anthony Glaven, John Van
staged a contest. Serg. Guy
_
ers
of
the
association's
efforts
in Michinn City, 70 men. The first
county clerk three terms. The and Trooper Lee Langthorn shot this city and vicinity.
West vs. Bessie Van der Went
two ships will put out of Chicago, a bank robbery.
charge was the outcome of a colLiby Vidak vs. Vincent VMak.
a tie of 86. In the play off Baugh
The fair this year will feature a the Paducah from Milwaukee, the
lision between Schumann’scar and
HOLLAND BOY HONORED
scored 86 and Langthorn 83.
large farm machinery display; an Dubuque from here and the Hawk
one owned by Stegeman in Allegan
AT MILITARY SCHOOL POST GETS $28, Mi
At the close of the shooting each automobile show;
from
her
home
port,
cruising
tobeautiful
July 20.
CONTRACT FOR
vigilantewas given 800 rounds of flower show, amateur and profes- gether Aug. 18-19 on the big lake.
Three bovs from Holland are atZEELAND TABERNA4
pistol shot and 600 rounds for the aional; boys and girls club exhibit; They are due in Harbor Springs
The new Grand Rapids directory, rifles to be used through the year
large poultry, cavie and pigeon Aug. 20 at 3 P.M. Aug. 22 at 3 tending Culver Military school in
just off the press, shows that the In case of emergency.
These boys are Vaudie The contract for erectionof
show; large merchants display; P. M. they put to sea on a search Indiana.
city gained 4,000 in populationdurVernoh Vandenberg,son of Mr. new tabernacle of the Bible
problem.
display of county and city school
ing the year, the metropolitan area
GREYHOUND BUS
The problem will be similar to and Mrs. Vaudie Vandenberg;Wil- ness Associationwas let Sat
work; a prize livestock show; home
being credited with 196,112. An
DRIVER ARRESTED economicsand fine arta display; that of the Yankee forces which liam C. Vandenberg,Jr., son of tp a local contractor, Abe
equal gain next year will give
Alderman and Mrs. Wm. C. Van Building operationsare expected^
big agriculturaland horticultural ran down the German commerce
greater Grand Rapids a population
Grand Haven Tribune.— O. Kent, exhibit; dog show; society horse raider Emden. Planes, a squadron denberg; and Lawrence Olinger, begin within a few days.
of 200,000.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Olin- Ing is to be of hollow tile
drivingGreyhound bus No. 10. was show, and harness races.
of four land planes and three sea
ger of Holland. .
tion with a colonial effect and in
arrested in this city on complaint
Special features will include a ships, will assist in finding the two
The summer school at Culver Is be 40x92 feet Lakie A RockwelL
of Roman F. Glocheaki, a lawyer better babies contest, spellingcon- sub chasers leaving White Lake.
from Grand Rapids, for crowding test in three groups, farmers’ club These will be the SC-482, SC-412 a popular place tor young men. Holland are the architect*.Tl
and passing cars in heavy trafficon exhibits, state livestock exhibit, with the By-Gar of the Sea Scouts l-nwrence Olinger,while attending, building will be used for Bible <
was elected treasurer of his class torences and relatedactivities.
Severtth street.
horseshoe pitching contests and also along. These three craft, which
Glocheski. who narrowly missed balloon ascensions with parachute will touch at Holland Aug. 20 on who hold their meetings in a well
With the constructionof the [
appointed chapter room, in a large ernacle Zeeland will have three
having trouble, took the time to go
drops. Attractions in front of the their cruise, carry 25 men each.
Memorial hall on the campus of new buildings ready tor occ
back to the police station and made
Mat. Daily 2:30, Eve. 7 « 9 a complaint against the driver. He grandstand will include the Pallen- Thus there will be 969 men alto- this militaryschool.
in the fall. The new 26,000 .
berg bears, Namba Japs, the Syl- gether as the air forces number 14
o
will be arraigned some time /thia
being built by the J. H. Kc
via brothers trio, Jim Jam Jems, men. The searching ships give the
PHONE COMPANY
week.
will be ready by Sept 1.
Saturday, Aug. 17
thrilling harness races, society White Lake pair an hours start
TO GIVE TIME
Justice Burr said today that
county garage, being built on t
horse show, the Holland American before leaving Harbor Springs.
AT TOLL RATES old brickyard site, win be ready
more and more citizens are taking Legion band and the most complete
SEE and
you go on a little trip you
Aug. 23 there will be a review
an interestin assistingthe officers
November 15 and the tabernacle
in
Muskegon
by
Rear
Admiral
W.
fireworks
program
ever
staged.
may have seen to it that the
4COME ACROSS!"
Time of day will be furnished will be completed within two
to get traffic violators and when
The Bodnar Brothers of Chicago S. Crosley, USN, and staff on the
by the Michigan Bell Telephone months.
every driver realizes he is being
windows and doors are securely fastwill furnish the attractions and truant The Reserve fleet will steam
_o
Mon.,Tues.,Wed , Aug. 19,20,21 watched by others, just so soon will riding devicesfor the fair midway. in about 1 P. M. giving the admiral Company to telephone users of Deened, that all drawers and closet
the streets and highways be made
troit exchange area, beginning to- BIBLE CONFERENCE
a 13-gun salute. Ships will be open
The
grounds
and
buildings
have
SEE! and HEAR!
more safe.
day.
AT PINE LODGE
doors. are well locked, but still you
been improved. Space in the big to visitors after the ceremony and
A. Krause, 811 Giddings street,
NEXT THURSDAY
art hall has been sold out, and all
Laura La Plante
•are worrying about your important
Grand Rapids, was arrested for
the buildingswill be filled to capac- leave Aug. 26.
speeding ih the village of Spring
reau, with which subscribers deand Joseph Schildkraut
* papers, possibly bonds, deeds, insurThe fifth annual Bible conference
Aug. 24 the planes will stunt
Lake and was fined $10 and costa ity. Many special prizes, including
siring to learn the time of day can is scheduled to open at Pine Lodge
ance matters etc., your choice possesover the harbor. The planes also
an
automobile,
several
valuable
of $3.36.
obtain connections by calling or on August 22 and will continue
certificates and many silver cups will fly in battle formation to bomb
sions. Your vacation trip is spoiled
dialing “Greenwicb1212,’’a special until September first. Thenc
the harbor for enemy mines before
will be awarded.
OPENS USED CAR STATION
telephone number selectedto des- ferences have won a great deal
Thura , Fri., Sat , Aug 22-23*24
for in your own mind you know that
the
fleet
steams
in
for
the
review.
Gov. Green is expected to attend
ignate the bureau. Announcement attention during the past four
SEE! and HEAR!
unlocking ordinary locks and bars are
The Holland Motor company the fair Wednesday.
of the time will be given at 16- years that they have
o
OTTAWA
COUNTY
HENS
makes the announcementthat they
second intervals, and it will be nec* Noted speakers have been
childs play to even an ordinary burgSTILL
IN
THE
M.
8. C.
Dolores Costello,
have just opened a used car mareaaary only for a subscriberto call here from other place* and
A group of young people enjoyed
EGG
LAYING
CONTEST
lar. Then a fire might destroy the
ket place away from their regular
Conrad Nagel in
Ithe bureau and listen for the an' gatherings have taken on the
a beach party at Ottawa beach last
business on West 7th street but
nouncement.
pect of similar gatherings at WinThose things will happen.
week Wednesday evening. Those Results in the egg-laying
gg-lHymg contest
“REDEEMING SIN"
located on River avenue between
Time of day calls will be charged ona Lake and Lake Geneva.
present were: Marie Ver Houw, being conducted by the
M
the
Michigan
The newspapers constantly chronicle
6th and 6th streeta. The purpose of Jennie
The' speaker* this year are
for on the same basis as local calls
Lubbers, Kate Kienstra, State college departmentof
this market is not only to sell used
from private or public telephones. rcptionally strong men, all
news items of that sort.
not
Minnie Roelofs,GertrudeHossink. try husbandryfollow: Ten
“ high incars but to buy them as well, payters in their line. They are Dr. At
Jennie Hoasink, Bill De Witt, Earl dividulasby points, entries of
rent a safety deposit box at the FIRST
ing cash for both.
drew W. Blackwood, of the
Vanden Bosch, and Ben Frens, Sween Poutry farm, Redmond, RECEIPTS OF REFORMED
Ralph Hayden states that it ia Gerard Vanden Bosch, Bill Boes,
STATE BANK where no burglar can steal
CHURCH DIVISION
terian Theologicalseminary
Wash.;
Superior
Poultry
farm,
Matinees Tues., Thure., Sat. purely a car market, a sort of a Joe Boes.
TOTAL $606,572 Louisville,,Ky.; Dr. Georgn^
and no fire can destroy your valuZeeland, Mich^: Riverside farms,
clearing house for used cara. The
The board of foreign missions of Robinson of the McCormick
at 2:30
Ft. Atkinson, Wis.; Brownies Egg
place haa been surrounded with an
ables. A safety deposit box will cost
|the Reformed Church in America logical seminary of Chicago;
farm,
Genoa,
III.;
H.
L
Jenison,
enclosure,a aort of lattice work, BURGLARS MARE
reports the past year the banner Representative Ate Dyl
Evenings 7 and 9
you less than a penny a day and there
and at night the large yard is
A HOLLAND RAID Jenison, Mich.; George C. Eng- lyrar with receipts totaling $606,- Henry Schultzeof Calvin
land, Inglewood, Calif.; E. G. Kilis room in it for all your valuable
flooded with light making the mar572. The nearest approach to the Grand Rapids; Dr. Albertus 1
Sat. Aug. 17
ket almost as light as day.
Chief Van Ry and his men have bourne, Flint: W. C. Eckard, Paw 1929 figure was in 1921 when the ten of Western Theologicali
papers and then some.
Paw,
and
L.
D.
Haskell,
Avoca.
been inveatigatinjr burglaries about
total receipts reached $593,942.88. ary. Holland.
'JOY STREET"
Ten high individuals by eggs, en- The total amount collected in 1863,HOLLAND MtoN WILL
the city -oropurting to have ocThc meetings will be
STUDY IN NEW YORK curred Thursday night Entries tries of George H. Freeman, Mid- three years after the board was in- Assembly's largest tent,
Added
were made through the basement dletown, Ohio; George C. England, corporated,was $42,257.36.
been screened in against
Russel Damstra and Jacob Pelon window of the Holland Co-opera- Inglewood, Calif.; H. A. Kiester,
Averages computed on five-year mosquitoes with 14*1
Bangor;
George
C.
England,
Ingleof this city, Hope graduates, are tive associationon East 8th street
periods since 1867, show only one from the ground up to
wood, Calif.;Pontiac Trail farms, decrease under the preceding peri- the tent. There wifi be
planning to enroll next fall in the but no money was taken.
Mon., Tuefc,Wed.,Aug. 19*20-21
Biblical seminary, New York City,
The Ideal Cleaners on College Milford; Smiley farms, Jackson; S. od. Thia was the period from 1873- sic and a son
which institution honored the men avenue was also entered and 60c R. Poultry farm, Grand Rapids; J. 77. Tht; largest increase in any
SEE! and HEAR!
with scholarships, defraying all ex- in change taken. The Columbia A. Hanson, Corvallis, Ore., and glvm period wa» from 1918 to
May McAvoy in
penses. They will take a full course Cleanerson West 8th street was Battlespring Poutry farm, Hud- 1922 when the receiptsshowed a
in the departmentof theology and entered and $110 was taken from son.
gain of tl89, 611.78 over the pre“STOLEN KISSES"
at the same time-work tor their the place where it was hidden,indiThis is the seventh egg contest ceding period.
master’* degree in New York uni- indicating that the thieves were at the college, J. L Boyd having
The total receiptsof the board
versity.Damstra and Pelon were familiar with the place.
been contest manager, under the for foreign missins since 1857 apThurin FrL, Aug. 22, 23
selected orators for their respective ' An attempt was also made to en- directionof C. G. Card, professor proximates $12,200,000. . T o t a ‘
HEAR! and SEE!
classesat graduation and they also ter the Bowling Alley on the sec- of poultry husbandry.
amount for the first five-year peri
took second place in the state con- ond floor but they were unsuccessod. 1858-1862,was $134,055.49.
Antonio Moreno and Helene
tests. Pelon was graduated from ful.
Hazel May Osterhous,Grand
organized in 1857.
Hope last June and Damstra haa Patrolman Peter Bontekoe has Haven, is spending a part of her
Coatello in
spent two years in teaching schools
to
“MIDNIGHT
in Honolulu and Muskegon,

Court Next
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THE HOLLAND CITT
Mrs. Abraham Niehuis died Fri-

NEWS

-

Bom

to MV. and Mrs. Theodore The Metropolitan club held its
Secretaryand Mrs. Chas. A.
Att. Thos. N. Robison was in Lan- The American Legion repainted
13th street, a annual picnic at Jenison Park Mon- Gross and two sons were on a few sing on business
the air sign on the Mass building
West 19th street, at the age of 78 daughter.
day.
days fishing trip to Newaygo.
Friday evening and the signs are
years. She is survived by two sons,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Tazelaar are on now in good shape for another
Christian and John Waterham, and
Phillips Brooks was in Grand
Edward and Henry Holkcboer
Albert Lamberts sustained a# a vacation trip to Denver, Colo. year.
Henry Wintere whs in I,ansinR also by five stepchildren.Funeral Rapids Friday on business.
are on a week’s visit to Kentucky. injured hand while at work at the
services
were
held
Monday
afterHart A Cooley company.
Friday on boainesa.
Word has been received that The followingboys and girls
noon from the home with Rev. L.
The employees of the Model
Mrs. Alba F. Fairbanks, sister-in- passed their Red Cross swimming
Wynand
Wichers
was
a
Grand
Veltkamp, pastor of the Central Laundry held their annual picnic at
The Venstra family reunion was law of Mrs. John Warenfort, died tests in Kollen Park Friday afterRapids business visitor Monday.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hoek Ave. Christian Reformed church, Ottawa Beach Saturday.
held Saturday at Vriesland.A num- Sunday evening in St. Mary’s hosnoon: William Burch, John Lappinof Panadena,Calif.,a daughter, officiating.Interment was made in
gs, Delbert Van Vulpen, Stanley
Jacob Barendse, 98 West 16th ber of persons from Holland, Zee- pital, Grand Rapids.
Pilgrim
Home
cemetery.
Boverly Earla.
Wallace Waalkes. 168 W. 21st street, has applied for a permit to land and Grand Rapids attended.
Brunsell, Raymond Allan, Ruth
street, has applied for a permit to enclose his porch with glass at a
Two suits to collect $20,000dam- Westing, Peter Jonker, Ruth LindSpecial
services
were
held
at
the
Among those from out of town Many attended the second annual build a garage at a cost of $175. cost of $300.
ages have been filed in Allegan bergh, Dorothy Steketee,Elizabeth
Graafschapchurch Sunday afterwho attended the Rotary club lunch- shoot of the Ottawa Vigilantiheld
circuit court against Henry O. Boer, Kenneth Pelgrom, Frank
noon for Miss Cora Van Zanten,
eon at Warm Friend Tavern were: nt the national guard range near
Jack Knoll and Oscar Hock were
Dr. George N. Fuller of Lansing, who left Monday for the mission Maentx of Allegan as a result of Piersma, William Pelon, Lawrence
B. C, Herd and J. Dobbins of Cham- Ferrysburglast week Wednesday
Grand Rapids business visitors executive secretary of the Mich- station at Rehoboth, New Mexico, an automobile crash on US12 Feb. Zwemer, Jennie Nyboer, Louis
paign, Floyd E. Holland of Allegan afternoon.Gerrit Huiiengaof Zee- Friday.
Tyssc, Ethel Eberhardt. Thedford
igan Historical Commission and where she is the matron of a girls’ 3, 1929.
and Robert Work, a Rotarian from land made a score of 44 out of a
Dirk.se, Edna Mooi, Ruth DuMez,
secretaryand treasurer of the school.
possible 50, winning the cup. Henry
Illinois.
Attorney J. H. Den Herder and Michigan Authors association,
Rev. and Mrs. John R. Kcpinen Esther Bade and Henrietta Nyboer.

Friday.

day morning at her home, 102 Modders,275 East

Prins of Holland won

life pistol
his brothers,Edward and Harmon spent the week-end visiting friends
“Tuffy” Griffin,who is a contendAn applicationfor marriageli- shoot with a score of 97 out of 100. Den Herder of Zeeland spent the in Holland.
er for the world’s heavyweight
cense was made hy Glen Sever- A picnic was held at the coastguard week-end at Petoskey where they
ance, 22, Holland, and Helen Hen- station after the shoot.
played golf and went fishing.
Joe Syke of the north side was boxing championship, is resorting
derson, 22, Holland.
taken to the state hospital at Kala- nt Macatawa this summer.
Henry Saggers of the Holland
Att. Fred T. Miles was a Grand maxoo Saturday.
The dosing sessionof the school Cooperative associationattended a Haven visitor Saturday.
Traffic violations for ‘the week of
of theology was held Tuesday af- picnic of all the officers of Allegan
Miss Helen Henderson and Glenn August '4th are as follows:Edward
county, includingthe township
ternoon at Pine Lodge.
K. Doekson of Kansas City was Severance flew over the city Sun- Grooters.disregarding traffic lights
Mr. and Mrs. William Olives, supervisor at the Allegan county in Holland on business for about a day in the Stinson-Dctroitcr“Mias $3; Bernard Groth, disregarding
park
last
week
Thursday.
who moved to Denver last fall on
week.
Virginia.’’
traffic lights, $3; George Moeke,
account of M!r. Olives’ health, will
speeding, $10; Russel Rutgers,
return to this city the latter part
Members of the Ladies’ Aid of
The sea scouts, together with the
The specialprises in the forms speeding,$10; Glen Mannes, speedof this month, being enabled to do Prospect Park Christian Refornfed scout executives,had a beach party of bronze medals and Holstein ing. $10; Lewis H. Rupp, speeding,
so on account of the great improve- church enjoyed an outing at the at Ottawa Beach Friday with most cow plaques which are offered by $10; I,cwiK Berpaloff, speeding,
ment in Mr. Olives’ health.
beach last week.
the Holstein-Fresianassociationof $10; Albert Van Asselton,speeding,
of the scouts attending.

for Chicago Monday noon
Rev. G. Visser of the Wesleyan
where they were to meet Dr. and
Mrs. Bert Kempers and then pro- Methodist church deliveredhis last
sermon to the local congregation
ceed to their work in Mexico.
Sunday morning. Rev. and Mrs.
Mrs. S. Schierienga, 54, died Visser and daughter expect to
Monday morning nt the Holland move to Lansing to be in charge of
conferencesand camp meetings
hospital after submitting to an operation there about three weeks there. Rev. C. W. Merideth of Jerago. The deceased is survived by sey City, N. J., has been engaged
her husband and four children: as pastor of the local church and
Peter and George of this city, will be here in about two or three
Frank of Grand Rapids, and Mrs.’ weeks.
George Sanford of Ada, Michigan.)
Funeral services were held ThursMr. and Mrs. Edward Miller and
day afternoon at the home, 137 daughters Norma and Dorothy,
America for the best producing $10; John Jacobs, speeding, $10; West 12th street and then from the and Miss Otto Bruce and sons WarMrs. J, S. Kephart of Cedar
Mr. and Mrs. R. Evans of Beloit, The Fourth Reformed church cows at the Holland Community William J. Cleary, speeding, $10; Fourth Reformed church with Rev. ren and Junior, all of Detroit, spent
Rapids, Iowa, spent a week in Hoi- Wis., visited in the city for a few I held their Sunday School picnic at fair, are now on display at the John Oonk, disregardingtraffic H. Van Dyke and Rev. Wolvius
a few days at the heme of Mr. and
land.
left

1

•

Jenison Park yesterday.

Peoples State bank.

lights, $3.

Among

the out-of-townpeople
attended the funeral of Ben
Vanden Bosch Saturday were the
following: Mrs. S. Craman and
daughter Marguerite and Mr. and
Mrs. H. M. Drake of Battle Creek;
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Slyn of Lansing, III.; Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Jabaay of Hammond, Ind., Mrs. Geo.
Wiltsie and daughter Dorothy of
Hesperia.

who

Mrs. Arthur Van Duren

I

I

|

,

days.

Miss June Brown is spending her
week's vacatioor in Chicago.
• An unusual fire occurredlast
week Thursday evening at the
home of H. Faber, 296 West 18th
street, when his Jewett sedan
caught fire in the backyard. Mr.
Faber had just cleaned the car with
naphtha and was startingto drive
the car into the garage when some
of the liquid about the fan caught
fire and soon the front end of the
car was ablaze. The fire department responded immediatelyand
with the neighbors putting sand on
the car the fire was soon extinguished.

officiating.

Mrs. George Witt.

ird Anniversary Sale
PETER MASS FURNITURE COMPANY
SO
To celebrate

this

VSTest Tentla.

Anniversary and

JSt-.

Holland.

Itlicli-

show our appreciation of your patronage we are putting on

to

this

REAL MONEY-SAVING ANNIVERSARY SALE
RAYON

Chair Cushions
of bright cretonne.

Fine quality Rayon. Soft

Each

_____

_

luftar

Very

.28c

_____

Single pocket.

and creamer.

led

J.VO

$3.28

...................

finish.

New

Set

Very

Special, Each

in all colors. Nicely
tailored and trimmed with

crack-

A
TT

Ferneries

Done

To bo had

colors.

Special, f\Q

Each

Bed Lamps

BASKETS

23 pc. Tin Blue With Border Brim
6 cupi, 6 Mucen, 6 plate*, tea pot,

colors. Size 81 x 105.

Size 15 x 15.

MAGAZINE

Tea Set

BEDSPREADS

in

lace panels.'

AC

Sale Price

All Solid

Two

OQ
VOC

Anniversary

*|

Woven

Colors

•3.25

$5.00 Value for'

................

Six Great Clearance Offerings
BREAKFAST SETS
All Porcelain

One

3-piece Mohair living room suite. Beautiful,

reversible cushions. Button-back chair. Black

Top

3-piece Fibre settee, rocker, chair. Cretonnecovered auto spring seat.
Price .........................................................
$23.50

moss

trimmed. Regular $185.00.
Suite for clearance

.................. .........._....$ 1

19.00

One

only. Dining

room

suite. 8 pieces.

Walnut

fin-

ish. 6(i-inch buffet. 6 fine high-back chairs. Choice

Mohair Davenport $58.00
One

leather or velour seat. Slightly marred. To be sold,

only. Reversible cushions of linen Frieze

as is, at this sale

—

For

mohair sides and back also..
Four-foot Wood Porch Swings. Extra
good (oak). Clearance price .............. ........ $4.38

................................:

.7.

$75.00

...............................

3-piece Bedroom suite in beautiful Burl Walnut.
Very fine dresser— nice large mirror. This suite is
dust-proof. Has center drawer guides and is of
guaranteedconstruction.
Bed, dresser, chest — $125.00 suite
Priced for .....................
$85.00

8-piece Fibre settee, rocker, chair. Fibre seat and
back. Very rigid and well made.
Price .......................................................
. ......... $18.75

—

EXTRA SPECIAL
LINOLEUM CLOSING-OUT
One

roll 12-ft. width Armstrong

moulded
Price

BREAKFAST SET. DISHES

inlaid.

.............................
............
.

$1.55

New. Yellow glaze
And Drop Leaf Table and

4 chairs. Colors grey with blue and
green with orange trim and decorations.
B P‘ece Set

...... .....

.........................................
..

.......

$26.50

Three

RAG RUGS

3-Piece Velour

Plain colors. Fancy borders. To be
had in assorted colors.
Size 24x36—3 for
............. $1.00
Size 27x48 — each ........................
63c

Fine Construction

40 Piece

tint with

width.

-----

yar(l

..

$23.

........

50

Laid Free

oo pa

.

Vanity Dresser

Reversible. All colors. Beautiful
patterns.Extra heavy. Size 24 x 48.
Oblong or Oval — Special .......... $1.69

85c

SVS-OO
trim.

CHENILLE BEDROOM RUGS

beautiful decoration.

for

100%

Mohair. Sides and back covered in same
good quality mohair. Beautiful Frieze reversiblecushions.
Black moss edge and pleated— arm
Anniversary Price FEATURE .................
• «plZo«DU

rolls print linoleum, 12-ft

$5.65
i)ne 5-piece Porcelain Top Table, Chairs

$115. Value
3-piece suite,

sell—

We

pA

have three beautiful Vanities to
$60.00 values for ............ ....... ........ ................ •pOl.SU
.

All Wilton Rugs, Size 9x12, to Close Out at Cost During This Sale
Old-time Style

3-Pieces of Kitchen Curtaining.*White

Full size.

P™*

The New Spanish Marqui-

......... ...................................

$3.75

sette

Panel Curtajn, Ecru color

AUTO ROBES

98c.

I/et

us prove to you that this

Mattress

Be

sure to get one of these downy,
wool blankets now'. Winter coming
soon and you’ll soon need them. Buy
now and save $5.00.

Highest grade All-Wool extra heavy
DOUBLE Blankets in large Block
Plaids, Satin bound, in assorted colors.

.

Size 70 x 80. At

our

Special Sale Price

A

of

Indian Blankets. Part
Wool. Attractive and very
fine line of

$179

Double Sheet Blankets.
In Fancy Block Plaids at..

made.

is the

$1.59

best

finish to top

THE NEW “WONDEREST”

also have a handmade 100% Staple
Cotton Mattress with heavy art ticking
and 4-row stitchedside which is advertised at $20.00. We will sell this Mattress during our Anniversary
Sale for only ....... ........ ..............$14.80

And

here is an All-Felt50-lb. Mattress
with fancy drill ticking that usually
sells for $15.00. You can

buy

it at this Fall sale for

..........

in all colors. Regular price,

Filled Full-Size Mattress with heavy
fancy cover that would usually cost you
$12.00. On which our
Special Sale Price is only.. ____________$6.75

$11.95

Price

-

One

lot of silk

damask, 50 inch.

Sale

Price

• 29c
$1.95

- *

$1.45

Bed Pillows
All Feather-filledBed Pillows, with Her-

Lace Curtains and Yardage
Fall will soon be here and you will need
at these marvelous, reduced prices.,

new

ringbone Ticking. Size

curtains.

Sterling

Buy now

For Curtains Shan-Tong Net
GENUINE
$3.50 Value

RID-JID

................

is

New

It

21x27. Price 98

Sale

price

«

•

to a customer.

CARD TABLE
One

to each

Customer

Each 93c

Known

.......................................... ..........................................

gold.

In pebble weave. Soft colors for bedroom drapery. Orchid,
rose, and

Odd Lot

TABLES

Decoratcd-^-ColorsRed and
Green.
Each ..............................
49c

FREE

Yard Wide Plain Rayon
1

$1.35 value — Special

TILT-TQP

, $2.95
The Well-

comas in the natural shade and sells for $1.00 a yard.
feature this for our One-Week Sale

We

At, yard

1

Sweeper

Guaranteed quality. One

(40 inch)

$2.39

$9.75

I^st, but noi least, we have an all Cotton

Sale

Pair $1.22

is

Holland Blankets. You can

!r

Criss-Cross Curtains, Ecru
Marquisettewith colored stitched ruffled and Rayon ruffle

$2.95

an Inner Spring Mattress that is in a
class by itself. When you buy this Mattress you have reached the limit of Sleeping Comfort. It’s advertisedprice is
$40.00. You can buy it during
this sale for..... ..............................|29.00

•

bedroom drapery. Special, yd
One lot of si’k damask, 50 inch.
for

size.

................................................

Yard

«

,

We

QCt

..........

serviceable

Price

MATTRESSES

Blankets

camping. Full

- -

with novelty checked border. Gredh,
blue, gold.
'12c
Plain colored Marquisettesalso. Fine

each

In plain gray color. All wool. Splendid
for

Curtains

Curtains!

PATCHWORK QUILTS

You know
................
o-lc

Rayon

with

it’s a

machine
hundreds

of satisfiedusers

Made up

right here in Holland.

color trims and fancy loop stitches.

$1.75 and $2.00 line.
Price to clear, set .................. ........

Come

good

of Beautiful Curtains

Voile and Marquisette sets of valance and tie-backs.
in

Sewing Machine

*

.................................
. ...........-

early to

make your

.

95c

........................................

selection and avoid disappointment.

Electricj-Console Table Style

$73.00

— Our

$27.50

Foot-Power

enter-

tuinel with a bridge luncheob at
the Holland Country club Friday,
at which 44 were present. Prizes
were won by Mrs. S. J. Jentkcs,
Mrs. P. II. Crowell and Mrs. James
Nibbelink, The put of-town guests
were Mrs. Wade,’ Mrs. J. Wade, and
Mrs. E. Knutson of Grand Rapids,
and Mrs. Doesburg of Homdulu.

Special

THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
MANY LOCAL FOLKS HAD

SOCIETY

HOLLAND LAD DISAPPEARED
FIVE YEARS AGO; JUST
HEARD FROM

o
1 m a n, Vandenberg,
Hyma, Report of Committeeadopted and
and the Clerk.
Steffens, Postma, Scholten k
I Velt- Ordinance placed on Third Reading
The Odd Fellows and Rebekah* Devotions were led by Rev. E. J. man— 9.
of Bills.
will hold their annual picnic at Blekkink.
Nays: AMs. Brieve k Jonkman
Third Reading ef Bills
Because he needed his parents’ Jenison Park next week Saturday Minutes read and approved.
—2.
Petitionsand Accountn
Many young people of Holland' assistancein fillingout his applica- afternoon, August 24th. Coffee,
City Engineer reported having
An
ordinance entitled MAn Ordiffe
license,Joe lemonade and ice ' cream will be
Clerk presented operating report tabulated the return postcarda on
and vicinity have qualifiedin the tion for a chauffer’s
nance to License Electrical ConAmerican Red Cross life saving Vanderwege, of Holland, who furnished free. A program consist- of the Holland Gas Co. for June, the forced garbage collection systractors and to Fix
Fat therefor”
program during the present season. dropped from sight five years ago ing of games, sports and baseball 1929.
tem and found 77 for and 423 was read a third time, and
Activity was stimulated by the last June, was forced to reveal his will be engaged in. Cars will leave
againstsuch system. In view of this
On motion of Aid. Hyma,
Referred to B. P. W. for filing.
the hall at 1 and 2 p.m. for those
showing, the Council took no furvisit of James N. Power of the Red location.
RESOLVED, that uld Ordinance
Joe had been offered a position who have no conveyance. The picCross life saving service in June.
Clerk presented Oath of Office of ther action toward putting in a'
now paaa.
He conducted examinations for as chauffer, but needed the signa- nic is not limited to membership Wm. Arendshorstas Member of forced garbage collection system. doCarried
all voting Aye.
examinershipsat the Saugatuck tures of his parents to get his op- only but to all friendswho wish to Playground Commission.
City Atty. McBride reported for
pool and at Camp Cheboygan near erator's license. So he directed a attend.
information of the Council that he
Adjourned.
Accepted and filed.
Grand Haven, ard nualified Don letter enclosing the blank, to his
had received a communication from
Oscar Peterson,City Gerk.
Clerk
presented
application
and
A group of girls enjoyed a botMr. Alfred,Vice-Pres.of the Pere HJK.
Leenhouts,Milton Brown, Law- parents, and asked them to affix
rence Currv, James Van Lande- their signatures. The letter was ,luck supper at Ottawa Beach Fri- bond of P. J. Costing for license to MarquetteRy. Co. in reply to his
recent request for leu whistlingof
gend and Adries Steketce as ex- postmarked “Sacramento, Calif., day evening. Those present were construct sidewalks.
trains in the City, stating that the
aminers of the Red Cross life sav- July 30.” Mr. and Mrs. Vander- Mrs. B. Stegginkand the Misses
Approved and license granted
Expires August 24
ing service. Chas. McCatTren,a wege signed their names to the Jane Eilander, Joan Van Huis,
Clerk presented applicationand matter had been referred to the NOTICE OF SPECIAL ASSESSguard at the Saugatuck pool who document and returned the blank Sena, Gertrude and Henrietta Geer- bond of Peoples Transportation Co. Operating Dept, for attention. The
MKNT
City Atty. further reported having
was already an examiner, was re- via airmail.
ding, Joan dipping, Nellie Jongryk, for license to operate Motor But.
At the time of his mysterious Betty Vcr Schure and Minnie Otsent a communicationto tha Holviewed and reappointed.
Approved and granted.
10th Street Paving
Clerk presented petition from land Gas Co. requestingabatement
Those who have qualifiedunder disappearance Joe, then 14, had ting.
these examiners include Warren been sent on an errand. The next
property owners for construction of the smoke nuisance from their
To: Anna Borgman, Jan Derks,
Hucsing, Leon Kraal, and Walt day his mother received a letter
Prof. Clarence De Graaf's Sun- of a sanitary sewer in W. 23rd St. plant, but had received no reply to Mrs. E. C. Colts,
Cotta, J.
J. Vandenberg,
Van Oosterhoute, who have met bearing the Holland postmark, tell- day School class of the Fourteeftth from Wash. Ave. and west to the date.
Douwa Buma, Peter B. De
De Jong
Jong,
Displays
The City Atty. alao reported hav M. E. Church, Selina De Keyser, A
the requirementsof junior life- ing her not to worry. Search was St. Chr. Ref. church held a beach west line of Elmwood Add.
instituted
throughout
this
vicinity
ing received a request from resi Postma Chas. F. Barnet, Benj.
Referred to Sewer Committee.
saver. These requirements include
party at the Boven cottage last
Clerk presented duplicate Insur- dents In the vicinity of the old tan- Vandenberg, U. S. Post Office, Madisrobingin deep water and swim- but he had slipped away.
week Wednesday. The boys went In
A few months later his mother swimming, after which they played ance Policy written by the U. S. nery property to have oil put on sonic Temple, Mich. Bell. Tel, Co.,
ming 100 yards; making a surface
Fidelity A Guarantee Co. covering the water holes that are still stand- Mrs. Albert Boone, Women’s Litdive in 6 to 8 ft. of water and re- receiveda letter telling her he was games on the beach.
Yellow Cabs.
ing on these premises so as to fre- erary Club, Steketee-Van Hula
covering objects8 times, and a 10- cruising on the Mississippi river,
vent the breeding of mosquitoes.
Filed.
pound weight once; demonstrating but offering no chance to get in
The Adult Bible class of the
Printing House, J. A H. De Jongh,
Clerk presented communication Referred to the Health Board.
correct approach to a drowning touch with him as he failed to give Fourth Reformed church were enA. B. Boimani Kittle Doesburg,
person; demenstrating head carry, his address.
tertained last week by Mr. and from property owners on Wash.
Dick Klein. MH. H. Vande Bunte,
Communicationfrom Boarda
Since that time no word has Mrs. August Kasten at their cot- Ave. between 18th k 19th Sts. recross chest carry, hair or arm lock
Bert Sloot, 9th St. Christian Ref.
come
from
him
and
his
parents
and
City
Officers
carry, and tired swimmer's carry
ta'ge at Idlewood. After swimming questing permission to name this
Church, Boone Bros.; Dr. M. J.
preceded by fiO ft. tfwim; releasing feared he might be dead. The letter and playing games a two-course block Wash. Square.
Cook, Hanna Te Roller, A. C. KepThe claims approved by the HosGranted.
death grips including wrist, front that reached them this week, how- luncheon was served.
pel, H. R. Brink, John Bosman, W.
pital
Board
in
the
sum
of
$5047.19;
Clerk presented communication
strangle-hold,back stranglehold, ever, clearedup the mystery.
T. Ritter, Simon L Henkle, Anna
o
etc.; demonstratingartificial reThe Neinhies family reunion from Geo. Bruce. Pres, of the Board of Park k Cemetery Trus- II. Van Dreser, M. H. Nixon, E.
Last Saturday afternoon a
_____ Great Lakes Harbors Assn, re- tees— 11898.24; Board of Police k Fredricks,E. J. Fairbanks, Henry
suscitation.
was held at_____________
Jenison Park_ ____
last week
The requirements for swimmers rolet was crowded off the road by a Wednesday with about 175 present. questing the City to send delegates Fire Com ms.— $3861.77; Board of Geerlings(Trustee), Mn. C. De
Public Works — $43,689.68; were
rating are: 100 yd. swim using at speeder near the curve in the Zee- Dr. G. Bos presided at the reunion to the Convention at Duluth, Minn.,
Waard, Leonard Barton, Mae Seen.
ordered certified to the Common
land
road
at
Huiienga’s
hill.
The
on
Aug.
15
k
16th,
1929.
The
following
officers
were
elected
least two kinds of strokes, back
Wm. Bennett, Mrs. J. Kiekentveld ,
Council for payment.(Sa.'d claims
car
was
badly
damaged
and
one
of
Filed.
swim BO ft. using legs only, surfor the ensuing year: M. E. NeinEst., Pere Marquette Ry. Co„ Geron
file
in
the
Clerk’s
office
for
pubClerk presented communication
face dive in f> to 8 ft. of water and the occupantswas injured. Both huis, president; A. A. Neinhuis,
rit Lanrmen, Mrs. G. Japing*, Dalic
inspection.)
dive plain, front or rac'ng start. cars were enteringHolland from secretary, and Albert Neinhuis, from the Scott-Lugers Lumber Co.
vid O’Conner,Sam Miller, Peter
Allowed.
Those who have qualifiedfer this the east at the time of the accident. treasurer.The program given in requesting the Council to investiKlein. Wm. Jansen, Jbhn De Boer,
B. P. W. reported the collection
•nting are: Marvin De Ridder, Gerthe afternoon and evening consist- gate an error of overasseasment of
Hope College, Wm. Bursse, Mn.
of
$27,741.29;
City
Treas.-»4700..
Chief
Van
Ry
called
up
John
Van
-:t Grissen. Paul McCarthy. Bob
ed of speeches and music and also $18,700 00.; also communication
H. De Bruyn, Public Schools,John
68.
from Peoples State Bank relative
Mnrases, Walt Van Osterhout, Tatenhove of the French Cloak Wary sports.
De Jongh, Mn. J. J. Mersen, Peter
Accepted.
to an' error in assessing 20 shares
Marion Te Roller, David Raffen- store asking him to identifysome
Mass, Harn Klomparens, B. F.
Clerk reported that Bonds k Int.
uid, Harold McIntyre, Leon Kraai. dresses from that store and purThe Sunday School teachers of of Bunk Stock to W. P. Scott; also
Hallett, T. Boven. Alva Arnold, H.
A great many have earned the ported to be in a lot of other stolen the primary department of the Mr. J. Y. Huizenga appeared in coupons in the sum of $25,917.60 Sterenberg,Joseph R. Hume, H. C.
Leath, Rev. 8. Vander Werf, P.
beginners rating, which requires goods taken from Grand Rapids First Reformed church enjoyed an person objecting to his personal had been presented.
Adopted k warrant ordered Is- Hamil, Mrs. L Mulder, H. Vander
jumping into water over the head and Muskegon stores, as well as outing at Tennessee last week assessment being raised to $12,000,
sued.
Hooren Est., Joaeph Brunette,Hanin depth, swimming 2f) ft. and re- Holland. More than $1500 worth of Wednesday evening. Those present this amount being approximately
Clerk presented report from the
nsh k Emma Hoekje, Rufua Craturn 25 ft. They are: Art AMerink, loot was discovered in the home of Were the Misses Jennie Van Put- double his former assessment.
City Attorney McBride alse re- B P. W. showing the amounts of mer, Wm. A. Holley, Anton Self, B.
Frank Working, Dorothy Steffen, Mrs. Ethel Carlson and Mrs. Mar- ten. Jeanette Westveer, Mildred
Ruth Eleanorc Trueblood.Craig garet Nyscm, both of Muskegon Ter Vree, Isla Mae Potter, Flora quested that the assessment of Mrs. Delinquent Light, Power k Water Holtgeerts, Henry Khutson, H. J
Bills as of June 30, 1929, as folFrancomb, G. Anderson, Mn. A.
T'ueblood. Adell Vander Hevel, A. and these two women were sen- Huysen. Delia Hoffman, Wilma Lockhart, a widow, also be investilows:—
tenced
to
five
years
for
shop-liftgated.
Meyers, Weitern Machine Tool
Slikkers. R. Christun, Harold \VesVande Bunte, Esther Kurt and
$647.47— Light
Above matters referred to the
Works, Nellie Churchford, Bert
Mabel Pieters.
trate, Eleanor Steffen. Ellen Ray, ing.
767.63— Power
Ways k Mean* Committeetogether
Nnberhuis, Louis Naberhuis, John
— oJean Simpson, Willis Nuismer,
265.00-Water.
Dr. Seth Vander Werf is on a
Zonnebelt,John Maaielink,John W.
Helen Pelgrim, Irene Overbeek.
About 175 descendants of Frank with the City Attorney with power
Accepted k amounts ordered ts- Deur, T. P. McCarthy, Mn. A.
Marion Te Roller, Haxel Kampker, trip to Racine, Wis., where he is to Kammeraad held their seventh an- to act.
Harold Lightheart,‘David Raffen- be on mission business.From there nual reunion at Highland Park, Clerk presented petition from prop- sensed against property and per- Vander Hill. Jas. Vander Hill, Eva
Shaw and Lois Hayden, Oscar Peaud, Annie Buursma, Carol Thomp- he will go to South Dakota and will Grand Haven, last week Wednes- erty owners requesting sewer and sons.
Clerk presented report from City terson, Albert Wlnstrom, Sygje
son, Marve Vande Ploeg, Harris speak at mission feats at Corsia day. Dr. Beernink of Muskegon water mains on Maple Ave. from
sstimated Kuite, Bert Dekker, A. J.. FairSchrotenboer,Arthur Sas. Dorothy and Stickney.He will stop at Shel- made a few remarks after which a 29th to 30th Sts. and on 30th St. Engineer
amount due K. B. Olson on paving banks. Henry Sterenbere, Henry J.
Van Ingle, Duard Luick, Don Heu- don and Orange City, Iowa, on his program of music, dialogues and from Maple to Wash. Aves.
contracta as— $12,170.35.
Essenborg.Harry Harrington,
Referred to Sewer Committee.
sine, Gilmore Banselaar,John Nys- return trip. He will be gone for read!ngs was rendered.The followAllowed.
Chester Ver Mculen, Leonara
Aid. Jonkman presented the mat
ing officerswere elected: President,
son, Bud Overweg, Kenneth Hall, about three weeks.
Clerk reported final payment due 1-oyer, Mrs. Wm. Burton, Simon De
John Essenburg; vice-president. ter of erecting 4 additionalstreet
James firissen, Harold Vander Bie,
B. Olson on the 10th St. paving Boer, J. Overbeek, Arnold HofmeyAbel Postma; secretary, Mrs. N. lights on State St. between 24th k
Ed Vande- Bie, Frank Boersma.
AN ORDINANCE
contract as— $7287.74,and in this er, John Zeerip, S. De Boer, Frank
Kammeraad; treasurer, Frank B. 32nd Sts.
Lillian Vander Heuvel, Donald
Referred to the Lighting Com- ecrnection the Clerk presented an Paterson, P. C. Phemambucq Est.,
Kammeraad. It was desided to hold
Reidsma. Barnard Poppema, Ellen
No. 371
affidavit from K. B. Olsen to the John De Glopper, Mrs. D. Stroventhe next minion at Ottawa County mittee.
Dekker. Florence Esscnberg. GeralAid. Veltman,on behalf of the effect that all hills for materialand Jans, Chas. H. Finch, D. Exo, Peter
paik, Holland.
dine Hofmeyer, Vivian EssenbagCHAPTER No. 59
property owners on Wash. Square, labor in connectionwith the paving Rogers, Nancy M. Charter, Alvin
gers, Willard De Groot, Star. Brun
Charter Est., Winter
ArendsA
kitchen shower was given by requestedthe erection of Bled. of said street, have been paid.
sell. Raymond Allen Mary Mooi.
To License Electrical Contrartora
Affidavit accepted and filed, and horst, John H. Van Zoeren, HolMiss Margaret De Grcot at her Lights in this one block.
Lucia Avers, Jake Meurer, Fred
and to Fix a Fee Therefore
land Hitch Co., Katie Schmidt,
Referred to the Special Lighting fir-1 payment allowed.
home, 642 Michigan avenue, last
Slag. Silvia Shaffer, Wm. Pelon.
Clerk reported that pursuant to Margaret Schmidt, Henry Kraker,
week in honor of Miss Bertha Wa- Committee.
Wailie Schurman, Herman De
Aid, Veltnrn, on behalf of the instructionshe had advertised for Harry Kramer, Henry Hulaehos,
beke, an August bride The rooms
Fouw, John Sloothaak. Russel Sec.
bids for the paving of Pine Avt. k Lena k Roka Dykema, Mra. Sena
Slighter, Elmer Atman. John Mul- 1. Defining"Electrical Contractor." were 'decorated in old rose and business men on Wash. Square exapple green. Miss Wabeke re- tended an invitationto the Com- 7th 8t. with 6 inch reinforcedcon- Kuite, and all other persons interder, Gerald Tinholt. Helen Seif. 2. Requiring License.
ceived a number of beautiful and mon Council and other City Officers crete base and sheet asphalt wear- ested.
Florence Kemnker, Helen Bronk- 3. Applicationand License.
TAKE NOTICE: That the roll of
useful gifts. Katherine Michiclesen to attend the opening of Wash. Ave. ing course, and having received
horst, Iris Shaffer.Mary Jane Raf- 4. Fee.
was awarded the prize in bunco. A on next Monday evening, August iuet one bid, this being from our the Special Assessmenttheretofore
fenaud, Lester De Ridder, Kat# 5. Penalty.
prekent contractor,K. B. Olson, as made by the Board of Aisesson for
dainty three-course luncheonwas 12th.
Kienstra.Willis Zietlow.Geo. Ziet- 6. When Effective.
follows:
the purpose of defraying that part
Accepted.
served
to
the
guests
present
low, Earle Van Der Kolk. Vern De 7. Compiling Section.
Sheet asphalt using Mex. asphalt of the cost of paving 10th St from
Reports of Standing Committees
Feyter. Elmer Van Dyke, Lois J.
The City of Holland Ordains:
Van Raalte to Lincoln Aves.. is now
$1.27 per aq. yda.
Aid. Kiris, Chairman of the
Mra. Harold Karsten entertained
Te Roller. Clyde Luidema, Chas.
(476) Sec. 1. The term “electrical
using Lake Asphalt— $1.42 per on file in my office for public inDyVema, Tony Westerhof.Willis contractor" as used in this ordi- a group of friendsin honor of her Ways & Means Committee, reportsq. yds
spection.
De Neff, Ruth Vander Schel, Janet nance, means any person, firm or sister,Miss Erna Prisman, with ed tor the informationof the Counusing 6 inch reinforced conNotice is hereby given that the
cil that the matter of installing
Veltman.
corporationengaged in the business two tables of picnic bridge at her
crete— $1.44 per sq. yd.
Common Council will meet at the
flash signals at the P. M. Ry. crossof installing or alteringby contract home on West 11th street Thursday
Council rooms in said City on
Excavation— 60c per cu. yd.
ings on 9th k 10th & 13th k 14th
Mrs. J. H. DePree of Zeeland electrical equipment for the utili- afternoon.
On motion of Aid. Brieve,
Wednesday, Sept 4, 1929, at 7:30
Sts. was being arrange!with the
spent the week-end with State zation of electricitysupplied for
RESOLVED,
(hat the contractbe p.m. to review said assessment at
Railroad
Co.
The
cost
of
erection
I Senator and Mrs. Gordon Van
light, heat, or power, not including
A birthday party was held at the
to be borne jointly between the city awarded to K. B. Olson for Mexi- which time and place opportunity
Eenenaam.
radio apparatusor equipment for home of Mrs. M. Dyke. 22nd street,
hnd Pere Marquette Ry. Co., and can asphalt top and reinforcedcon- will be given all persons interested
wireless reception of sounds and n honor of Mrs. Fred Dyke of New
to be heard.
Abraham * Tilroe died Sunday signals, and not including appar- '"•irkCity. Games were played and the railway Co. to befcr the expense crete base k excavation,total conOscar Peterson,City Gerk.
tract— $11,568.10,aa per his bid
of
maintenance.
afternoon at his home one mile atus, conductors and other equip- r ’.res were won by Mrs. E. Hoolprice, he to furnish a statutoryand Dated: Ang. 8, 1929.
northeast of the city at the age of ment installed for or by the Board
-s ” s C. Dyke, and Mrs. M. Committee on Streetsand Cross- constructionbond equal to tha face
H.C.N. 2 ins.— Aug. 15 k 22, 1929.
72 years. Mr. Tilroe,before com- of Public Works; but the term Van Putten. A dainty two-course walks reported the completion of
of the contract and a maintenance
ing to this city about 40 years ago. “electrical contractor" does not in- luncheon was served. Those pres- 10th St. paving and recoremendod
bond equal to the cost of the wearsailed the seas on one of the clude employeesemployed by such ent were Mrs. Martha Stronks and its acceptance by the Council.
10764>Esp.Aag.31 M
ing course.
Adopted.
Dutch battleships. He visited prac- contractorto do or supervise such Miss Kathryn Stronk of Kewanee,
Adopted
all voting Aye.
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN— The Prebeta &
Committee
to
whom
was
referred
tically every country in the world. work.
III., Mrs. Carl Nelson, Hammond,
On motion of Aid. Kleis,
Coart for the County of Ottawa.
the proposition of K. B. pison to
Th" deceasedis survived by his
Ind.,
Mrs.
M-.
Van
Putten,
Grand
(477) Sec. 2. It shall be unlawMayor k Gerk were authorized At • session tf said Court, bold ot
wife and four children.Mrs. John ful for any person, firm or corpor- Rapids, Mrs. E. Hoolsema,Moline, remove rails on W. 8th St. at a
cost
of
$2600.00
and
the
old
rails, to eexcute contract with K B. Ol- ProbateOffice la the City of Greod
Steketce of this city. Mrs. Martha ation to engage in the business of Mrs. Fred Dyke, New York City,
son on behalf of the City of Hol- Havea, in said CAunty, oa tbo 9th
KJine of Grand Rapids, Mrs. Frank electrical contractor,as herein de- Mrs. P. Emmich. Mrs. J. Spoelstra, reported recommending that his
land.
day af Aug., A D. 1129.
Dross of Cleveland,and Mrs. J. D. fined, without being licensed as an Mrs. Frank Dyke. Mrs. C. Dyke, proposal be not accepted.
Clerk reported that pursuant to
Adopted.
Presoat, Hon. Jsmes J. Doahof.
Queltleof Detroit. The funeral was electrical contractor in the manner and Mrs. M. Dyke of this city.
Committeeto whom was referred instructions he had given notice of Judge of Pi abate.
•held Wednesday afternoon from hereinafterset forth.
the matter of removingrails on W. the proposed constructionof water
the home with Rev. L. Veltkamp,
la the Matter of the Estate of
(478) Sec. 3. Any person, firm or HOLLAND VULCANIZER
8th St. further reported having re- mains in—
nastor of Central Avenue Christian corporation desiring to engage in
LEADS IN CONTEST ceived a new bid from K. B. Olson
27th St. between Mich. & Waah.
FRANCES WARNER,
Reformed church, officiat ng.
the businessof electrical contractor
for doing this work at a cost of Aves.
Mcotslljr leeoaipotsat
shall apply for license to the Board
The Goodyear Tire company of $3,000.00and the City to sell the
24th St. between Wash. & Van
of Public Works. Upon the filing of Akron. Ohio, is putting on a sales
Henry
8.
Bosch hsviag filed in esM
rails. And further reported having Raalte Aves.
such license in proper form and the contestcovering a period of weeks,
court his 1st, 2nd, 3rd end final ad26th
St.
between
Wash.
&
Van
payment of the license fee fixed which carries with it a dozen prizes, received an offer from Carl E Raalte Aves.
ministration account, snd his petition
Swift Co. of $750.00 for the old
herein, the Board of Public Works one of which is a trip to Akron,
25th St. between Central Ave. k prayingfor the ollowonce thereof and
rails, copper, etc., that is removed.
for the assignment and distribution
may license the applicant,if quali- Ohio, with all expenses paid to the
They further reported rpcommpn4- Lawndale Court.
of the residue of said estate.
fied. as an electrical contractor,and winner. The company calls it the
ing that therfe rails be removed and of the time and place for hearmay issue to the applicanta license "Zeppelin Race," but in reality its
It is Orfered, That the
ing
objections
to
same
and
that
no
oromptly by Mr. Olson as per his
which will authorize the applicant a race of salesmanship of the Goodbid price of $3000.00 and the old objectionswere filed in the Clerk’s
9th fey of September A. D. 1929
to engage in such business for the year make of tire.
rails, etc., be sold by the City of office.
st ten o'clock in the forenoon, at soM
year in which it is issued. The Board
Although the contest has been Holland to Carl E. Swift Co. for
Plans, specifications and estimate
probate office, be end is hereby appoint,
of Public Works shall keep a suit- on for some weeks, Charlie Van
| of cost adopted and water mains be
$750.00.
ed for examiningand allowing said acable record for such licenses.
Zylen and his River avenue plant
laid
in
above
said
streets.
Adopted.
if
count and hearing Mid petition:
(479) Sec. 4. The fee for a li- immediately jumped into the lead
Board of Assessor* presented
Haims k Accounts C mniH t'*o
cense as an ElectricalContractor and has been stickingright there.
It is Farther Ordered,'Thee Public
reported having examined claims in SpecialAssessment Roll of the lots
-hall be Twenty-five ($25.00) Dol- The Goodyearpeople not only make
notice thereof be liven by pablication
the sum of $21,468.63,and recem- and lands comprising the 10th St.
lars per annum, which sum shall tires, but are at the present time
of e copy of this ordsr for throe
Paving SpecialAssmL District.
he paid by the applicant to the also building two large Zeppelins mended payment thereof (for
Filed in Clerk’s office and num- successive weeks previous to Mid dey
claims in detail, see claim sheets on
Board of Public Works in advance for Uncle Sam, considerablylarger
bered, and Clerk instructedto give of hesrinl in tks Holland City Newt,'
upon filing the application. The li- than the Graf that has just made file in City Clerk’soffice).
notice that the Common Council • newspaper printed andcirculetedin
Allowed.
cense issued hereunder shall expire the United States a visit and reand
the Board of Assessors will said county.
Committee on Welfare reported
on the first Monday in June next turned.
JAMES J. DANHOP.
meet
at the Council rooms on
poor orders in the sum of $171.00
thereafter. All licenses granted
A true
Judge ef Probate*
The company is also buildingtwo for regular aid and $101.04 for Wednesday, September 4, 1929, at
hereunder shall be subject to the large hangars to accommodate
Cora Vande Water,
7:30 p.m., to review said roll.
temporary
aid. total of $272.04.
Re giiterof Probete.
provisionsof the City Charter.
these tremendous “lighter than air"
Accepted and filed
(480) Sec. 5. Any person,firm or ships.
Motions and Resolutions
Committee on Ordinances reportcorporation that shall engage in
ed for introduction an ordinance
On motion of Aid. Kleis,
the businessof electrical contractorJ OLDEST RESIDENT OF
12136— Exp. Aug. 81
entitled "An Ordinance to License
without obtaining a license thereHOLLAND DIES SATURDAY Electrical Contractors and to fix a City InspectorBosch was given a STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probate
week's
vacation.
for, as here.n provided, or who) Mrs. Nancy Charter, 91, died
Court for the County of Ottawa.
fee therefor."
shall violate any of the provisions.Saturday afternoon at her home at
The ordinance was read a 1st and
Special Order of the Day
Here is a statement that wiU
^
At a session ef Mid Court, held at
of this ordinance, on conviction 182 West 9th street after an illness 2nd time by its title, and
the Probate Office in the City of Grand
dny kind of conifNirisonyou want to
thereof,shall be and become sub- of about 10 days. Mrs. Charter is
Clerk presented applicationsfor
On motion of Aid. Hyma.
Haven in Mid County, oa tha 8th day
ject to the penalties and punish- said to be the oldest resident of
make: You £et more for your money in
The Ordinancewas referred to licenses to sell soft drinks— signed of Aug. A. D. 1929.
ment provided in Section3 of Chap- Holland and has lived in this city
by
John
W.
Post
and
Will
Blom,
the Pontiac Rig Six than you can possibly
the Committee of the Whole and
Present: Hon. James J. Danhef,
ter 1 of "An Ordinance, to Revise, continuouslyfor 63 years.
placed on the General Order of the that were tabled at the last regular Judge of Probate.
obtain in any car listing'at or near $745. No
Amend, Re-enact, Consolidate and
Mrs. Charter was born May 3.
meeting to be brought up at this
.
other ear of Pontiac's price can give you so
Compile the General Ordinances of 1838, in Watertown,N. Y., In 1866
In the Matter of the Eotete ef
time.
»
the
City
of
Holland,
to
Provide
Penshe came to Michiganand settled Reports from Select Committees
much hig car performance, appearance, luxOn motion of Aid. Kleis.
DEWEY BOMERS. DacesMd
alties for Violations Thereof, and on West 9th street where she has
RESOLVED, that said matter be Mrs. Reht Bomcra having filed in
ury and convenience— for Pontiac is the only
Committee on Special Lighting removed from the table.
to Repeal All Ordinances and
v.v, OIItvv.
M11C witnessed
WIVIlcOBCU the
V(IC
lived ever
since. She
uid Court her petition praying that
six of its field originallydesigned with the
of Ordinances in Conflict Here- big fire in 1871 and has seen Hol- reportedrecommending that the Carried.
/. o. b. Pontiac,Michigan
laid Court adjudicate and determine
big car idea in mind.
City
of
Holland
take
over
and
with, passed and approved Sep- land
grow from a village into
a gn
On motion of Aid. Kleis,
Flve-Paiwagf'r2 -Door Sedan
tember 20th, A.D., 1922, which is] city. Mr. Charter died 27 years ago. maintain , the boulevard lighting RESOLVED, that the matter of the date of death of said deceased, tha
Body by Fisher
names of those entitled by snrvfvar.
hereby made a part Hereof.
The deceased is survived by one systems erected by Damstra Bros, granting soft drink licenses to John ship to real estate in which soM deConMdar the delivered price at trell at tha Utl
on College Ave. and by the First W. Post and Will Blom, pool room
ronliac Bit Sit. t;4S In #W,/. «*. h. tontiar,Midi.,p|u» <MJ(wrr
(481)
Sec.
6.
This
Ordinance
daughter,
Mrs.
Molly
Dulyea.
and
price when comparing aiitoma’rile vnluet . . .
ceased bad an intareat as life tenant,
churgrt. Bumper i, tpring roeer, and Uvefav thnrk mbtorhert
shall take effect twenty days after one son, Frank Charter, both of State Bank on Central Ave.
Oakland -Pontiacdelivered prlcm includeonl*
proprietors, be referred to the joint tenant or tenant bv tha entirety,
regularequipmentat rlight etlra entt. Central Motor* Tima
Adopted.
its'
passage.
reatonahlerhargrtfor handlingand for finanrHolland; also by six grandchildren
Ordinance Committee.
Payment Plan available at minimum rata.
and other facta euentialto a determiIng whan I he Time PaymentPlan it used.
Aid. Vandenberg reported prog(482) Sec. 7. This Ordinanceis and three great-grandchildren.
Carried.
nation of the righto of the portlet iahereby compiledas and numbered
Funeral services were he’d Tues- ress on the opening of East 9th St.
(crested in ssid reel estate;
The Special Committee to whom
General Order of the Day
Chapter 60 of "An Ordinance, to day afternoon from the home with
l^lt
is Ordered, That the
was
referred
the
matter
of
installRevise,
Amend.
Re-enact,
Consolil,
Miss Nellie Churchford officiating.
• • • •
On motion of Aid. Hyma,
date and Compile the General Ordi- Interment took place in the Pilgrim ing Automatic Voting Machines
J 9th Dey ef SepteaAer A. D„ 1929
reported recommendingthat 12 of
nances of the City of Holland, to Home cemetery.
The Council went into the Com•t fen o'clock in the
said machines be installedon a mittee of the Whole on the General
Provide the Penalties and Viola• • •
probate office, be
rental purchase contract. Yearly Order to consider the Ordinance
tions Thereof, and to Repeal All
pointed for hstrinS aid
rental to he $128.00 per machine, relative to licensingelectrical conOrdinances in Conflict Herewith,"
said rental to apply on the pur- tractors, with Aid. Hymn presiding.
• • • • •
passed and approved by the Com.
.
.
chase price if the City decides to After sometimespent therein,the
mon Council of the City of Holland,
purchase the machines, at the expi- Committee arose and through its of s copy of this order for '
September 20, A.D.. 1922.
• • • • •
ration of one year. Purchase price Chairman reported having had un- sive weeks previous te
EARNEST C. BROOKS
Holland,Mich., August 7, 1929.
a ring in
of machines is $1058.00 each and der considerationan Ordinance enMayor, v
s newspaper printed
The Common council met. in regu- can be paid on a time basis not to titled "An Ordinance to License
Passed: August 7^ 1929.
Mid county. x
lar session and was called to order exceed 10 years with interest at Electrical Contractors and to fix a
Approved: August 8, 1929.
by the Mayor.
6 per cent.
fee therefore"having made sundry
/
Present: Mayor Brooks, Aids.
Adopted by Ayes k Nays as fol- changes, asked concurrence therein
Oscar
'
and recommended its passage.
< City
* Westing, Kleis, Woltman, Brieve,
Ayes: AMs. Westing, Kleis,
On motion of Aid. Viandenberg,
H.C.N, 1 ins. Aug. 15. 1929, f * Vandenberg, Hyma, Steffens, JonkG.
Kooiker, 121 E. 8th, Holland, Mich. Phone 2551
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NEWS

THE HOLLAND CITT

H. M. Bottrell of Cadillacwas a from Cadillac,where he attended
Th# Dunhill Chain Stores corpor- GEORGE F. GETZ
following were winners: Funniestond Adella Mae Vender Heuvel, vel, third Francti Van Langevelde
business vistor in Holland Monday. the state fire chiefa’ convention.
ation, 214 Broadway, New York
PLACED ON ILLINOIS
doll: Hazel Morris, Stella Steoan third Helen Bronkhorst Running
Running broad jump for boy
BOXING COMMISSION ski. Sofia Firllt, Violet Morris,Rutl broad jump for girls—first Helen first Ted Essenberg, second Alvin
Miss Mary Pieper is spending
William Withers, son of Mr. and atv, has taken a lease on the
Morris and Pauline Victor;mamma Shank, second Adella Vandcr Heu*
the week in Detroit on business.
Mrs. Wynand Wichers, who sub- Walsh building at 58 East 8th
C. J. Smith of tlm Fir»t State
Prins, third Jake Muir.
street,formerly occupied by . the
Governor Emmerson of Illinois dolls: Evelyn De Witt, Angelyn
bank is having a week’s vacation.
Kir# Chief Blom has returned mitted to an operation for appen- Knitting Mills and w|l conduct one has named George F. Getz -of Shagonaby, Julia Vroski, Adeline
dicitis at the Holland hospital
about two weeks ago has been re- of its chain stores. The concern is a Lakewood farm one of the members Stepanski, Wilma Nyson; costume
credit clothing outfittingcompany of the Illinois Boxing commission. dolls: (crippledPete) Mary Bronkmoved .to his home.
for men, women and children. The Mr. Getz has always been interest- horst, Helen Dsbrowski, Jennie
• Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Stepanskh Charles Driscoll, Amelia
Mrs. Johanna Ten Hover of HolKraai of North Holland, a son,
Shaganaby; biggest doll: Nellie
land died Saturday in Muskegon
Verne Jay; to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Chrispell. Ada De Feyter, Erma De
Heights at the home of her daughFeikema of Grand Rapids, for
Feyter, Maxine De Feyter. Stella
merly of Holland, a son, Robert ter, Mrs. Dona Sabin, 832 Seventh
Stepanski, Marie Victor, Cornelia
street. The deceased is survived bv
Frank.
Kline.
(five children:Will of Ionia, Jennie
A meeting was held in the Chris- of Coopcrsville. Mrs. Dcna Sabin of
At the doll show at Longfellow:
tian High sihool Monday evening Muskegon Heights, Anna of KalaDurlcnc Marcus; 2nd, Dona Tinat which time the secretary and mazoo, and Dick of Holland. The
holt; Lois De Koster and ’Bernice
treasurer’s reports were given. funeralwas held Monday afternoon
Hulst with the largest fanvly of
Vin ous other business matters at the Le« Funeral Home in Musdells. In the costume dolls: 1ft,
were discussed, after which An- kegon Heights and burial took
(’apt. Kidd. Lois Do Koster; 2nd,
hony Koshaeh,chairman of the place in Holland.
Dutch Couple, Betty Bocve; 3rd,
evening, pronounced the invocation | The American legion picnic
'armerette. Dona Tinholt. In the
becomes evident in
it
and Rev. L. Vcltkamp closed the picnic was held at Jcnison Park
Evelyr Dykoma and 2nd, Harriet
meeting with prayer.
Stcketee. In the home-made cosWednesday. Frank Milewski was
serves its patrons.
decorated carriage and dolls: 1st.
Charley Jackson, formerly of general chairmanof the picnic and
tume by the child: 1st, Francis JapLakewood Farm, took some turkey Ben Rutgers was chairman of the
pinga, 2nd. Dorothy Scokamp ard
eggs to Brummer and Frederick- sport committee. The Ladies’ Aux-|
Ada Van Ohs and 3rd. Julia Ann
iliary,
assisted
by
the
Legion
resens hatchery to have them hatched
Mieste and Ruth Helmbnld Thr
It usually takes four weeks for freshmentcommittee, had charge
believes that
people select
I biggest doll: Dorothy Curtis, small; turkey eggs to hatch under a hen k>f the refreshments.
est doll: Ada Van Ons: oldest d:ll,
' but at 21 days eight of the eggs I Those who attended the wienie
Dona Tinholt, 30 years, Hesta Ende.
a
the
basis ihat
had hatched.
roast last week Thursday tvening
25 years, Fried Speet 12 yearn, and
at Felt’s Beach were: Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore Luidens of this city,
Dorothy Seekamp,7 years.
they choose their friends— on the
who is attending the New Bruns- (Henry Meiste and family, Mr. and
At the Lincoln school Lillian ReIMrs. Ed Lenters, Mr. and Mrs.
Neither of the drivers were inmelts, Helen Ruth Harmscn and
basis of personality.
payment squad on Long Island for John Lenters and family, Mr. and ed in the manly sport and was the Phyllis Tiesenga won the prizes for
iMrs. Lawrence Brower and family,
wick seminary, joined a fire demoving
spirit
that
brought
the
displaying
the
largest
dolls.
IMrs. G. J. Lenters, Mr. and Mrs.
arquainted with the people of that
The largest family of dolls disGerrit Lenters and family, Mr. and Dempsey-Tunney fight to the Solvicinity. He has already started a
so this pioneer institution
diers stadium at Chicago. On this played were shown bv PhyllisTieSunday School there and he hopes Mrs. Bert Deters and family, Mr.
and Mrs. George Lenters arid ftmcrowd of fight senga, Lillian Remelts and Beafim.| occ»*ion
to organize a Reformed church
Brightest Spot od the Great
ily and Mr. and Mrs. Deck Lenters fan8 •"I K^ered together wit- trice Kline. In the novelty class
is
to
its
later. '
Esther Mae Bursema displaying a
and
nc«s«d this match.
,The other two members named negro doll won first, while Louise
Rev. N. J. Monsma of Orange
personality
atrac*
by Governor Emmerson are Gen- Cunninghamand Anna Aardema
City, la., will be formally installed
PERSONAL
eral
John
D.
CUnnin,
a
lawyer,
who
were
the
next
places
awarded.
The
pastor of Ninth Street Christian
tive.
Reformed church Friday evening. The Misses Pearl and Marguer- will act as chairman, and Fred prettiestdoll was a blonde and is
Rev. J. Do Haan, Jr., pastor of ite Karreman of Chicago arc Gardner, a banker. All three are owned by Marion Woldring.The
cleverestpair of dolls were held by
Broadway church, Grand Rapids, spending the week at the home of residentsof Chicago.
o
Beatrice Kline and Lillian Rcmelta.
Lindberg Night, thousand of aeroplanes will be
who left the local pastorate aoout Mr. and Mrs. Marius Mulder.
three months ago, will assist in the
John
Van
Lente of the local post LorraineRemelts had the oldest
released from dome of auditorium, the most thrillGendd Kramer of the Holland office is having a week’s vacation. doll. The cutest baby doll was
installationservice. Mr. Monsma
City State bank is having a week's
owned by Ruth Woldring while
ing demonstration of aeroplane flight ever seen.
will preach his inaugural sermon
o
vacation.
next Sunday.
Miss Gertrude Windemulder has Thelma Harmsen placed first and
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Droppers
Martha Jane Burch third.
The combined Bible classes of are on their honeymoon trip to returned from Pontiac where she
At Kollen park the following
spent
her
vacation.
Ang.21sl
the Maple Avenue Christian Re- YellowstoneNationalPark. Mrs.
were awarded prizes in sports: 100formed church held a beach party Dropper before her marriage about
yd. dash for boys of 12 to 15— first,
at the Do Koster cottage Tuesday two weeks ago was Miss Ruth MANY PRIZES AWARDED
P. Brundcll,second,Ted Esscnburg,
evening.
Our 21st, great annual
AT THE DOLL SHOWS third Alvin Prins, 75-yd. dash for
Hymk.
girls from 12 to 15— first, Helen
Jacob Hooker, for 28 years emArthur Oudemolcn and Harry J.
Doll shows were held at the variShank, second, Marion Tc Roller,
ployed at Charter’s barber shop, Woltman of West 15th street are
$100.00 in cash for the best costumes. For this
ous
playgroundsthroughout the third, . Helen Bronkhorst.- Boys
has taken charge of the barber on a two weeks tour through the
city Friday. Sports were held at
occasion the auditoriumwill be converted into a
standingbroad jump— first Alvin
shop on Columbiaavenue formerly east. While on their trip they exKollen Park for which prizes were
HOLLAND MEHI ®Ut
Prins, second Ted Essenberg, third
occupied
by
the
late
Herman
Meppect
to
visit
a
number
of
H
lope
huge barn. First prizes for best farm costumes,
awarded.
students.
Neven Van Oukey. Girls’ sUnding
At
the
North
End
doll
shnw
funniest person in costume, prettiest girl in costume,
MEsa Lydia Rodgers of the local
Mr. and Mrs. William King are
vamp, Indian, Japanese, Spanish, Mexican, Turkish
high school has returned from on a trip to northernMichigan
Toronto where she attended the fu- after spending a few daya at the
or other nationality or occupation. This is not inneral of her aunt, Mrs. Hannah home of Mayor and Mrs. Earnest
tended as a slight on any occupation or nationality
j Rogers Bundy.
C. Brooks on East 12th street.
Rev. Henry Van Dyke, pastor of
Miss Elaine Erickson is spending
as it is impossible to distinguishthe 1929 farm boys
Fourth Reformed church, an- several weeks at Lake Forest, lit
and girls from their city cousins in dress, looks or
nounced that the date of the picnic
Dr. and Mrs. Wm. Tappen and
has been changed to Thutsday, son, and Mrs. Martha Koilon are
other attainments.
August 29th. This postponementon a trip through upper Michigan.
was due to the funeral of Mrs.
$15.00 first prize for best Farm costume.
Mrs. P. Grevcngoed is taking the
Schierenga,who was buried yesterplace of Mi*. P. Schierenga at the
10.00 second
11
14
day.
Holland State bank on account of
7.50 first
“ funniest person in costume
The Ford touring car driven by the death of Mrs. Schierenga'*
Elbert
De
Weerd
was
completely
mother-in-law.
8— $5.00 prizes for costumes specified above
overturned in an accident on the
Oswald Visscherof Evanston.
14— consolationprizes of $2.00 each.
corner of Van Raalte avenue and
HI., scent the week-end at the home
12th street Monday afternoon,afof Mr. and Mrl. Raymond Visster colliding with
Chevrolet cher.
coupe driven by a Muskegon party,
Mr. ond Mrs. J. SheMine of
the purpose of becoming better
jured although Mr. De Weerd’s car t mcinnati, Ohio, are spending the
was completely wrecked and both remainderof the summer at *UVISOR NIGHT, serviceablecloth visors for all.
Stick ' cottage at Maratawa.
cars were dented.
These visors are neat in appearanceand will wear
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Roaetna
Cornell Van Duren, who has been
employed at the Holland Furniture and Mr. and Mrs. C. Westenbrork
for months and are the most expensive souvenirs
factory for a number of vears, sus- of Zeeland are on a trip to the
given away this season.
tained a stroke of paralysis while Niagara Falls.
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|

Personality

the way

The AoL-

i

LAND CITY STATE BANK
most

BIG

bank on

PAVILION

same

SAUGATUCK

Hie

family.

Lakes

And

th*

always working

make

even mcie

MONDAY NIGHT, AUG.

,

WEDNESDAY

-

19th

-

NIGHT,

FARM AND BARN

PARTY.

BANK;

i

“

GREAT CLEARANCE SALE

“

“

NOW ON AT-

FRIDAV NIGHT, AUG.

a

23rd

Only a few more days. We close Labor
night, Monday, September 2nd.

Day

MEAD

WESTRATE

&

Entire Stock of Dry Goods

at work there Monday. The men
Earl Slagh, who Is employed in
with whom Mr. Van Duren was Hastings, spent the week-endwith
working thought he had fainted friendsand relatives in the city.
hut the doctor said it was a stroke.
Marinus Rozeboom, Abe Van
He was taken to his home at 198 W. Huis and daughter Henrietta have
13th street.
returned from Denver. Colo., where

and Spring and Summer

Ready-to-Wear and MiHinery.

they spent four weeks.
Mre. R. L. Eaton of Chicago is
weks with relatives

»pcnd, njf a few
at Waukazoo.

Hurry!

You .Want Some Real Bargains

If

Miss Gertrude Ticsenga of the
Holland City State bank is having
a two week’s vacation.

all

Misses Verna, Henrietta, Gertrude Althuis and Bessie Kraker
returned from a three weeks’ tour

/

I^partmenT*n^ ^UOta^°nS

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Vander

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Weed and
littledaughter of Detroit and Mrs.
Cooper and daughterof Hosper’s,
New Jersey, were the guests of
Mrs. Ida Weed over the week-end.

Mr and Mrs. Hemy Van Ham
and children, Edward, Gertrude and
Jeanette are on a motoring trip to
the Straits of Mackinac and various parts in Canada. They expect
to return through Wisconsin.

and Allegan Counties

J. P.

8

Machine Thread.

4Sc.

doi.

on River Ave. between 5th and 6th
Streets on Saturday, Aug. 10th.
The purpose of
cash, sell
as a

this

Lare, Hope college students, hare
returned from Kansas City where
they were employed in the wheat

market is to buy your used car for

you a used car or you can trade your present car in

down payment on

Mr. and Mrs. John Overweg and
family arc spending the week at
Chicago.

Sk

Every car sold in this market will be exactly as repre-

Large Coverall

Silk

A

Dresses

extra stock of silks on

sale.

large rack of Silk Dresses.

Light and Dark Patterns.
wonderful bargain at each

A

NOTHING

Values to $3.00.

Hundreds of other Clear-

Heavy Lace Edge. All pure
linen. $1.00 value.

ance Sale Bargains.

Pure Linen Handkerc.
9c. ea, or $1. per doz.

Regular 50c! value. 39c. ea.

Extra Special 89c. pair

$100

Ladies

Underwear

Best quality Rayon Jersey.
Values

Irin* WtJw?ed from1 an automobilc
/u P
•nd Montreal and
through the New England states.

t0i.

to

$1.50. 98c.

ea.

Hose

Extra Heavy Rayon. Service
weight. All the new shades.
Extra Special 45c. pair

Blankets
Nassua, Beacon
All at lOpct.

John Uibbers Gerrit H. Bocve,

each

Best quality Meritas. Nothing
better. Reg. 39c. val. 25c. yd.

Wash Goods
One

big lot. Val. to89c.39c.yd

Ladies Lingerie
Beautiful

hand made

garment.

Crepe De Chenes, Voiles etc.
All at 33ji pet. Discount

Sweaters
or Ladies. $3.50 values

$2.50 each

Draper7,& Curtain Material

*
“
M
“
w ““

$1.00 and $1.25 values 79c. yd
.75
.85
59c
.50
39c
.39
25c

“

.25

19c

Pure Linen Lunch Cloths
Size

50x50. Colored

border.

$1.69 value. $1.39 each

Including the famous Pendleton,

thewest0"1 “ yea”, t0Br trough

ea.

Table Oil Cloth

Ladies Hose
Excellent quality.

for

69c.

Mens
Full Fashioned. Service weight.

89c

slightly soiled. Val. to 1.25

59c each

Bath Towels
3

Some

$1.39 per yd.

Dresser Scarfs

or

Leon and Lester Rooks have re-

to$1.39

Ladies Underwear

RESERVED.

$4.49

Mr. and Mrs Scars R. McLean

desired.

All

$1.00

Silks
Our

low-priced car it will pay
if

to

Size 44x44 $1.25 val.

39c each

off price

SmkW&i**1
you to look this stock over. All cars may be sold on terms,

Aprons.

Colors. Sold up

Ladies

a

87c. each

*

Ncw

Mar£*retVan Vyven of the

_

Underwear

Silk Jersey. Val.

Wool. Values to$4.39

Rubber Aprons

Raincoats

nJ?r\#ndJ JLr‘- J* s- Daha"y of
Mast

you are in the market for

Rayon

ildrens

Extra Special $2.39 oa.

Clearance Sale of
Raincoats

sented.
If

All Pure

Rayon. Spec. 59c. ea

&C

Lad.

Bathing Suits

All Ladies and Childrens

returned

tut# 8pcn,ling a wcck in

Jersey Silk

•

$150 pair

nelds.

Raymond Steketec has

a better car.

$2.50 value.

Pure Linen Lunch Cloths
•

SrnveT.clty’T"1 • few day» in
HoHand last week visiting relatives
and friends.

Henry Bast and Stanley Van

Childrens Vest and Bloomers

Full Fashioned, pure silk.

All sizes.

and Rayon Hose
$1.00 value. S9c. P ir

Russell Huyser and Clarence
Fairbanks of the local post office
are having a week’s vacation.

Mrs. Ed Patten and daughters
Virginia and Ruth and son John, of

Ladies Hose

Best

ts having a week’s vacation.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Simmons of Kalamazoo spent the weekend with relatives in Holland.

COATS

Ladies Silk and Silk

Miss Maggie Wierda, who has
been attending summer school at
Madison, Wis., has returned home
to spend the rest Qf, the summer,
Mrs. George Wanting of the
visscher- Brooks Insurance agency

We have opened a used car market

you may expect in

Sreat saving

to Yellowstone National Park.

Ploeg and Mr. and MVs. R. Vaupell
at* on a motoring trip to Sault Ste.
Mane and the Wisconsin Dells.

To the Public of Ottawa

sam^e

*** *U8t 3

etc.

Discount

Rayon Wash Goods

Bed Spreads

About 500 yards to close out.
Values up to $1.50. 59c. yd.

Beautiful Rayon Spreads. Values

up

to

$6.50. $4.95 each

H. Lubbers and* son and M. H
Knoll, all of Graafschap, are on a

HOLLAND NOTOR CO.
USED CAR MARKET
River Ave. Between 5th and 6th Streets

m

Dakota*^ * <0Ur through IoWa and

The Misses Alice and Hermina
Ihrman, who have been attending
summer school at the university

Mead and Westrate

of Wisconsin, have returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Kammeraad and
little son are on a week’s trip to
Niagara Falls and New Jersey

si&msm

15 West 8th

St.

Holland, Mich.

m
.its

£M-

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Three Sectiam

Volume Number 58

Holland, Michigan, Thunday Augu»t
Vfiesland

Widened and

High School Graduates:

to be

Young women by taking our SecretaHaiCourse
can prepare themselves in one school year or less for a
position as Secretary,Stenographer,Bookkeeper, and
Typist, Bookkeeper and Calculator, Operator and
other clerical positions.

We

Young men by

taking

our complete

Business

one year prepare for

bookkeeper,cost clerk, typist, and for
other elerical positions which are a stepping stone to
more important and responsible work.
a position as

placement Service

is

very effectivein secu-

ring positions

Come and

on any ol the

get full information

three Saturdays in August from 3 to 5 or 7 to
list

last

8. See

of recent placemens.

Day School opens

Number 33

BE-

SEVERAL HOLLAND MEN
LECTED ON CIRCUIT JURY

Observation Towers

is

Graveled

Now

court were drawn Friday

t

Sept. 3; Night School SepL

30

Rubber Tires

after-

CfOiH1

Graveling Will Be Completed Before Fall; Removal Of

Jurors for the September
term of the Ottawa county circuit

StTCHA |>A
W BE AN
AVIATOR 'WHEN
\

hi
COIMCl

Condemns

The

Snow

|

Planned

says these tires
H. R. Kuhlman, Grand Haven, 1st; i SMASHING MILLIONS
George Christmas, Grand Haven,
DOLLARS OF TAX BUILT
2nd; Albert Bolt, Grand Haven,
ROADS
3rd; Peter Kammeraad, Grand Haven, 4th; Herman Van Beukering,
Grand Haven, 6th; F. S. Hlnkly, Ottawa Maa Aaka That Law Be
Holland,1st; Cornelius Plockmeyer, Paaaed Prohibitingthe Uae. Speaks

DPCW UP

Zeeland Record:
Many of us who have driven out
of town east on the Byron Center

alter high school, can in

Our

1929

15,

place nearly* all our stu-

dents in Holland and vicinity.

Course

Road

Section Three

road have wondered what was
about to happen on that highway,)
because very littleor nothing has
been made public concerningit, I
and work was started as a surprise to many residents of that

HERfc (OWES

*

Holland, 2nd; Mathew Wltvllet,
Holland, 3rd; Arie B. Woltman,
Holland, 6th: Walter Nysson,
,

Holland, 4th; Merrick G. Hanchett,
Holland, 6th; James De Vegter,
Zeeland city; C. Thompson Allendale. W. Berghorst, Blendon; Chaa.
P. Wolter, Chester; Klass Erhorn,
Crockery;W. M. Boldt, George-

section.

mi

at Ceaveatiea.

At the two-day session of the
NorthernMichiganRoad
doners AssociationThura. at Ludington. William M.
tawa county roM I

As a matter of fact, appropria(AH )
tions were made last fall by the
read a paper callingthe at
hoard of supervisors for the retown; John D. Goldberg.Grand of the road men to the
VP
conatruction,repair, and maintenHaven: Henry Brink, Holland; destructionof Michigan state
ance of the county road system,
John Van Dam, Jamestown;Joseph ways by the hanf rubber
and in these appropriationsproviDe Jonge, Olive; S. Cooper, Park; trucks which art the cauae of milsions were made for improving the
and Plln Greive, Polkton.
lions of dollars lots each year, neZeeland-ByronCenter road, the
The September term opens on cessitating
ceadtatinga
a repair program which
Jamestown-Salem road, and the
September 3 and the jury will be li colloaaal.
Drenth< road. Work was begun on
drawn September10.
Mr. Connelly
the Zeeland-ByronCenter road a
lew weeks ago and is being pushed
system of 7.643
bu rapidly as possible. Just how
of which 2,600 an paved,
soon it will be completed has not
ground to pieces and the
been determined. It is probable
program, which is admittedly
that work on the Drentne road
years behind, is so engaged with
will also be started this season.
repair work, there seems little
All county roads coming under
chance of ever catching vp at U»
the plan adopted last year are
rate the pavement* have ban debuilt of thirty-sixfoot roadbed,
PLEASE LOOK AT THESE FIG- stroyed in the last two years.
making travel a great deal pafer.
Of the 1,116,218motor vehicles
URE8 AND THINK
But this is not the only season.
registeredin Michigan, 188,507 are
During the past year or two the
commercialor one percent of the
One thousandout-of-statetourcounty has committed itself to
ists at Saginaw, Bay Citv, East
keeping traffic open during the
Tawas. Oscoda, Hap-ison, Gladwin,
winter and has puchased a great
St. Johns and Lansing spent ap- •
deal of snow removal equipment
proxlmately919,000
Michigan
In order to use this equipment
during
the
week
ending
July 20,
effectively there must be sufficient MORE HOPE COLLEGE
PLANTS ALWAYS
clearance on either side of the road
KNOW BEDTIME according to survey made by James
GRADUATES GO
McGillivray,for 17 years affiliated
so that plows may travel at a
TO MISSION FIELD)
tapid pace without fear of collision
Even though they are kept arti- with the Educational Department
of the Michigan Conservation Comwith trees, stones, earth, and other
Hope college this year will add
mission.
immovable material,and therefore
several members of its alumni and
Accepting the general season
the pike width has been set at
light, leaves of plants know when it
alumnae to the corps of mission- 1
estimate' of 12,000,000 tourists,
thirty-six feet. Eventually all the
ancs in
iii the
mic orient.
uricii*.The
*nm recruits
.cv.u.w,
.
^ bedtime. So long as a plant leaf
aries
inmore than 6,000,000registeringin
loads coming under the county
dude Walter De Velder of Boyden, Ji,nc" I!r#V\<J,r*i!ker.ofJean.n* i» *Hvs, even though it is plucked
road system will be widened to la., and Raymond De Young of P ,^
from th® plant on which It grows, state park alone during 1928,
successfullyaccommodatethe snow
Lail andmd..
Little...riah
the leaf carries on the wellknown Michigan receivedmore than 9240,Kalamazoo,members of the class
.
removing machinery.
chemical process of photosynthesis, 000.000 annually from the tourist
nn tk- xrnru
.w* of 1929; Barnard M. Luben
Kunning
On the work of widening the | v-^npravill#1 and Jean Nette
*
..... .. __
___ __
by which
light
rays are _________
absorbed and resort industry. McGillivray

DOES TOURIST

TRADE PAY

ALBERT HOEKSEMA, Prin., Tel. 5690
CORNELIUS J. DREGMAN, Sec., Tel. 5789

You

PROTECTED?
Let me take rare of your need* torisy. To-morrowMay be Im Late!
014 Line

A

merit

an

Na Met

J.

Campamei—

oala

K?

ARENDSHORST
B. i.

HUIZENGA FRED

T.

a

I
I

DO OCCUR
Arc

MICHIGAN?

BOYCE, SdlclUrt

m

BABY TROUT
TRAINED FOR
DINNER BELL

_
"
V
t
of —
, „ ,

.

« .

Lome

nf

Veld-

_

Zeeland-ByronCenter road 8omej^anp of Gran(jvine ciM8 0f 1926; James Pratt of Oden, caretaker and sugar is” manufacturedout of
opposition or dissatisfactionwas Gr|ice MerMn 0f Holland, class of of
8Ut€ conservation rearing water and the carbon-dioxide gas
found among the adjoining prop- 1922, and Willard Van Haxel, l)on(,s. the headwaters of Jor- 0f the air. When plants grow out
erty owners who feared that drive- class of 1920. Western seminary °an "'er t,n Antrim c^y. Mich., door* this process stops at night.
ways into yards and adjoining ,Uso contributestwo in Mr. Luben f**" task of feed ng 266,000 in artificiallight they stop at
/Trades would be interferedwith as
ird George
ba^ brooLk trout 8,lx t,me8 daily* night.
well as losing the present gravel
The countriesto which they have f‘ni
hke* the jobi.urfacing, but present indications been commissionedby the board
The little trout have become used
OLD FEDERAL DOCUMENT
are that all are pretty well satis- foreign missions in the Reformed Jo this daily routine and when Mr.
FOUND IN POST OFFICE
fied, although at several places Church in America are China, In- Pratt shows up at the head of the
the road line has been moved back iis. Japan and
,7arinf P°?d ^ th a pail of ground
tnto what was supposed to be
Dr’ and Mro. BerTkemDers, also Hwr af feeding tfme, they all 0f^cusimsP at 'Gratisaven,
C°lleft0r
ran
private property.
locate in gather beneath the control gate for acr0M an 0|d pgper in the local
The work was begun at the Mexico. They plan to accompany * ^cpd;”
b®8, 10 do now i8 office which was receivedfrom the
eastern end of the present concrete Rev. and Mrs. John R. Kemper*
on Pound the bucket with a spoon and Treasury DepartmentFebruary 21,
‘
roadway, known as the Beaverdam their return to Chiapas thia month they all
1873. It granted a leave of absence
crossing,and carried on to Forest upon the expiration of their first 1 The Oden branch of the state amj wa„ written with many flourGrove Station,g distance of three, furlough. •
___
_*»«L“nMrvaUond«P»rtment hatcheryiBhea and much shading. ’’Leave of
miles; then the following mile Id"
TSystem has Juat recently completedabsence for 20 days, from the 20
Gregory’s will be untouched, while PLAN BABY
' two ponds on Jordan river and have instant, is hereby granted you, an
the mile from Gregory’s to Hollis’
AT OTTAWA’S FAIRS 11 third undcr construction. The requested in your letter of the
will again be widened. One mile
(upper pond, 160 feet long, con- 13th instant. I am very respecton the Jamestown-Salemroad from
MissCaroline
Hollenbeck
of
Iron
“Ti
Hollis’ to Jamestown will also be
MounUin has been assigned to this
ifr?00’ Ita7’
£ Ake,y> .E8q" co,‘
improved.

^

‘

Gosselink.
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Arabia.

Those Beautiful Heavy Wool

^
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'

Eras-En-Zonen, Netherlands

Althoughthe road has been considerablydisturbed by these operations, it is still in good condition
for use and it will remain so, at
least until wet weather sets in.
However, graveling will be done as
soon as the grading is completed,
so that the road may be expected
to be in fairly good shape before
winter comes.

^

^

p0Jd’ ^

recent

f,U,,y’
^

.
P°nd- -

believes.

The

financial results

from

the tourist and resorter on that
basis represent a return of 91200
fo every dollar spent by the tourist
associationsin advertising Michigan’s recreationalappeals.
Of the tourists Interviewed by
McGillivray,
y, 7!
729 of 1000 purchased
fishing tackle, 603
60S drug-store supplies, 627 hats, shirts, flannel,
trousers, bathing suits, or other
summer clothing,57 shoes, 194 article* of hardware, .11 tents, seven
canoes or boats, and all but 44
bought soft drinks, candies or ice

d

traffic is destroying the

highways

for the remaining 99 per cenL
Mr. Connelly goes on to say that
no privatelyowned industry woold
tolerate .uch ebtm <rf property. If
the manager of a railroad permitted a 200-ton locomotive to operate

on a 40-poundrail he would

loee

his job.

The speaker believes that • new
law must be pasted to prohibitthe
use of solid or hard
'
and most stringent isws
Twenty per cent of the total out- 1 DMeetf restrictingthe 1
of-ststerevenue was spent in gar- J loads on pnuematicUrea. _
ages for gaa, oil, tires and car re- tell the commissioners that
pairs. Four new automobiles were I state highway commffMonir
purchased.
issed. With the
the purchase
purchase trusted to Invest millions iii
money for automobiles by 1000 vis- Ing state highways he should be
itors canvassed
dur- made resDonsiblefor the care of
issed spent
spe ^922,250
.
them and luriKdlctionover them
ing one week in Michigan.
should be in his hands acting in
conjunctionwith the state police.

cream.

tired

iHaut

KINGBIRDS HAVE NO
FEAR OF BIG BIRDS

"There are truck lines competing
directlyagainst railroadson long
Manufacturersof
hauls. These roads have millions
This work sunnorted hv the
of the river and uPP®r
Although not as large as a robin invested in right-of-ways,stationa,
Towner bill has been of erea* help Work waa sorted this week on
Members of the A. B. Feaaenden
equipmentand they pay high taxin reducing'the maternity and in- third P°nd to be 400 feet in length family near Marne, Ottawa county there is no bird which knows betes. The truck owner aometimea
fant death rate in the lUt*. Otta- for ra.nbow trout. The Jordan mer were .urprised Monday when they ter how to protect its Interests
owns his truck*, that’* all,” Coothan
the
kingbird.
site is said to be an ideal one. The saw a young deer in their woods.
Noted mainly for its frequent nelly said.
* was last seen hurdling
It ia thia daas of trucking that
and the water consistently cool, a fence and heading toward Kent, and courageous attacks upon crows
ia a menace to the highway* aa it
and
robins,
doubtless,
this
characthis year. This is the first time in Frjr have been brought over fifty county. Looking for Art Baumteristic has won for this black and is economically impossible to haul
SUNNYCRE8T SCHOOL FOR the history of these fairs contests
Oden to the
gartel, no doubt.
For 102 Years
white filer the name of kingbird. any distance on other than hard
GIRLS REMEMBERED
Its valor in defense of its nest is tired rims. They could eaaily be
conte^t/wilMm*
i^thrw^clas
Jes^
' estimate 90 per cent of the fry are One-Sixth
Auto
Expense
AT GRAND HAVEN
legislatedoff the highways, Mr.
not
to be doubted.
Buy one of these Blankets
While the
Connelly thinks,without economic
Kingbirds
usually
build
their
^„tf^'moS.th5.'ndl"w'n,;°
to Roads
Grand Haven Tribune:
nests in ?lain view, often near loss or industrialdisturbance and
Assortmentio Complete
Ttm
The tag sale for the benefit of four .0 thirty-six
their abandonmentbe believes
water. Sometimes nests are built
Sunnycrest Home for Girls, which
would only necessitate lighter
which
is
kept
in
an
improvised
ice
paying
only
about
one
and
a
half
on
timbers
of
bridges
or
on
top
of
SEASON OPENS FOR
was held here Saturday was a great
trucks and more of them for the
box
built
in
an
excavation
near
cents
per
mile
of
travel
for
street
fence
posts,
such
as
the
one
shown
POISON IVY
success and the local leaders and
quick, ahort haul.
the ponds. James Pratt, the care- and road improvemenU. During in the picture.
those who assisted from the school
He recommends that the State
J.hLl^l0UanLr^Rtration The kingbird arrives in Michigan Highway Commissiondraft a new
This is the season of poison ivy, taker, is tenting-outon the site
arc exceedingly grateful for the
in April and Msy, nests in June,
which
causes
a
painful
and
discom1 will remain until planting time in
JJ^JJ^bly
support given by those who sold
law to reasonably protect the roads
and hatches the young late In June
the tags and those who donated to
are susceptiblePto the evil influ- 1 The objectsin the accompanying5,900 miles of travel. A conser- and July. Sometimes broods are and he says the lobbies of the truck
the
.
found in the middle of July, but and trailer companies should not be
ences
ciivco
of tnis
ui
wun common
cuinmuii wood's
wuuu » vine, photo
unuiu which have
iibvc the
me appcaiaiu-c
appearance^atl vf
u .
nno
!!£
The children collected 9150.52
allowed to interferewith its passThe Federal Bureau of Plant Indus- of long-legged tables, are shelters P®"8*8 P™f®8 the 1928 automobile these are late broods
perhaps
and their perseverance and alertage at the next legislature.
try claims that ivy and shumac where the small trout may hide travel costs, which include gas- undertakenbecause of failure of
If by any chance a special sesness are factors which brought in
can be stopped in the be- away from the sun. In the evening ohne, oil,
the first.
sion is called, the matter is of suck
many pennies for the grand total. poisoning
ginning if the skin is thoroughlywhen flies are out, the surface of keep and so on, at 912,000,000,000.
In August kingbird*often gather
importance, he says, aa to warrant
The following won the prizes ofwashed with heavy alkali soap and the ponds are alive with the little 9f this sum two billions, or one- in small companies to eat raven- its inclusionin the governor’s call
fered by many merchants here;
sixth,
was
expended
for
all
road
ously
on
berries
of
sassafras
and
Carl T. Bowen, county road enMargaret Gumming, first prize, water shortly after contactwith the fellowsfeeding,
and street improvements.
plants.
spice bush, as well as other her- gineer,and Hugh Lillie,of Grand
95.00, donated by the Grand Haven
nts. They leave Michigan for the Haven, accompaniedMr. Connelly,
The poison of both requires some ' GRAND HAVEN JUDGE
dujf^
State Bank; Esther Emmenegger,
time to penetratethe skin and a hot
South the first part of September. who presided at the banquet: last
D. R. 9106 AN 15
second, 92.40 worth of merchandise
water solution of soap suds freNot a few are found in the vicin- night, as toastmaster, held at the
at the Addison Baltz Co.; Flovd
George Jordan was hauled into traDte increasing bv leaps and ity of Holland especiallyalong the Steams Hotel, Ludington.
quently applied will stop the spread.
Enberg, a 92.50 Brownie kodak doAs a remedy for the infection after state police headquarters, Grand bounds, the annua^. bighwjjy ex- country roads.
nated by the Photo Shop; Richard it has once sUrted a five per cent Haven, with a damaged car which penditure must be increased.ConBoone, fourth prize, a two pound
solution of poUssium of perman-|Wastowed to port after it had “r7at)v* J*ttr*a4.“®w tl*at
UNCLE SAM’S
FOR 20 HOBBY OF OTTAWA
box of candy donated by DeBoe’s ganate applied locallyis reported come to grief on US-31. The driver, United States,with 78 per cent of
SUPERVISOR BECOMES
YEARS, CANT STAY OFF
ConfectioneryStore; Helen Lou
I somewhat under the influenceof the world * automobiles,spends alOF THE WATER
A PAYING BUSINESS
Furniture, Carpets, Rugs
Kamhout, a table lamp, donated by
Addison, Pellegrom
Colson; AIR POSTAGE COMES HIGH
‘0 Bh°V' *
After four hitches, or 20 years in
212-216 River
Frances Herbst, sixth, a fountain
I a state officer took Jordan into ane", insurance and other items, Uncle Sam’s uavy, Fred Callsen re- Muskegon Chronicle.—Five years
pen given by Frank Reimer; Jean
w 1.
custody and he remained in the no less than 814, (^,jKW,(^ yeariy. turned this week to Grand Haven ago Peter Damstra, local plumber
Bottje, seventh prize, a hpx of
Model Shoe Store Wednesday re- county jail over night. He pleaded The investment to date in dealers where from his room in the Gild- and an influential member of the
candy donated by the Oriental ceived the first air-mailparcel post guilty before Justice C. E. Burr to establishmentsand storage and ser- ner hotel, he restlessly watches the Ottawa county board of supervisSweet Shop.
package
garages, gasoline filling movement of ships and the roll of ors, was faced with a decision reage received in Allegan. ''driving
driving while drunk and was fined vicing garages,
1 garding his spare time.
There were 51 little boxes of
The
package was a pair of shoes 1106
linfl and
onH sentenced
aBntonrod
IK days
Hava in stations,and th
the money invested the sea.
, '® Pwhage
to 15
MICHIGAN BELL TAXES
candy given out and 21 theater j ordered Tuesday momine
nine by tele
tele- jail. ln default of the cash he will in cars purchased prior to 1928,
Two weeks ago, he left Hampton How waa he to spend hia leisure
93,725,000LAST YEAR tickets for others who did their gram from Yarmouth, Maine. The
spend 90 days in jail. It is said he total about 826,000,000.000. In 1928 Roads with an nonorable discharge nours? The membershipcommittee
part in putting over the drive, the package came in the first mail will take the 90 days to sober up. more than 4,000,000 people were en- .......
in his pocket but the lure of the | of the Holland Country chib beTaxes of the Michigan Bell Tele- proceeds of which will be used to Wednesday morning,less than 24
gaged in one way or another in waves and hia love for the seafar- lieved it had the solution.Accordphone company for 1928 were 93,- further the interests of young girls hours later.
producingmaterials and in man- ing life is making him homesick for ingly it took him around the club’s
PAINTS COW RED-NOW
725,000 or 96.15 for each telephone who are without porper home enufacturing4,600,000 passenger cars, the water.
Postage charges amounted to
18-hole golf course, initiating him
FARMER MOURNS
A beautiful summer home with in service.The state of Michigan vironments.
excess
trucks and buses, worth in ez
1
During his 20 years of navy serv- to the mysteries of the game of
ice, Callsenvisited practically every cuts and sdees.
seven room cottage 34x46 feet, received 92,799,072or 24 per cent
The claim committee of the state of $3,600,000,000.
of available earnings. The federal CONSUMERS MAY FURNISH
HUGE METEOR HITS
administrative board was directed This tremendousmotor industry, country on the gfobe. He served
But Mr. Damstra did not register
screened in porches, 10x50 feet, on
income tax totaled more than 9900,LAKE MICHIGAN AT
GRAND HAVEN ELECTRICITY
today by Gov. Green to act which is responsiblein large mea- for years aboard the late Rear Ad- a very high golf temperature.Ia
concrete foundation and 12x12 000.
MUSKEGON SHORE, promptly upon the complaint
of sure for current prosperity,is de- miral Dewey’s flagship Olympic and fact, his pulse registered below
nph
The assessed valuation of the
basement, located on west side of
pendent upon the highway.Invest- when he left the service two weeks normal.
The Consumers Power company
George Hicks, Saginaw dairyman
(fai
Splashing into Lake Michigan that state highway department ing in highway improvements is ago, he walked with mingled feelHiggins lake — with frontage on company in Michigan was 992,000,- engineers will look over the Grand
About that time he became in000 with a tax rate of 930.4247. To- Haven city light plant to make a south and west of Muskegon at
painter* killed a valuable row. Ac- urged not only for comfort, con- ings of sorrow and joy down a
lake 600 feet by 200 feet, good
terestedin rabbits, and the
tal taxes paid for 1928 showed an survey previous to making the city 10:45 p. m., Thursday, a giant mevenience and economy for the car gangplankfrom the battleship
shade trees .and a clean, sandy increase of more than half a mil- an offer for the plant and to fur- teor was seen by many local resi- cording to Hicks’ story, the cow^ user, but it is also held to be an
he had consideredfor the
Pennsylvania.
waa in a pasture near a state highbeach — on a body of water clear as lion dollars comparedwith 1927.
against the return of
The sailor was first machinest’s of a membership in the
nish the electricityin part or dents. William McRae, on watch at way bridge which workmen were insuranceagan
the, coast guard station where he painting a bright red. The animal; those days when ahirta with 20 re- mate aboard the Pennsylvania when club ard the accouti
entirely.
crystal and covering ten thousand
golf went instead into a
ROAD IN HOLLAND
W. M. Lewis, Muskegon man- has served for the last 17 years, returned at night to the barn, also movable bosoms were a godsend, his fourth "hitch" ran out.
acres of land. Or will sell a part,
TO BE IMPROVED ager, was in the city recentlycon- described it as a "big flash and a painted a bright red. It died from
Unless he is able to get work sand farm north of the
600 feet by 200 feet without cotThe board of supervisors gave ferring with the city manager and streak of light from high in the sky lead poisoning. Hicks asked 9350
So engrossed has he
around the lakes here, he probably
' the Ottawa County Road Commistage. Priced right.
will return to the eastern seaboard this professional
mayor relatives to selling the city to the horizon.” He said he had for the cow and 97.50 for veter. sion permission to improve one and
consideredone of
oower, which they claim they can never seen anything like It.
inary services.
Dust or spray your peaches for where the waves, like a magnet, are rabbit breeders. Ho
; five-eighths
miles of road in Hol- do cheaper than the municipal
D. H.
nirculio as soon as shuck* are down. pulling him.
land township.The road begins can make it.
on rabbitsand
The present high levels of the LOCAL BANKS ARE
0
If you dust, use a lead arsenate
Roscommon
| where the old West Michigan Pike
Great Lakes, the highest in more
Grand
Haven
Tribune:
J.
J. its. His.
IN FINE CONDITION lime mixture, containing 5% lead
[intersects U.S.-31, running in ~
With the discovery of additional than thirty years, will have no bearHolland's three banks have set arsenate. If you cannot get that, Angus, who has spent tha winter in ptyin*
ing on the demand of seven states,
a new peak, with total resources use 80-5-15 sulphur — lead arsenate Florida, has come back enthused
com m ssion ^omm e^d*
a88UraPc* was tfiyen that
the applicationof the Grand Rapids interestedin the suit against the of $11,328, 113.21. The total sav- —lime dust, but sulphur is unneces- over shuffle board, a game which is
j ed
that the county do not partici- Rotary club for a Carnegie Medal state of Illinois and the Chicago
very popular in the southland. He that
ings accounts have reached 86,427 sara at this
1 pate more than 26 per cent in the
is having a court made at his <
for Burney Veenstra, 23 year old drainage districtin the Supreme 306.36. Each bank is capitalized at
If you spray, use two pounds of
cost of making the improvementas Grand Rapids young man, hero of court, to stop the diversionof Lake
ighland Park which is
tage at Hi*
lead
arsenate
(not
over
that)
and
the stretch under considerationis the Fourth of July drowning trage- Michigan '^ter in the ' Chirsim $100-000- each has 8 8UrP,U8 of
and about six feet wide.
10
pounds
of
hydrated
lime
in 100 feet long 1
river
S
moTTriYsn
l OM
*100.000.
and
the
undivided
profits
not a part of the county road sys- dies at Grand Haven, will be sent
Mr.
and
Mrs.
f * W*1 1279,690.23,of which $186,- gallons of water.
tem. Seventy-five per cent of the in. Veenstra single handed took a a
---- is creditedJ to the First State ' Remember peach foliage »s ten- club at St.
297.17
will have to be paid by the small sldf through the high breakbank. The resources
jrces of
nt each hank
bank
Use a fine mist-like
ers and saved lives under much dif-known
"For Sale” and "For Rent” ,are: First Stateate- $4,177,606.51;Make a fog of it.
for years has been a
Holland City State
•braid.
Peoples State,

Dutch Wool Blankets

Emily* Lyons,
Lyon* an
m fxwrt
on infa“
and contro1
**'** at
to the
re*u,at*
tmiiy
expert on
imam Ter
the water
flow in8U|led
junf
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THE HOLLAND CITY
HOLLAND COMMUNITY FAIR
TO SHOW MANY EXHIBITS

Farmers Tak
Tips on Poultry

Marketing

-

POULTRY

The Holland Community Fair,
week after next, at its forty-fifth
anniversary show this month will
feature exhibits of goats, dogs,
poultry, rabbits and cavies.

Time

WOMEN

Ottawa Gets
ANNOUNCE DATE OF
MISSION CONFERENCE
Rural State

Year
Mrs. C. V. R. Gilmore of HolFor Sportsmen land
has announced the dates for

FISH

MARKET

HOLLAND

August Dull

DONT

of

BITE

WELL WHILE

INSECTS ARE

NEWS

MOST

Model Drug Store

Honor Again

.

33-35 W. 8th St.

nine women’s missionaryconferences to be held within the next JAMESTOWN TOWNSHIP WOMtwo months. The schedule covers AN SELECTED AT LANSING AS

HOLLAND,

charge to explain how goats are fed
three conferences in Illinois, one
BOTHERSOME
COMMUNITY LEADER
jcared for and milked.
each in Wisconsinand South DaExpires Aug.
kota, two in Iowa and two in MichPouKryrnen are
re beginning to fol- 1 The dog show will be in charge
Some Birds Start Flocking for igan.
NOTICE
Ottawa County now numbers two
low the advice o!
of Michigan State of George Cabal! of Zeeland and
Southern Flights as Plants
The Michigan conferences will be Master Farm Home Makera, Mrs.
College, but it took time to edu-' will be .sanctioned by the American
STATE OF MICHIGAN
Seed
held Oct. 8 in Kalamazoo and In Howard Irish of Coopersville,
cate them. Instead of
of dumping
__
Kennel club of New York,
chosen
last
year
as
one
of
MichiFirst Reformed church in Musketheir old hena on the market all
an at
<u.|
jt P* • —
L. Meras
— *
has been
uc*., named
umhcu
COUNTY OF OTTAWA
Bass arc logey/pike arc shed- gon Oct. 4. The Muskegon confer- gan's four masters and Mrs. Gerrit
once, aa in the past, farmera are ; judge of the rabbit show, which will
To Whom It May Concern:
‘ rt*,so the old-timers ence will cover the churches in the Holleman of Jamestown, selected
taking advantage of the specialists’1 be divided in 30 classifications, ding their teeth,
Please to take notice that Dirk
one of the flve this year.
Muskegon,
Grand
Rapids
and
Holsay.
Of
course,
the
scientists
will
tips and are liquidating their flocks | Caviea will be listed under 25 heads,
B. K. Van Raalte and Margret Van
Master
Farm
Home
Makers
recland
classes.
gradually over a period of four to In addition to the regular prizes tell you they have Summer pyorRaalte have filed their petition in
Representativesand speakers for ognition is sponsored by the Farrhea or gum swelling,but the efsix
i three cups will be offered, one each
mers Wife, a magazine,with the the Circuit Court for the County oi
Receipts of old hens on the for the best buck, the best doe and feet is the same. Even the bluegills the woman's board ot domestic
cooperationof the home economics Ottawa asking for the vacating of
are in hiding, while the trout are missions will include Miss Ruth B.
Grand Rapids market in July were, the best display,
extension departmentof M. S. C. Lakesde avenue in the p'at of
Rule,
general
secretary,
New
York
the lightest in recent years. Not. Three silver cups will be offered very particular as to when they
Any farm woman in the state is Evanston Park in the Township of
sharp beaks took place in prices.*n the poultry department — stand- feed. That’s the August line-upfor •Ity, and Mrs. William A. WorthPark, County of Ottawa, and State
uitfton of Annville,Ky. The wom- eligiblewhen nominated by five
The farmers arc the gainers by I and, production and hatrherymen the angler.
of Michigan,which said petition
an’s
board
of
foreign
missions
will neighbors.The selections are made
classes.
The
sportsman
should
keep
hia
the new practice.
by a judging committeenamed by will he brought on to be heard on
eyes open for young pheasants and be represented by Miss Elisa P.
This is the first season that the
the home economics extension de- Tuesday, the 3rd day of September,
Cobb,
general
secretary,
New
York
“pats" which cross the roadway.
college's teachings have had any MISSIONARY AVERS ESCAPE
A.D., 1929, at two o’clock p.m. at
partment.
FROM CHINESE REDS WAS On the lakes, local ducks may be city, and Edna K. Beckman, mis- Among the points considered in the court house in the City of Grand
noticeableeffect upon the poultry
sionary on furloughfrom China.
seen
with
their
broods.
Quite
a
market Its specialists have been
ANSWER TO PRAYER
scoring are the farm home plant, Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan,
number of the birds will be flocking Greetings also will be extended by management in the home, living at the opening of tHe CirrnitCourt
touring the state for a decade tellmissionaries
on
furlough
from
the
for their southern flight, while the
ing farmers to cull their Inving
habits of the family, recreationand of Ottawa County on that day or as
Dr. C. 11. Holleman, meliral misorient.
flocks frequentlyand dispose of the sionary in China, who several bobolink, flycatcher,oriole, least
isociaj developmentand community soon thereafter as counsel can be
non-producers as rapidly as de- weeks ago was capturedby the sandpiperand hlackbumian waractivities.The homes of the women heard.
30.000 TULIP BULBS FOR
tected. Now and then a fanner has Communists and held a prisoner, bler are beginning their flight tothus honored are visited by the repDated. Holland, Michigan, March
ZEELAND
adopted the new practice but not ascribes his recent escape as a di- ward warmer climes.
resentativesfrom the judging com- 28th, A.D., 1929.
The advance of Winter is foreenough of them changed their ways rect answer to prayer.
Dirk B. K. Van Raalte.
The first annual tulip bulb drive mittee and the field editor of the
in culling to influencethe market
Margret Van Raalte.
In a letter to friends in this city shadowed by the activity of the in Zeeland has proven very suc- magazine before the final selection,
until this season.
Dr. Holleman graphically pictures muskrats. In Summer, during the cessful,some 30,000 bulbs having to check statements made in the Diekema, Kollen and Ten Cate.
Farmers have made a practice of his case as a parallel to that of the heat of the day, muskrats may been ordered during the three home work sheet.
Attorneys.
Mrs. Holleman was one of the
selling off their old hens in July Syrian army, containedin the often be found swimming and floatHolland, Michigan.
weeks of the drive. Ail orders were
which was the month in which egg Bible, and he states he boldly ing about in the shadow of old placed voluntarily with C. C. De five to be given a gold pin at a
productionfell off. Gluts developed prayed that God would do the same willow trees. They are already busy Koster. Zeeland city clerk, on invi- special recognition service at M.
Expire* Aug. 17
and prices took a ride on the to- thing, being convinced that his only in repairing the old home or build- tation by the park commission S. C. Friday evening. It was at this
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
service that Mrs. Irish of Coopersboggan. Sometimesthe gluts would escape could be effected through a ing a new one.
which hid the thought of beautifyIn August, the broad-leaved ar- ing the local home surroundings yille responded to a toast of greetextend through August and the defeat or sudden rout of the army.
Bids wanted for the construction
ing to the new master farm nome
i barely
barely recoveredfrom
markets
Dr. Holleman writes that such a rowhead comes into bloom — often next summer in mind.
of Ity miles of 20 ft. reinforcedconmakers.
these setbacks by Thanksgiving.
thing actually happened and that the guide to a good fishing spot.
The drive was made in co-operaMrs. Holleman has lived on the crete pavement in Ottawa County.
Those were the days» when co
con- the sound of bugles calling the re- Most of the asters will show their tion with a similar drive in HolSealed proposals will be received
sumers enjoyed cheap chicken on treat caused the soldiersto grab blossomstoward the close of the land. where this has been an annual same 120-acre farm in Jamestown
by the Board of County Road ComSunday. Gluts were welcomed by their belongings and flee, leaving month. The wild, uncultivated event for a couple of years, the Township for the past 26 years.
missionersof the County of Ottawa
fowl-loving consumers but they a way open for him to escape. Thir- meadows are aglow with golden- bulbs being imported here direct She is the mother of five children
at its office in the Court House, at
and
is
ambitious
for
them
to
dewere nightmares for the producers. ty days after his capture Dr. Holle- rod, but the bird songs are not from the Netherlands where bulb
Grand Haven, Michigan, until 10:00
The nightmares have helped the man was reunited with his family heard to any great extent Instead, culture is a great industry. We velop as industriousChristian men
a.m., Eastern Time, Thursday,
coUega’spoultry department to sell and workers in the mission station. the air is full of insect music — the have no exact figures of the num- and women, she say*. She believes
August 15, 1929, for the construcfanners the new production and Dr. Wm. J. Van Kersen of Holland big cicada, crickets,katydids, ber of bulbs ordered in this drive, that three secrets of success are
tion of the following road.
cheerfulness,
orderliness
and
cleanmarketing methods. Specialists de- is in constant touch with these grasshoppers
all add to the but the estimate has been placed at
liness.
Approximately Ity miles of 20
chirping din.
dare it is easier to teach farmers missionaries.
500,000.
Some confusion arose as to whe- ft. reinforcedcement concretepavehow to cull their flocks today than
Along with the early Fall blosTulip bulbs arc planted in the ther Mrs. Holleman belonged to ment. known as Assessment Disit was a decade ago. A few lean TWO HOLLAND YOUTHS
soms, the ballooning of seeds her- fall, at least a week or two in adKent or Ottawa, because her pic- trict Project No. 17, in the City of
STUDY
AUTO
BUSINESS
years in the poultry business has
alds the close of the Summer sea- vance of severe freezing temperature
listed her as from Byron Grand Haven and in Grand Haven
made fanners eager to adopt new
WITH MARMON COMPANY son. Dandelion, milkweed and cat- tures, by approximately the middle
Center, which is in Kent County. Township.
and more profitable methods. That
tail all send out their parachutes, of October, so that they may set
However, that is her address for
The improvementwill consist of
Detroit,Aug. 8. — Two ypuths which lodge in cultivated lawns, root before winter in order to prois one reason why consumerstorural free delivery but she lives grading the road, constructing the
from
Holland
are
now
students
in
day are paying more for fowl and
open meadows and everywhere.
tect them against freezing out of over the Ottawa line in Jamestown necessary drainage structures and
chicken than a
a :year ago. Prices are the service department of the Mar
It is interestingto look Into the the ground and to warrant them an Township.
surfacingwith 20 ft. reinforced
higher in the face of a larger mon-Detroit company, preparing to secrets of nature and discover the early start in the spring. If plantThe women living in the southern cement concrete pavement.
chicken ctod than in
enter the automobile trade in Am- reasons for apparently meaningless ing is done later, the bulbs should
part of the county will hold a picPlans may be examined and insterdam and The Hague.
things. Did you ever notice the be protected by a plentifulmulch- nic at Jenison Park, Holland, structionsto bidders, specifications
They are Dirk Vander Mark, Jr., milk that exudes from the milk- ing against freezing.
/
Thursday, Aug. 15. This is one of and proposal blanks obtained at the
20 years old, whose father for 15 weed? Sticky, you say. The natthe picnics which will take the office in Grand Haven. Plans will be
years has headed the Marmon uralist, Kerner, discovered a very BODY OF BABY~GIRL FOUND place of the usual summer women’s furnishedto prospective bidders
agency in Amsterdam, and his real use for it. He noticed that IN MUSKEGON DEAD FROM camp. Games and sports will be- upon the receipt of a Five ($5.00)
chum, M. D. Vander Meer Van Kuf- ants scratchedthe stalks with their
EXPOSURE
gin at 10:30 a. m. and a basket Dollar deposit which will be refeler, 21, who when he completes feet, which then become smeared
dinner will be served at noon. Mrs. funded upon their return in good
*tudy, will open a Marmon agency with the sticky fluid, which either
The body of a newborn girl baby Rosalind Jewett, assistant state condition.
in The Hague under the Vander fastened them for good, or else was found on the Brinen dock at home demonstration leader, will be
A certified cheek ‘in the sum of
Mark franchise.
caused them to droo down. Why the Muskegon lake front, by Henry the principalspeaker on the after- $500.00 made payable to the Board
Both youths are receivingtrain- did the milkweed thus treat the Verway, Pere Marquette railroad noon program.
of County Road Commissionersof
ing in production,service and mer- ants? Because the ants were after detective,as he made his rounds
the County of Ottawa must accomon Sale
chandising methods. They left Am- the pollen, but since the ants could through the yards in that vicinity
pany each proposal.
$3,000 GYPSY SEWED IN
sterdam last November, going to in no way help in fertiliiation,the early this evening.
The successfulbidder will be reThe
dead
baby,
wrapped
in
a
new
COAT
GONE,
HE
SOBS
Indianapolis,
where
they
worked
milkweeddoesn’twelcome the ants
Get your tickets to the
quired to furnish approved Surety
blanket
apparently
had
been
born
in the Marmon factory. From there
all. It would rather save the
Company Bonds.
Community Fair, August they were sent to Marmon- Detroit at
Adolph Steem of San Francisco
pollen for the monarch butterfly, only a few hours before. It weighed
The right is reserved to reject
between seven and eight pounds, had plenty of sobs in his voice to- any or all proposals.
20*23, early and avoid the company, where, under the direc- an ideal carrierof pollen.
tion of Lex Kenneily, service manStudy nature in August. You will officers said, and indicationswere day as he hummed “Just Like a
Board of County Road Comma,
rush. On sale at
ager, they are receivinginstruction find it a sharpener of the eyes and that she died of exposure rather Gypsy.” He reported a Gypsy forof the County of Ottawa.
than
violence.
in service functions.
tune teller “blessed” $3,000 of his
of observation.
Austin Harrington. Chm.<
— omoney and then sewed it in his
William M. Connolly.
SOUTH
BLENDON
CHURCH
FREE METHODISTS FOR
coat
lining,
telling
him
to
go
home
STRANGERS NOTICE THE
Rcrend Kamps.
HONORS HOLLAND
OTTAW A COUNTY LISTED
where he would find a great deal Grand Haven. Michigan.
NUMBER OF STRANGE
more coin. Steem sadly informed August 5.
AUTOS IN HOLLAND
,
Mrs. John Vanderbeek has been police that he found nothing hut
Grand Haven Tribune.— At the
Insurance
honored
with
a
life membership in pieces of newspaper in his coat
fifty-fourthannual camp meeting
Harry C. Gilhula, a traveling
BXP'SBS SEPT. 14
of Free Methodists in Manton it representativefor the Graham Pa- the woman’s board of domestic mis- when he went to inspectthe money
StATK UK Mil HMiAN
was announced that A. P. Meade per Co. of St. Louis, called on the sions in the Reformed Church in that had been blessed.
IN THE nRCltfT COURT FOR THE
COUNTY I K OTTAWA
was assigned to Grand Haven. Holland City News in his regular America. The honor was conferred
Visscher-BrooksBuilding, Other
IN CHANCERY
Ottawa County assignments rounds of business and he stated by the league for Service of the ReFIND 1787 PENNY
29 East 8th St.
were: Coopersvilleand County that he was surprised to see the formed church of South Blendon, of
aritic hairy pRouuns CO.
A Michigan Conxiralinn.
Une. D. A. McPhee. Enid McPhee, number of cars pass by carrying which her husband recently was
Plaintiff
A “Mind Your Own Business”
supply; Zeeland and Holland, Earl auto licenses from other states. pastor.Mr. Vanderbeeknow is pas1st door west ol
Price.
penny,
minted
in
1787
under
tor
of
Sixth
Reformed
church
of
NATHANIEL
SILSRKE. or hi*
Standing in front of Warm Friend
authority of the continental con- unknown heir*, deviire*.Ircutec*
Grand Haven Methodists say the Tavern for 15 minutes he counted this city.
Bros.
-o
gress, has been found by Frank and hUMutts.
Free branch has no congregation 14 licenses other than the Michigan
ALRERTU8 C. VAN RAALTE.
Gervaso, Hartford, in an accumula- or hi* unknown heir*. deviKo.
there and that they are unable to license and one from Saskatchewan, MICHIGAN SHOWS
understandthe item unless H is from the Medicine-hat district
tion of rubbish. Under a picture legatee* and a**i(n*:
SOME LADS LATEST
MRS. A. C. VAN RAALTE (the
planned to start a new church where the weather is supposed to
METHOD OF HAZING of the sdn are the words “Mind wife
of A. C. Van Raalte). or her No 3682
there.
Your Own Business,” the word unknown heir*. devi»ee».legatee*
be manufactured.
___________ depart- “Fugio” and the date 1787. The re- and a»*itrn* :
The licensed that Mr. Gilhula The state conservation
JACOB I). JONKER. nr hi* onsaw are the following,Mass., So. ment has taught a group of Michi- verse reads: “We are one,” ‘‘United known heir*, devitee*. legatr**
States,”
and
it
carries
13
inter- and ***ign* :
gan
College
of
Mines
students
the
Dakota, Ind., 111., Kan., Missouri,
DANIEL J. JONKER. nr hi* unWashington, Texas Iowa, Ohio, latest method of hazing. A small locking circles.
known heir*, devluee*. legatee*
party
of
students
recently
left
Connecticut, New York, Arkansas
and rxtiirn*. and
Houghton for Isle’Royale. While HOLLAND CITY NURSE IS
HERMINA BECKER, or he. unand l/ouisiana.
known heir*. devi*ee*. legatee*
there they started a small forest
A VERY BUSY
and a*»ivnH.
HOLLAND BOY MAKES GOOD fire through carelessness. John
Defendant*.
Lapham,
fire
warden,
took
charge
At a *e*»ii>n of «aid court held in the
That Miss Alma Koertgc, city
IN GRAND HAVEN
courtroom
in the Ottawa County Building
and made the college boys fight nurse, is one of Holland's most
in the City of Grand Haven. Ottawa CounGrand Haven Tribune. — The the fire two days.
active and busiest women, is evi- ty. Michigan,on the 23rd dry of July, A.D.,
o
swimming lessons given by the
denced from her report Thursday. !•».
PRESENT:HON. ORIKN S. CROSS
play ground director and his assist- GRAND HAVEN WANTS
The report, covering all her activCircuitJudge.
BETTER HOSPITAL; RUNS
ants at Fishers Pond just opposite
ities the past year, includes: AsOn roading and filing the affidavit of
the Coast Guard Station on this
BEHIND DURING YEAR sisted the board of health in its LawrenceE. Brown, dated July 22. IH29,
of the attorney*for *aid plainlill.and
side is proving a wonderful boon to
immunizationcampaigns; assisted one
on reading and filing in Ihi* vuil the bill
ildren in
u the city and they
the children
At a meeting of the directorsof teachers of physical education to of mmplain' of ».’tdplaintiff,duly verified,
are eagerly taking advantage of it. Hatton hospital. Grand Haven, at weigh and test the girls in the high from whch it nalLfartortly
appear* to ihi*
There were 135 aided last week, the home of the president,Julian schools,co-operated with Dr. Wil- court that »»id attorneydoe* not know ami
ha*
been
unable,
after diligent *earch ami
many who were without any knowl- Hatton, the annual financial report ham Vis in 12 chest clinics, took inquiryto a*cerlainthe name* of the peredge of the art. The diving board was read and accepted.
part in one orthopedic and 7 pre- »on» who are includeda* defendant*thereon the river side makes this place
The net deficit on the operating school clinics;made 1,037 home in without being named, and that *aid attornev doe* not know, and after diligent
ideal for lessons of all kinds and in expenses was $584.23, a small
calls, 411 visits to schools for obiren and inquiry ha* been unable to
any kind of weather as the river is amount as compared with many
.'xrertain
whethw tha defendant* *i>eeifirl
servation for communicable disusually warm enough to admit hospitalsin other cities.There was
ally by name di-*lgnate«la* defendant* ini
eases, talks and examinations; 204 *akl Pill of complaint,or either of lh»m,
swimming any day in the season. an increase of $2,916.33in accounts
talks to children;spent 184 hours are living, and If living, where they now
Lester Meyers of Holland, who receivablemaking
total of
realde. and If dead, whether either of them
is taking Miss Esther Vanden- $15,455.54. Donations amountingto in writing letters, telephone calls, have periutnal reprenentative*
or heir* liv10 hours in ing. rnd where they, or any of them, reBerg’s place is proving efficient In $4,223.87 have been received and and keeping records;
____
•
teaching
child
care
to
classes
in *lde, and
the work and the other assistants $3,667.59worth of bad debts were
On motion of OXTOBY. ROBISON &
,
high _______
school;
2,(i57 children
are also receiving
g m
much commen- charged off the books, leaving a junior
HULL, attorney*for *aid plaintiff.
were weighed and tested.
dation
for their
..
......
.....ability.
ibilit,.
IT IS ORDERED that *aid defendant*.
deficit of $584.23.
Nathaniel Sil*bce. or hi* unknown heir*,
The play grounds have been exThe total receipts for the year HOLLAND FAIR TO STRESS
devieee*. legatee* and a**ign*,Alhertu* C.
ceedingly well attended this year.
Rarlte, or hi* unknown heir*, deviate*.
were $18,188.18with cash on hand
RURAL SCHOOL EXHIBITS Van
Last week there was an increaseof
legatee* and a**ign«. Mr*. A. C. Van Raalte
totaling $19,628.69.Disbursements
the wife of A. C. Van Rnalte), or her un300 making a total of 2,295.
totaled $17,989.82.A cash balance
Holland's community fair, to be known heir*, deviaee*; legatee* and awdgn*.
Jacob |>. Jonker, or hla unknow n helra.
of $4,000 from the last drive is also
held Aug. 20-23, will feature
POULTRY JOURNAL SPONdeviaee*. legatee* and aaaign* : Daniel
on hand.
rural school exhibit under direction J. Jonker, or hi* unknown heir*, deSORS INSURANCE AGAINST
There were 540 patients cared of County Commissioner G. G. viiee*. legatee* and aaaigna.and Hermina
POULTRY STEALING for during the year and 17 outBeeker, or her unknown heir*,deviaee*.
Groenewoud. The exhibit is open to legatee* ami aaaign*.enter or enuae to be
patients.The cost per day per paentered
their apiiearance
or their re*pective
10
elementary
rural
schools
of
OtOrganization
of
the
Poultrymen's
Quarters
by
tient ia $3.82. The charge is $3.56
in Ihia auil within three
Mutual Protectiveassociationhere, making a deficit of 26 cents on each tawa county. Each school must ex- apiaarrnre*
month* from the date of thi* order, and in
hibit eight mounts and each school default thereof that the bill of complaint
else.
house,
the first insurance company of its patient.
entering will receive $2.50 for plac- IM herein he taken a* ennfeaaedby Raid
kind in the United States, has been
Mr. Hatton reported that over
and each of them.
possessed forever by
and
made possible by the Modern Poul- $4,000 worth of bills receivable ing its exhibits. Groenewoud offers defendant*
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pkina personal gift of $2.50 to the liff *hall within twenty day* from the dsito
try Breeder, which has established
had
been
turned over to the Mera
of thi* order cau»e a copy hereof to be
a reserve fund of $5,000 to make chants’ Service Bureau for collec- school having the best exhibit
in the Holland City New*, new*The mounts will incude penman- puhliahfd
theft insurance availableto Michi- tion.
lopir. printed, publiahrd and circulated
few years the sums you
gan poultrymen.
ship, art work, arithmetic, lan- within the County of Olt.-waState of
The need for a new hospitalwas
The $5,000 will be maintained as discussed and reports were made guage work, geography for both Michigan,rnd that »*id publication be cononer in each week for aix coneecu
pay for rent, applied to paya cash reserve and will be under unofficially of the organizations in primary and higher elementary tinued
live weeks.
the supervisionof the state insur- the city who are working to endow grades.
ORIEN S. moss.
ment for a
will
Circuit Judge.
The exhibitsfor the city schools
ante dn
department. Any poultryman a room or beds when a new buildA TRUE COPY.
is eligible to join and receive this ing is provided. Mr. Hatton urged will be in charge of Miss Lida Roga clear title.
ANNA VAN HARS8KN.
protection. The company will give that a public consciousnessbe ers of Holland High school and C.
Dap. County Clerk.
OXTOBY. ROBISON * HULL
protection against losses by chicken
ck
stirred to assist with this proposi- A. De .Jonge, superintendent of Attorney* for Plaintiff
Bolhuis quality
used
Zeeland schools.The spelling conthieves.
tion and that various organizations
BusinessAndre**: 1104 Dime Saving* Bankj
The action taken by the Modem about the city endeavorto estab- test will be in charge of Miss Rog- Building,Detroit, Michigan.
will help to
TO
SAID DEFENDANTS:
Poultry Breeder, official organ of lish a fund for endowment pur- ers, DeJonge and Groenewoud.
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the hill ofl
the “Petalumaof the middle west,” poses.
complaint in thi* suit wa» filed to quiet
make your house a home.
PEDDLERS the title' hi the followingdescribed land*,
culminates two years of investiga- The need of a city hospital has ZEELAND
situated In the Township of Holland. Otta-|
NEED CITY LICENSE
tion by a committee deputized to been demonstrated.Last month
wa County. Michigrn. vit:^
find the best remedy. It was de- was the largest in the history of
fl) Lot numbered 78 of RiversideAddiJune first of every year is the tion to the City of Holland, except the
cided that since the farmer now is the present institution. Beds were
Ea*t
218 fiet thereof, also Lot numbered 68
date
set
by
the
Zeeland
city
ordinreceiving all the police protection placed in the office even, to meet
the south 20 feet of lot numbered 69 of
ance for “string butchers” and and
possible, it would be best to reim- emergencies.
said RiveraldeAddition to the City of Hoiothers vending meats at wholesale land, all according to the plat thereofreburse him in actual cash. Michigan
Dr. Long reported on the technipoultry breeders have a large in- cal equipmentin the hospital say- or reUil within the limits of Zee- corded in Liber 3 of plat*, page 15, Ottawa
land citv. There are to date still County record*.
terest in a $1,000,000,000industry. ing it was all that could be accomAlao lota numbered5 end 6 of H.
some of these dealers who have P. 12)
/.werner’* subdivision
of lot numbered8
modated under the present housing. failed to take out a license and are
of A. C. Van Raalte’* Addition No. I to the
KROGER CHAIN EXPANDED An X-ray has been suggested and operating with no more protection Village, now City of Holland,according to
in fact a fund was started to purplat thereof recorded in Liber |, of
from arrest than any other citizen the
Plata, page 51, Ottawa County Record*:
Kroger Grocery and Baking Com- chase one, but aa there is no room
who fails to comply with the city's aaid lota 6 and 6 of H. P. /wemer’a aubpany, which operates many stores it has been discouraged.
laws. It is very probably an over- dl vialonbeing the aame lend* aa are de200 E. 17Ui
' Phone 5821
in Michigan, announces the addition
Mr. Hatton is urging a new sight on the part of these operators scribedby mete* and bounds in a certain
of 88 stores to its chain. The new building and the doctors and others but we have .been asked by the city warranty deed given by Jane K. Jonker to
August W. Gumaer. said deed being dated
Quality Millwork
acquisitions are locatedin the mid- interested in the welfare of the authoritiesto call this to the at- May llth. 1905. and recorded May 19th.
dle west, south and southwestern community are urging that some tention of all so that no one may 1905. in Liber 118 of deed*, page 423
Ottawa County ucorda.
parts of the country. The Kroger means be found to erect a small
OXTOBY. ROBISQfy * HULL.
but modern building.
Co. has four store* In Holland.
Attorney* for Plaintiff.
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Plata on page 3H, Wayne County
INSURANCE FIRM IS
11619— E,p. Ao* 17
NEW MONEY HELPS
Records.
the mortgaged premia**, at public
ORDERED TO REDEEM
GREATLY IN HOPE
Dated at Detroit, Michigan, July' vendue, to the higheat bidder, at
EXPIRED FIRE POLICY
COLLEGE
f* 0 [)6 rt Ana wile, L*Ot
Ontirt. at ||m 24, 1929.
the front door of the court houaa at
Officer
Bosch Sub. of Lots 2, 8, and 4, Pts. ‘
Protaw Office la tta CNr ef Omta Haroa
NATIONAL UFE INSURANCE the city of Grand Haven in uid
A verdict of $1600 in favor of the
Rev. Julius Jaeger, pastor of a of Lots 5, 6 and 7 Blk. "B” Add., to in said Coenty, on the 26th day of
COMPANY OF THE UNITED county of Ottawa, that being the
Michigan Trust company was handIn a
Reformedchurch in New York city, City of Holland.
Joly A. D. 1929.
STATES OF AMERICA, an Illi- place of holding tha circuit court
ed down by Circuit Judge Orien S.
devised a novel method for raising
Preceni, Hon. Jamea J. Denhof,
Big Bay Realty Co. to Eaat Con.
within said county, on the 30th day
nois Corporation.
Cross against the Mutual Fire Ina $100 additionto the $100,000 cen- Church, Lot 197 Chippewa Reaort Jadfce of Probata.
GREYHOUND
Assignee of Mortgagee. of August, 1929, at ten o’clockhi
surance company of Allegan and FIRE INSURANCE RATE CUT tenary endowment fund for Hope
TRAPS NIGHT PATROLMAN Ottawa counties. The verdict reprePlat, Holland Township.
the forenoon, the deacription of
OXTOBY. ROBISON A HULL.
TO TAKE EFFECT THIS
In tha Matter of tha Eetate of
and Central collexea. Mr. Jaeger
WHO TRIES TO BREAK OUT sents insuranceon a house deAttorneys for Assignee of Mort- which mortgaged premises conMONTH
John Steunenbergand wife to HEN9RIK (HENRY) BRINK. Detailed
mailed cards to his parishioners
tained in uid mortgage is u folgagee,
Fred A. Gray and wife, Pt Lots 74
suggesting it would be appropriate
George Biiaka having Bird ia uid
Chief Pippel, of Grand Haven, stroyed by fire, which was owned
lows: The South half of Lot Two,
Fire
insurance
rates
were
cut
15
1104
Dime
Savings
Bank
Bldg.
and
75,
Blk
6.
Zaalmink’s
Plat
Cenwas called from his slumbers at 2 bv the estate of Nellie D. Church, per cent Aug. 1 by all insurance to dedicate their first new paper tral Park, Holland. Pt. Lot 148 court hit final admlaisi ration account,
and the Eaat Twelve feet of tha
Detroit, Michigan.
of
which
the
Trust
company
is
and
hla
petition
praying
for
the
allowa. m. Sunday by neighbors livinK
North half of Lot Two and tha
companies in Michigan,the new dollars to the fund. Forty crisp new Zaulmink'a Plat, Central Park,
executor.
ance thereof and tor the aailgnment
near the Greyhound station in that
South half of the East Sixteen feat
rates to take effect on commercial bills were depositedon the plate the Holland.
According
to
information
filed
in
tad distributionof the reaidue of uid
first Sunday, $47 the next Sunday
city, awakened by a noise made by
of Lot Three, and the East Eight
buildingsin Class 3 and 3-A.
12099—
hap.
Aug.
17
John Huls and wife to Henry estate,
someone with a flash light sup- the case, Mrs. Church died in Aufeet of Lot Seven, all In Block Flva
The first includes buildings of and several bills since have been Huls,
gust, 1927. In October the same
single, SVfc Lot 5, Blk. 6,
RATI OP MICHTOAN
posedly picking the
It ia Ordered, That the
in tha City of Holland, Ottawa
brick, stone, concrete, hollow tile receivedto warrant the completion
year,
the
insurance
company
sent
The
P rotateOust far the
Akeley’s
Add.,
City
of
Grand
The chief, with assistants,reCounty, Michigan, all according to
or concrete block, not of fire proof of the proposed donation.The
County of Ottewu.
24th day af JU|N k. D. 1929
notice
to
the
effect
thal
the
policy
Haven.
sponded immediately.He yelled
construction but including incom- church numbers 140 families. This
At a aaaatoaaf aaid Court bate at tha the recorded plat thereof.
Jan
Forsten,
widower
to
Aalt
De
had
expired
but
the
notice
was
re“hands up" as he broke open the
at tan o'clock in the forenoon, at uid Piobata Offiaa hi tha City of Oroud Have*
bustible construction,as brick tile, method may be followed elsewhere
Dated this 25th day of May, 1929.
Graaf. I/)t 65, Slagh’a Add., City of Probata office, be and ia hereby ap- in uid County, on the 20th day of
door of a rest room. His surprise ceived by the woman's husband who etc.
o ------- JOHN VERMEULEN,
neglected
to
turn
it
over
to
the
Holland.
July
A.I).
1929
pelated
for
examining
and
allowing
was considerable when he discovmiscellaneousshower was
The second class effects commerJohn W. Mieras, single, to Mar- said account and hearinguid patition.
Assignee.
Present i Hon. Jaaee i. Danhof,
ered the occupant to be the city Trust company until January, 1929. cial buildings in cities and towns given in honor of Miss Susanna
Jodau of Probate, FRED T. MILES.
nipht officer. The prisoner, said he The house burned in August, 1928.
having municipalprotection.The Lamer Wednesday night, July 31, gretta M. Ball, Lot 9, High School It It Further Ordered,That public notMw
In handing down his opinion rut effects the contentsof the at her home on North State street, Add., City of Grand Haven.
thereofbe glifOn by publication of a coi>» la the Matter af the Brtate af
Attorney for Auignee.
got caught in the place while makAlice Van Welt to John H. Van of thia order lor three auccetaivt weeks
Business Address; Holland,Mich.
ing the rounds as the door blew Judge Cross cited the fact that buildings as well, and Is extended Zeeland. Those present at the surIANTHA
BE
MERELL,
Deceased
shut. A lock which could be worked "due notice"as provided for in the on rates published prior to Aug. 1, orise were Mrs. J. Wabeke, Mrs. H. Welt, Pt. Lot 35 Doomink’s Sub. of nreviaus to ask) day of hearirg, in the
from the outside only held him insurance company’s charter was 1929. There will be no endorse- Brinks.Mrs. C. Hop, Mrs. B. Slagh, Lot 1 and 8 Blk. “B” Add., City of HollandCity Newa.a nawapaper print- It appearingto the court that the
Expires Au*. 24
time for presentation of claims against
ed and circulated in uid county.
fast.
not given to the legal representa- ments issued on these rates.
Mrs. J. Van Tatenhove,Mrs. P. Holland.
He sharpeneda key on the ce- tives of the woman before the fire.
JAMM J DANHOF. uid estate should be limited,and that NOTICE OF MORTGAGE HALB
A new bulletinhas been issued Klein, Mrs. Tiesenga. Mrs. Kloos- Peter Groenewoud and wife to
ment and was attempting to take
Jadn of Probate a time and place be appointed to refor classification on dwellings,with ins, Miss GertrudeWabeke. Miss Jane Knoll, Pts. Lots 6, 6, 4, 3,
Whereas, Dnn Fish and Delcle
ceive, examine and adjust all claims
Blk.
11,
Hope
College
Add.,
City
of
the screws out of the lock when
no changes for exposures.The rate
Ella Brinks, Mrs. G. Veurink of
and demands against said deceasedby Fish, his wife, of the Township of
BANK
GUARDS
STAGE
COR
aYaNDR
WATER.
the neighbors heard the noise and
of 65 cents for three years has been
Mrs. A. A. Van Hoven, Holland.
and before uid court:
Robinson,Ottawa County, MichSHOOTING STUNTS cut to 45 cents and a credit of 20 Hollard,
Register of Probate.
Jane Knoll to Peter Groenewoud
became suspicious.He sticks to his
Mrs. J. Slagh, Mrs. H. Breuker.
It is Ordered. That creditora of uid igan, made and executed a certain
storv despite much jovial grilling
and
cents insteadof 10 cents a $1,000 is Mrs. W. Lamer, Miss Petilda and wife.
Grand Haven Tribune.— Plans made for fireproofshingles.
deceased are required to preunt their mortgage, bearing date the twentyby fellow officers.
Lamer and Miss Cora Lamer. The SWK SWK Sec. 10 10-6-15 Olive
are completed for the annual vigiclaima to uid court at uid Probate fourth day of December, A.D. 1910,
Township.
The local insurance offices have bride-to-be received many useful
7615-Exp. Aug 17
to Johne H. Boone, of the City of
lante
shoot
which
will
be
held
at
Office on or before the
A TRIO OF MISSIONARIES
Martin Tramp and wife to Ruurd
gone over the matters thoroughly gifts.
Zeeland, Ottawa County, Michigan,
Visser and wife. Lot 9, Te Roller’a STATE OF MICHIGAN-The Probate
QUIT THE FIELD the Michigan National Guard rifle as presented to them by the Mich21th Day el November A. D. 1929
which was recorded in the office of
range Wednesday afternoon. This igan Inspection Bureau and are
Court for the County of Ottawa
1st
Add.,
Cify
of
Holland.
On Monday evening, August 12,
Burke EngineeringCo. to Hol- At a session of said Cnort. held at at ten o'clock in tha forenoon, said the register of deeds of the County
Announcement of Rev. Samuel new field is located just north of prepared to aid their clients in ad- the annual meeting of the Society
of Ottawa on the twenty-second
M. Z wemer's acceptanceof the chair Ferrysburg off the Scenic Drive.
justing the new premiums, while if the School for Christian Instruc- land Furnace Co. Lots 2 and 9 Blk tha Probata Office in the City of Grand time and place being hereby appointed
day of August, A.D. 1913, at one
John
Lindemulder
of
the
Peoples
for
the
examination
and
adtustucDt
of
Haven
in
seid
County,
on
the
24th
day
of history of religion and Christian
the saving is a small one to in- tion, Zeeland, will he held in the 15. Lot 8. Bik 15, Lot 7, Blk 11 A
all claims and demands agaiast uid o’clockIn the afternoon, in Liber
missions in Princeton Theological bank is in charge of the plans. He dividuals,it means much to fac- oarlors of the North Street Chris- all that Pt. of Lot 8 Blk 11. City of of July A. D. 1929.
No. 100 of Mortgages;on page
Preunt: Hon. jamea J. Danhof, deceased.
seminary, the forced retirement of xpects between 75 and 80 repre- tories and large nropertv owners. tian Reformed church at 7:30 Holland.
It is Further Ordered.That puhite nodes 203;
Rev. James Cantine from the Meso- rentatives from the 15 county
The insurance offices find their pre- o'clock, for the electionof officers
Fred Z. Pantlind Trustee A wf. Judhe of Probata.
thereofbe (Iron hr pahHaattou of a soar
And whereas, the said mortgage
potamia mission owing to ill-health, banks, the sheriff’sdepartment, the miums cut considerably.
In tha matter of the Eiiata of
of this order, lor three successive has been duly assigned by the said
ind such other business as shall be to Louis A. Geistert S.E.fr.K
- ity and state police to compete in
and the retirement of Miss Nellie
wrtkaprevloue touid day ef hearing, John H. Boone and Grietje Boone,
brought before the meeting. The N.W.frl.K Sec. 4-6-16 W. also Pt.
AN9RIES STEKETEE, keceased
Zwemer from tha Amoy mission in the annual marksmanship meet.
in the Hollaud City Newa, a newspaIIPROVED UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL board urges all members of the S.W.K N.E.K Sec. 4-6 16 W.
his wife, to Egbertus Boone and
Three
silver cups offeredby the
George Steketee and Hendrick C. per printed and circulatedin uid
China removes three veteran misOlive Twp.
society to be present.
Grietje Scholten, by assignment
Raymond Visscher A wf. etal to Steketee having filed in uid court county.
sionaries from active service in the Vigilanteassociationare the prizes
bearing date the eleventh day of
which must be won three consecutheir 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th annual
orient within two months.
JAMES! DANHOF. August, A.D. 1913, and recorded
Mrs. D. R. Drukker and daugh- Walter C. Walsh Pt. Lot 12. Blk 31,
accountsaa executeia ef uid estate, A true
Rev. James Cantine and Rev. S. tive years to become a permanent
Judge of Probata
City of Holland.
J
ter,
Miss
Ruth
Drukker.
were
the
in the officeof Register of Doedi of
Cora V.i
Vandewatvr,
M. Zwemer founded the Arabian possession.
Martin Niennuis A wf. to Evelyn and tbeir petitionpraying for the alguests of honor at a bounteous supOttawa County on the twenty-secThe rifle range has been placed
lowance thereof,
Register
of
Probate
mission about 40 years ago and it is
Lokker
Pt.
N.K
N.E.K
S.E.K
Sec.
per served Wednesday evening by a
ond day of August A.D. 1913, at
nt the disposalof the county banks
significant that both men will ternumber of their friends in Zeeland. 36-5-16 W. Park Twp.
It is Ordered, That tha
fifteen minutes past one o'clockIn
through the courtesy of the MichPeter Korhorn A wf. to Peter Kominate their missionary careers at
the afternoon in liber No. 99 of
igan National Guard and Major By Rev. P. B. Fitzwater,D. D. Among those present besides the lean A wf. Lot 13, Blk "D” Bos2Mh
Day
af Am|. , A. D. 1929
the same time. Miss Nellie Zwemer’s
guests of honor were Mr. and Mrs.
Mortgages, on page 100, whereby
Olsen has done everything possible D««n, M—dy Bikh In i tit ah »/ Ckkmg*
12089— Exp. Aug. 17
man’s
Add..
City
of
Holland.
retirementafter a service in China
Bert Moeke. Mr. and Mrs. Nick Van
said mortgage became property of
o make the meeting an interesting
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at uid
(®. ISJ*. Wftlrrn NtwniiaporUnion.*
STATE
OP
MICHIGAN
-Th*
Pr*
Samuel
E.
Paa
&
wf.
to
Rhine
of .'18 years at the same time is
Haitsma. Mr. and Mrs. Bert Wiersaid Egbertus Boone and Grietje
went Several local guardsmen
Probate Office,be and ia hereby apdoubly significantas she and her
tma, Mr. and Mrs. James Wage- Van Der Muelen A wf. Pt. Lot 8 pointedfor examining and allowing bait Court for (ha County of Ottawa. Schohenr and whereas Mid Eg‘vill be on the range to assist the
brother left within a year of each
At a aetsion nf uid Court, held at bertus Boone is now deceued and
oaar. Mr. and Mrs. Abo Post, Mrs. A. C. Van Raalte Add., No. 2, City uid accounts.
/isitors.
Leiton for August 18
other for the foreign field. She now
of Holland.
thr Probate Office intbe City of Ursnd hia interestin Mid mortgage hai
HEnsing
and
son
John
Ensing,
It
is
Further
Ordered,
That
public
Foljowing the shoot a basket picLeonard Knoll, widower to Maris making her home in Holland.
Hsvrn, in uid County, on the 24' h day been, at the order of. thq probate
notica thereof be fiivan by publication
nic will be Mid on the lake shore THE RETURN FROM CAPTIVITY Mrs Minnie Langius and Mrs. Jenr,
tin Nienhuis Pt. N.K N.E.K S.E.K
of July A D 1929.
nie
Vander
Meer,
also
several
chilcourt of Ottawa County, by hla
of a copy of thi* order, for three sucnear the Coast Guard station.
Sec. 36-5-16 W. Park Twp.
LAKEWOOD FARM LURES
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof, Judge administrator,assigned to Bertus
LKHSON TENT— Jeremiah :»:10- wren of these families.
cessive wr r i previous to said day of
William
Steinfort
A
wf.
to
John
THOUSANDS OF TOURISTS
II; Ezra 1-4-6; Pa. l*6:l-6
Boone and Amy Boons;
haarinh. in the Holland City News, a of •‘rebate.
Stuuring A wf. Pt. W.K E K N.W.
nOLOEN TEXT— The Lord hath
NEW COUNTY ATLAS TO
It has been brought to our attennewspaper printedand circulated in
And whereas, tha amount claimed
lo the Matter of the Estate of
K
N.E.K
Sec.
32-5-15
City
of
HolLakewood farm continuesto hold
BE ISSUED BY FIRM done great thinga for ua, whereof tion that our notice last week of the
to be due upon said mortgage at
uid county.
ALBERTUS
EVERS,
Deceased
we are glad.
land.
its place as the leading motor obthe date of this notice Is the sum
JAMES I. DANHOF,
PRIMARY TOPIC- -A Happy Home Brockman family reunion contained Arthur Pommerening A wf. to
jective in western Michigan for
It appearing to tba court that the
an error. This reunion, which is# to
E. T. Johnson of the Thrift Coming.
of nine hundred and twenty-two
Judge of Probata.
City
of
Holland
Pt
S.W
K
S.W.K
tourists from all parts of the coun- Press, Rockford, 111., has been in
time
for
presentation
of
clqlmi
against
A true eow— _
dollars and twenty-fivecents, and
MJN’IOR TOPIC— A Second Chance. Se held at the Jamestown Soring
try. Automobilesbearing license Holland, conferring with Austin
uid estate should be limited ard that no suit or proceeding has been InCora Vanda Watar.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR Grove. Jamestown. Mich., on Thurs- Sec. 32-5-15W. City of Holland.
R**1«Ut
af
Probate.
Richard Van Os A wf. to John
plates from virtually every state in Harrington, chairman of the Otta- TOPIC— Making a Freeh Start.
a time and place be appointed to redav, Aug. 18, will be an all-day
stituted at law to recover the debt
ceive, examine and adjust ail claims
the Union have been parked in the wa county road commission,and
YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULT affair. Our nofee said afternoon Miller A wf. Pt. S.W.K Sec. 20-5now remaining secured thereby,or
15
W.
City
cf
Holland.
and
demands
against
uid
deceased
by
vicinity of the farm while the occu- others on the compilation of a TOPIC— Historic Significance of the
*nd evening but it is the intention
any part thereof;
Est.
of
Eliza
D.
Middleton
by
and
before
uid
court;
pants inspected the xoo, gardens county atlas. This has been author- Return.
to have the forenoon included,so
And whereu, default hai been
and other attractions.
bring your dinner along with your Exr. to Anna M. Weisman Lots 6 A
ized some time ago and it is exIt Is Ordered, That creditoia of said made in the payment of the money ,
12126— Exp Aug. 17
I.
The
Return
Predicted
(Jer.
6 Elm Grove. Park Twp.
Two animals — a ginburong and pected the new book will be combasket.
deceased are required to present their secured by said mortgage, whereby
John Sturing A wf. to W iliam
a puma — were added to the zoo pleted about January or February. 3J:1(M4).
STATE OP MICHIGAN - The Pro- claims to said court at said Probata the power of sale contained thereFalse |iro|»lielswere nourishing
HamelinV
A
wf. Pt. Lot 3 Blk 6, bata Court for the County of Ottawu. Officeon or before the
last week and another shipment is
in has become operative;
The last one made was in 1912
expected soon. No doubt many of and as there have been many in Babylon lellliix (he |»eople that
At a session of said Court, held at
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS City of Holland.
Now, therefore,notice is hereby
21th day af Neveaaber, A. D„ 1929
they
would
siimlily
he
restored
to
Est. of Jan Ver Hage Dec’d by the Piobata Office in tha City of Grand
these Getz visitorswill also take changes in property ownership and
given that, by virtue of said power
at
lan
o'clock
In
the
fornaon,
aaid
time
il-eir own land. To counteracttide
Exr. to John Ver Hage Parcel of Havtn in tha said County, on tha 29th
in the Community Fair at Holland
new additionsplaced upon the mar- the Lord moved Jeremiah lo send a
and place being hereby appointed for of sale, and in pursuance thereof
week after next.
Elsworth A. Tansey & wf. to and in S.E. Cor. Sec. 16-5-14 W. day of July A. D„ 1929.
ket and road changes, the new letter to the CMpflytt In Babylon
the examinationand adjustmentof all and 'of the statute in such case
Teel
and
Twp.
Tennic M. Hand Pt. Lot 13, A. C.
Present, Hon. James J. Danhof, claims and demands agsinst said de- made and provided,the Mid mortvolume will be appreciated by those (Vv* 8 9)
In
this
lettei
he
ad
John Krol A wf. to Henry Breu Judge ot Probate.
SAUGATUCK’S SMART
Van Raalte Add No. 2. City of
gage will be foreclosedby a ule
using information contained. vised them to settle down and
ceased.
ker A wf. Ix>t 1. De Jonge’a 2nd
OLD
Holland.
In the matter of the Estate of
It is Further Ordered,That PubHc of the mortgaged premises,at pubThe
new
volume
is linen and quietly pursue their regular call-William T. Kimsey of Sauga- paper, or all paper, it will have a
Hiram M. Liesveld & wf. to \dd., City of Zeeland. Also parcel
notice thereof be given bv publication lic vendue, to the highestbidder, at
Jn^s nf life, uni] nut to be led
in S.E. Cor. of Lot 1, Dc Jonge’s
EVA C TEN HAVE, Decesud
tuck is ninety years old but still
complete index, of townships,cities, astray by the liilse prophets (vv. lames L. Mclrerney& wf. Pt. Lot
of a copy of this order for three sne- the front door of tne court house,
ind
Add.,
City
of
Holland.
lively enough to conduct a job
1, Park Twp.. Sec. 35-5-16.
ffiRuh) I, Gau having filed her pe- cessive weeks previous to uid day of at city of Grand Haven in said
villages and miscellaneous plats. 0. 7).
Joe Eckclcamp A wf. to Edwin
printing business and drive his car
Est of Hendricus Van Lonte
tition. p'aying that an instrument huringin the Holland City News, a County of Ottawa, that being the
An index to all additions can be
1. The longth of the captivity (v.
annually to Florida and back. He found also.
Dec'd by Exr. to John Van Lente Gustafson Pt. Lot 1, Blk 2. Haire filed in said Court be admitted to Pro- newspaper, printed end circulatedIn uid place of holding the circuit court
10).
Tolford
A
Hancock's
Add.,
Vill.
of
has the snare drum he carried
% wf. Lots 105 & 106 Diekemv
within said County, on the thirtihate u the last will and testament of county.
A check up will be made by local
Their coming buck whs to be Homestead Add., City of Holland. Spring Lake.
through the Civil war and plays it people in different, sections to seeth day of August, A.D. 1929, at
uid deceased and that administration
JAMES J. DANHOF,
“after seventy yesrs." From DanLambert Schuitema A wf. to of said estate be granted to herself ot
John Brunson A wf. to Charles
His grandfather entered the Revo- cure the greatestaccuracy possible.
Jadfie of Probata.
ten o'clock In the forenoon; the
iel 9:2 It is clear that seventy years
Fohn Deters Jr. A wf. Pt, Lot 7,
lutionary war as a British soldier
A tree sopy—
descriptionof which said premises
The coyer is attractivewith a set means H definitetime. It dates from Brunson A wf. Lot" 276 A 077 Di«* Vill. of New Gronigen, Holland some other suitDble person
Cora Vanda Watar.
’terna Homestead Add. to Holland.
but, approving of the colonies’ up destinedto last for a number of
contained in said mortgage is as
It is Ordered, That the
ftaeiater of Protate.
the time when the fliat companv,
NicholasSterken to Adrian Twn.
cause, he deserted to it and served years. In Holland Isaac Kouw has
follows: The northwest quarter of
21th day of Atif , A. D. 1929
unions
which
Ihmlel
was
found,
John
Deters
A
wf.
to
Lambert
Zweemer A wf. S.2-3 W.* N.E.'4
through to the end. Mr. Kimsey been selected to check up on the
the northMst quarter of Section
wus token captive.
Sec 8 5-13 W. excepting N.% S.2-3 Schuitema A wf Pt. Lot 6. Viil. of at ten A. M., at uid Probate Office ia
has long been a printer by trade property ownerships.
thirty-five* Township seven, North ,
2. Recovered by God (vv. 10-14).
hereby appointed for hearing said pe12092 -Kin. Aug. 17
W.% N.E.‘4 Sec. 8-5-13 W., James- New Gronigen, Holland Twp.
and publisher of several Michigan
Range fifteen west, all in the town— — o
Gods purpose in the Captivity town Twp.
John A. Ver Hage A wf. to tition.
newspapers; and so quite naturally
RATI OF MICHIGAN — Its P rotate ship of Robinson, County of Ottawus to cure them of their Idolatrous
Arcnd
Ver
Hage
S.W.
Cor.
N.E.K
Govt for the County of Ottawa.
First Reformed Church of Zeewa. State of Michigan.
(almost inescapably) has amassed
It is Further Ordered, That Public
Mlrs. D. R. Drukker and M:ss practices. He assured rhem that
At a sanaioaof aaid Court, held at the
to Lambert Schuitema A wf. See 16-5-14 W Zeeland Twp
Dated this 23rd day of May, A.D.
•o much wealth that he has homes Ruth Drukker of Grand Rapids
notice thereof he given by publication
when His purpose was accom- •and
Protate
Offiaa la tha C ty of Grand Haron.
Edmund C. Westervelt to Morion of a copy hereof for three successive
Pt. Lot 6. Villageof New Gror.igen.
1929.
both in Saugatuckand Florida, but spent Saturday evening at the
in
said
County,
on
the
25th
day
of
July
plished He would visit them and
Vaughn etal Lot 77 Macatawa weeks previous to said day of hearing
Grietje Scholten,
keeps busy at work as a matter of home of Mr. and Mrs. John Staal convince them of His good pur- Hclland Twp.
A. D„ 1929
Frank Binns to Mildred Binns Park, Holland Twp.
Bertus Boone,
in the Holland City Newa, a newspaper
habit as well as
on South State street, Zeeland.
^nrat^Hoa.
Jamas
J.
Danhof.
Jadga
pose toward them.
Anna C. Post etal to J. Power printed and circulatedIn uid County.
Drescher etal S.W.*4 N.E.^4 Sec.
Amy Boone,
II. The Predicted Captivity FulHely, Trustee Lot 8, Evanston
6, Olive Twp.
AssignMS.
JAMB J. DANHOF.
filled. (Ezra. 1:1-6).
Judge of Probate.
Frank Binns to Mildred Binns Perk, Holland Twp.
John R. Dethmers,
Cornelius De Keyser
ORPhI
VA?
APPELDDORn!
Deceased
1. The Proclamation
of Cyrus Drescher etal Pt. W.t* N.W. fr!.«4
Thomas R. Van West to J. Power Cora Vande Water,
Attorney for Assignees.
Notary Public and Justiceof Peace (vr. 14).
It appearingto the court that the
Ragistar of Probata.
Hely, Trustee Lot 8 Evanson Park,
Business Address: Zeeland. Mich-Sec.
7
6-15
W.
Olive
Twp.
Fire Insurance in U. S. Companies
(1) This was not hy accident,
time
for
presrntation
of
claimaagainat
Henry Sterenberg A wf. to Ger- Sec. 25-5-16 W. Holland Twp.
said estate should be limited, and rhat
Farm, City and Resort Properties but that the word of the Lord ribTer Beek A wf. Lot 89 HarringAmbulance Service
Abel Smeenge A wf. to P. Henry
a time and place be appointed to remight be fulfilled(v. 1). What God
11883-Exp.Aug, 17
De
Pree
Pts.
Lots
8
A
9
Blk
"A”
For
Sale,
Rent
or
Exchange
ton’s 4th Add., to Macatawa Park
EXPIRES SEPT. 7
Phone 5267
ceive, examine and adjust all claims
has promised He will do.
Original
Plat
of
City
of
Holland
Grove, Park Twp.
Office, 57 W. Tenth Street
29 E. 9th
Holland
STATE
OF MICHIGAN— Tha Preand demands against uid dreeasrd by
(2) By divine Initiation (v. 1).
George F. Getz to Ottawa Lot 8, Blk 5, Prospect Park Add.,
One-half Block West of Postoffice
bate Coart for tha Coanty of Ottawa.
and before raid court;
“The Lord stirredup the spirit
Oxtoby.
Robison
and
Hull,
Attor'’-ounty.Pt. S.W.frl.H Sec. 21-5-16 City of Holland.
At a sassion of said Coart, bald at
of Cyrus." How this was done we
It is Ordered, That crediters of said
neys. Dime Hank Bldg.
Gerrit C. Knoll to Martha D.
W. Park Twp.
tha Probata Offica ia tba City of Oread
do not know. Possibly Daniel
decrased are required to present their
Kollen
Pt.
Lot
13,
Blk
16,
Southwest
MORTGAGE
SALE
Default
Lura Van Wert Wilson to Fred
CLARE E.
Hs van ia said Coanty, on tba 23rd day
brought to his attentionthe prophhaving been made in the conditions claims to said rnurt at uid Probate of Jolf A. D.. 1929.
H.Rulbertetal Pt. Lota 7 A 8 also Add., City of Holland.
and
ecy of Isaiah and Jeremiah (Isa.
Office
on
or
before
the
Dealer la
Albert Ver Hoef A wf. to Martha of a certain mortgage made and
Lot 203 Plat of Mountain Beach,
Prasant, Hon. Jamas J, Danhof,
44:28; Jer. 2.'): 12).
Windmills,Gaeottne Itagtnea
D. Kollen Pt. Lot 13. Blk 16, South- executed on the fifteenthday of
CARL
E.
24th Day af Net., A. D., 1929
Port Sheldon Twp.
Jadfinof Probata.
Pomps and Plnmhhur Supplies
(fu The content of the king’s
west
Add.,
City
of
Holland.
August,
1923,
by
Mamie
E.
Bennett
Lura Van Wert Wilson to Fred
at ten o'clock in the forenoon,uid
Attorneys
O
>tb
proclamation (vv. 2-4).
Wm. Hamelink etal to Grover C. ns mortgagor to The Michigan time and place being hereby appointed In tha msttar of tha Esteta of
H. Hulbert etal Lots 132, 55, 98. 99.
(aV “The Lord God of heaven
’20, 223. 124. 125 A 127. of Plot of Dillman, State Hwy, Commissioner Mutual Life Insurance Company, a for the examination and adjustment
NICHOLAS ESSENBAGGERS, alias
For your convenience. Arrange for hath charged me to build Him a
Pt. S E. Cor. Lot 35, H. P. Zwemer’s MichiganCorporation, as mortgaAppointments Monday, Tuesday house In Jerusalem” (v. 2). This Mountain Beach, Port Sheldon Sub. Lot 8 of A. C. Van Raalte’s gee, which mortgage was recorded of all claims and demand* against stM ESSEBAGGERS.sHts ESSABAGGERS,
Twp.
deceased.
Deceased
and Wednesday.
makes clear that he had some Imin the office of the Register of
It is Further Ordered, That public
Lura Van Wert Wilson to Fred Add. No. 1, City of Holland.
pression
of
God’s
hand
upon
him.
e
Charles Kraus A wf. to Jacob Deeds for Wayne County on thi
It sppearingto the court that the
Ten Cate
(b) Appeal to Jewish patriot- H. Hulbert A wf. Pt. Lots 6 A 7. Barendse etal Pt. Lot 1 A of S.E.K twenty-second day of August, 1923, notice thereof be given by publication time for pieeentation of claims against
PETERS BUILDING
of a copy of this order for three succesism (v. 3). He Invokes upon such Plat of Mountain Beach. Port S.W.K Sec. 35-5-16 W. Park Twp.
in liber 1245 of Mortgageson page sive weeks previous to said day of hear- said estate ahould be limited,snd that
Opposite Warm Friend Tavern
as possess the notional religious Sheldon Twp.
Frank Kotacka A wf. to Rudolph 26, which mortgage was duly us- ing in the HollandCity News, a news- • time and place be appointed to reCornelius
Mast
A
wf.
to
Arthur
feeling, the blessing of God. and
Heinecke Pt. Lot 79 A 80 Bay View s:gned by the said The Michigan paper printed and circulated in said ceive, examine and adjust all claims
Dr.
D.
cotmnnndsthem to go and build Bronson A wf. Lots 23 A 24. Blk Addition to City of Holland.
and demands against said deceased hy
Mutual Life Insurance Company, a county.
“G”
Post
Park
Hill
Add.
to
City
of
E. J.
the iiouse of the Lord God.
JAMM J. DANHOF. and before uid rnurt:
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Ben L. Van Lente A wf. etal to MichiganCorporation, to National
Holland.
(O
To
lend
assistance
(v.
4).
Judam
ot
Protate
D. C.,Ph. C.
It is Ordered, That creditorsof said
Office Second Floor, DeFouw Rldr
Est. of Katherine Schutt, Dec'd Albert Baumann Pt. N.K Lots 21, Life InsuranceCompany of the A true copy—
Many of the .Tews were estabdeceased are required to present their
22, 23, A 24, Harrington, Westerhof United States of America, un IlliCHIROPRACTOR
by
Admr.
to
Klaas
Buurma
A
wf.
CORA VANDEWATKR
lished In business and therefore
Hours: 2:39 — 5; 7—8 P. M.
claims to uid court at said Probate OfA Kramer Sub. No. 2, Village of nois Corporation,by an assignment
Office: Holland City State Bank
Register of Probate
were not free to go. Many, no Lot 28, Vanden Bosch'c Sub. of Harrington, City of Holland.
fice on or before the
in writing dated the thirtieth day
Open Mornings by Appointment Hours, 10-11 :30 a.m.; 2-5 & 7-8 p.m
Lots
2. 3 A 4. A Pts. of Lots 5. 6 A
doubt, had lost their nationalspirNeilie
Van
Vulpen
to
Paul
Van
of
April,
1927,
and
recorded
in
the
24th day ef November A. D. 1929
7. Blk "B" Add. to City of Hollard.
Phone 4(44
it and were not anxious to go. All
Henry E. Van Kampen A wf. to Vulnen A wf. Lot 7 Post’s First office of said Register of Deeds on
such were to lend friendlyassistet
ten
o’clock in the forenoon, uid
Expires
Aug.
24
the third day of May, 1927, in liber
Walter P. McCarthy.Lot -8 Maca- Add., to City cf Holland.
ance with sliver,gold and beasts.
time and place being hereby appointed
Tax Deed. Auditor General to 161 of Assignments, page 218, upon
DR. E. J. HANES'
Langeland Funeral Heme]
tawa
Park
Grove.
Park
Twp.
MORTGAGE SALE NOTICE for the examinationand adjustment of
2. The response to Cyrus’ procJohn Venhuizento Dick Dams, Preston J. Manting N.K Lots 47 A which mortgage default has been
lamation (vv. 5. 6).
Osteopath
I) claims aed demands agaiast uid
48
B.
L.
Scott’s
Elmwood
Add.,
City
made
in
the
payment
of
principal
Morticians
The chief of the fathers of Judah Jr., Pt. Ett NE*4 Sec. 21-5-15 W.
Whereas John Dunnewind,a sin- deceased.
of Holland.
and interest due thereon, the enoffice at 84 West Stb Bt
Holland
Twp.
and Benjaminand the priests and
man, of Holland, Michigan, Ii is Further Ordered . Thet public
Tax Deed. Auditor General to tire principal amount of said mort- gle
HuibregtHeyboer and wife to
Office Hours: 9-13 A. If. I-B P.. II 21 W. 16th St.
Phons 4550 Levltes presented themselvesas
made and executed a certain mort- notice thereof be fiiven by publicetioit
gage
being
past
due,
and
there
is
Preston
J.
Manting
N.K
Lots
47
A
and by appointment
gage, bearing date the 3rd day of
willing to go. The company which Peter Heyboer, NEK NEK Sec. 19
of e copy of this order, for three suc48, B. L. Scott’s Elmwood Add., claimed to be due and payable at
Holland, Mich.
returned was largely made up of also Pt. NEK SEK Sec. 18 also
Aprjl,
Cornelius Vanden cessiveweeks previous fo seid doy of
the date of this notice for principal
City
of
Holland.
SWK
NWK
NWK
and
NK
Heuvel and Gertrude Vanden Heu- heerinA. in the Hollend City Newt, a
representatives
of Judah and BenNWK Sec. 20 all being in Town 5 Cornelius Mast A wf. to Zara and interest, the sum of Six Thou- vel, as husband and wife which was "twtr,ptr
p
jamin.
newspaper printed
end circulated in
Marcotte A wf. E.K Lot 13. Blk 10, sand, Six Hundred Ninety-eightand
NR
13
W.
Jamestown
Twp.
3. The royal favor (vv. 7-11).
recorded in the office of the regis- Lgjj County,
Twenty-one
Hundredths
($6,698.21)
S.W.
Add.,
to
City
of
Holland.
Peter Lookerse to Mrs. Anna
Cyrus returned 5,400 vessels of
ter of deeds of the county of
JAMU J. DANHOF.
Con De Pree and wife to Robbins Dollars and no suit or proceeding tawa on the 6th day of April.
Sec.
^ rt,lU.,
the house of the Lord which Nebu- Lookerse etal
nt
law
or
in
equity
having
been
inDe Pree Real Estate Co., Und. K
chadnezzar had brought forth out 16-5-14 W. Zeeland Twp.
at 11:20 o’clock in the forenoon, in A tree
John J. Cappon and wife to Mar- Lots 7, 9, 11. 13. 17, 19. 25, 26, 30, stituted to recover said sum or any liber 134 of mortgages at page 501,! Coro yoads Water.
of Jerusalem and put Into the
33, 34, 39, Pts. Lots5, 4, 12, 18, 20. part thereof; now therefore, by
house of his gods. This was a tin B. Covert and wife. Pt Lots 52,
And whereas the said mortgage Rerietarof Protate.
21, 22, 23, 24, 31, 32, 35, 36, 37. 40. virtue of the power of sale conhas been duly assigned by the said
great encouragement to every loyal 53 and 54, Macatawa Park Grove,
41, all in Homested Add., City of tained in said mortgage and pur- Cornelius Vanden Heuvel and GerJew whose heart had been grieved Park Twp.
suant to the statute in such case
_ _
Ben
L.
Van
Lente
and
wife
to
trude Vanden Heuvel, by assignover the profanation of these samade and provided,notice is hereWolverine
Advertising
Co.
to
Frank
Essenberg
etal
Pt.
On Your
cred vessels.
ment dated the 20th day of July,
by given that said mortgage will he
Theodore Kuiper, Pt.
NEK
Lots
31.
22,
23,
24
and
25,
Harring1927, and recorded in the office of
III. Tha Gladness and Rejoicing
foreclosed
bv
sale
at
public
aucSec.
31-5-15
City
of
Holland.
the register of deeds of said county
of tho Returning Exiles (Ps. 126: ton, Westerhof A Kramer’s Add.
or
tion
on
FRIDAY.
THE
TWENTYHeirs to AlexanderArnold EsNo. 2, Village of Harrington, City
1-6). , ,
on the 30th day of July, 1927, at
tate to Walter Mattison and wife, FIFTH DAY OF OCTOBER. 1929, nine o'clockA. M„ in liber 141 of
of Holland.
1. The proclamation of Cyrus as
Phone 2120
Ralph T. Hayden and wife to Lot 6 Blk 15, Howard’s Add. City at twelve o'clock noon., Eastern mortgages on page 20.'). whereby
a dream (v. 1).
Standard Time, at the Southerly or
of Holland.
the said mortgage is now owned byThey
recognisedthat their going Lola E. Hayden, Pt. NEfrlK
J.
Leonard D. Vissers and wife to Congress Street entrance to (he John Vermeulen,
hack was through the favor of the Sec. 33-6-16 W. Twp. Port Sheldon.
Wayne
Countv
Building
in
the
City
Holland Federal Baking Co. to John Klinge and wife, EK Lot 4
Lord.
And whereas the amount claimed
Comer 0th and CoUcge
HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN
Blk 1, So. Prospect Park Add. to of Detroit,Wayne County, Mich- to be due upon said mortgage at
2. Their laughter sod singing Theodore Kuiper and wife, Pt.
igan
(that
being
the
building
where
City
of
Holland.
NEK Sec. 31-5-15 W. City
(vv.
the date of this notice is the sum
John Vandenberg, Jr., and wife the Circuit Court for the County of of Six Hundred Seventy-seven and
They * not only recognised the of Holland.
Wayne
is
held),
of
the
premises
deWilliam E. Dunn and wife to to William C. Vanden Berg, Lots
22-100 ($677.22) Dollars, together
favor of the Lord upon them, but
163, 167, 170, 171 HarringtonA scribed in said mortgage, or so with an attorney fee of $25.00 as
testified thereof In the heating of Theodore Kuiper and wife Part
NEK Sec. 31-5-15 W. Vandenberg Bros. Sub. of Pt. Frl. much thereof as may be necessary provided for in said mortgage, and
the heathen round about them.
to realize the amount due as aforeSec. 34, Park Twp.
. 3. Their prayer for prosperityIn City of Holland.
no suit or proceeding has been inWilliam C. Vandenberg and wife said, together with seven (7^ ) per stituted at law to recover the debt
Folkert C. De Jonge and wife to
Hie land (v. 4).
to John Vandenberg, JrT, Ixits 35", j cent interest and all costs allowed
They were not only going back Chris De Jonge and wife, Pt.
nt w remaining secured thereby, or
37, 130, 132, 133, 178, 183 of Har- by law, includingan attorney’sfee, any nart thereof,and whereas dewith the consciousnessof the good NEK Sec. 24-5-15,Holland TownCor. 19th St. and Washington Ave.
rington A VandenbergBros. Sub. of *a'd premises being located in the fault has been made in the payment
hand of the Lord upon them, but ship.
Gerrit Wolbert and wife to Her- Pt. of Frl. Sec. 34 of Park Twp. City of Detroit.County of Wayne of the money secured by said mortwere trustingHim for the fruitfulWilliam Vander Ven etal to An- and State of Michigan, and known gage, whereby the power of sale
bert E. Harringtonetal, Lot 179
ness of the land.
Dlekema Homestead Add., to City drew Klomparens,Lot 29, Lawn- and described as follows, to-wit: contained therein has become oper4. Sowing in tears (vv. 5. 6).
The east thirty (30) feet of the ative,
dale Court, City of Holland.
The seeds which they were to of Holland.
Anna Krans to Folkert De Jonge ‘ George Meiste and wife to Ima west thirty -one (31) feet of lot five
Now, therefore,notice is hereby
now on the land were so precious
(5), Block F, of Ferry and Moran’s
given that, by virtue of mM power
that they seemed to have hesitat- and wife, Lot 127 De Jonge’s 2nd Stone, Pt. Lot 12, A. •C. Van
subdivision
of
Blocks
G.
H.
I,
J,
and
All kinds of ELECTRIC PUMPS and SEPTIC
Raalte’s Add., No. 2, City of Holed as to sowing, and yet they rec- Add., City of Zeeland.
the north half of Block F, Charles
Abel St.ieenge and wife to Leon- land.
hast ailed. Guaranteed. These are especially adaptable in
ognized that Joy would follow their
Fritz N. Jonkman and wife to Moran rftnn
sorrow when they should bring In ard Steketee and wife. Lot 24 Blk.
outlying and runl diatricte.
2, Prospect Park Add., to City of Deur A Hoffman Realty Co., Lot thereof recorded
the sheaves of the harvest
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS

THE ARGYLE SISTERS

Better Babies Contest

COMMUNITY FAIR
The whole world

loves a beautifulbaby, to this year

a Better Babies'contest will be carried on

with the obour babies.
The scientific examination given each infant may
be the means of correctingdefects that might otherwise
prove a handicap for life. These examinationswill be
given by local physicians on Wednesday and Thursday
afternoon from 100 to 3.00 in the Health Centre Buildject of increasingthe health and strength of

[Iv]

All!.

2W Hr]

ing.

Badies from six to thirty-six months of age are eligible for the contest. Scoring will be

based on physical

condition,mentality and general appearance and beha-

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

vior?
1st

A

Prize

2nd Prize
$2-50

months $5.00
months 500

1—6 ta 12
Class 2-12 to 24
Class 3-24 to 36
Claes

months

1 5.00

2.50
‘ 2.50

FAST HORSE RACES DAILY

Doll Size City of Detroit

I hree of the Foremost Lady Gymnasts before the
Public. Fine appeannee. Adroit Cleverness. Meritori.
ous. Two separate Acts. A rare and graceful exhibition
of flexible acrobatics: A daring performance demanding
tkill and courage.

Special Attractions
Grand Stand

In Front of

The management of the community Fair is always endeavoring to
something new in the line of education and entertain,
ment With this in mind we have been fortunate to secure the safet
city exhibit of the Michigan Mutual Liability Co. of Detroit This exhibit will be found in the Art Hall. The safety city was shown at eight
of the major fairs in the state in 1928 and was an outstandingfeature in
every one of them and received seven first prizes and one sweepstake.

Grandstan I pa-

give its patrons

showing the

some thnllinc
teitamment

when

the rush

is

en*

ben

Bi other*. Nearly
everyb dy likes to
see something on «
sensational ordet
when they witness
an open air xhihition ol skill. As

river front of the largest city

teeter

/

board jum

take the breath away

nqt so great

from the crowd-*.In

one instance a man
is shot into the air

with

The Holland American Legion Band

then

com

commencing Tuesday night.

These are only a Few

ly of

man

hanging head

at Holland,

August 20-23,

is

speed program judging from the

long string of horse flesh that fames Nibbelink, speed
secretary, has already lined
at

up and entered.

The

fair

Holland is early on the program of fairs and race

horsemen are Mraring,, to

get into the

pme.

The Community Fair at Holland holds membership in the Wolverine Circuit which includesthe Detroit State Fair, Ionia,

the state.

Some

Saginaw and the larger fairs

The horses from' one come to the

in

other.

excellentpurses have been hung up and both the

race horses and the race fans will be out in force August
20-23. Holland has always been a good horse race
and in

its

town

race cards has always excelled.

l

vJSTf

:-*-7
-

j

,|

the fact that this is an Agricultural
Association and special attention has been given to
these departments, namely: Cattle, Horses, Sheep,
Swine, and don’t forget Poultry and Pet Stock. The
exhibits in these departments will be larger than
ever before. Other features will be Home Demonstration, County School Exhibits, Farm Club Exhibition, Flower Collection, Horticulture, Beekeepers
apiary, and an endless lot of exhibits that lack of
space forbids us to mention.
The Art Hall

Filled to

Capacity 1$ a Show

In Itself

2:18 Pace— Holland Furnace Co .............. $600.00
2:20 Trot— Furniture Mfg. Cup .............. 600.00

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

3-Year-OldPace— Warm Friend Tavern Cup_. 400.00
3‘Year-OldTrot— Merchants Assn. Cup ______ 400.00
2:16 Trot ................................300.00
Free-for-All
...........................300.00
2:24 Pace ................................300.00
2:24 Trot .......................... ...... 300.00
All races mile

heats.

All

races best 2

in

August, 20 23

y

V

FIREWORKS
this

The most attractiveand fascinatingfireworks display ever oflered to
community, will be one of the big, nightly features of the Holland

Community

Fair.

The program opens up with a special feature, “Columbia, the Gem
of the Ocean.” This is a splendid, patriotic,thrilling number of two
battleshipsand a submarine,realistically portrayed in lines of colored
fire across the firing field, for a distance ol

two hundred and

fifty feet.

As the submarine moves across the scene, the guns on the battleship
suddenly belch forth in fire and flame and the air is filled with flying
shells. As this crescendoreaches itp climax, the Statue of Liberty shines
forth*. This feature never fails to impress the minds of people of the
majestic splendor of our Navy.
Another wonderful display is the "Eruptionof Mt. Aetna,” a historic, stirring drama in lines of fire. The setting depicts the outlinesof
the house tops and church spires ol a quiet, picturesquevillage on the
mountain side, resting serenely and completely at pease. A deafening
roar suddenly shatters the quiet scene, fairly making the earth tremble.
Great bursts of flame spread a glow upon the pi^fure, and lava starts
creeping down the mountain side, spreading destruction, and creating
chaos and ruin in ita path A final explosion finishes this impressive
panorama that is awe-inspiring in its realism.
“SaturdayNight in Elephant Land,” “Felix, The Komedy Kat”,
“The Village Fire Department”,and many other magnificentdisplays,
too numerous to describe and mention, arc included in this wonderful

program.

ON THE MID

r

WAY

One Concessionistalone is lo

3

put

on

Given under Auspices of

Class entries close August, 1929
For complete program or other inlornution write to
fames H. Nibbelink, Speed Scoetary, Holland, Mich.

v

/* .y-V,

it'?-
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1

•

not to be

Community Fair

SPEED PROGRAM

ifJv

made up entirespecial attractions. The Directors have not
is

swinging trapeze-bar.

of the Special

Holland Community Fair
August 20, 21, 22, 23, 1929

down from a

__

.

lost sight of

to excell in its

___

Years of experience are required to perfect such feats, as there can be no
mistakes or poor timing in an act of this nature,

Holland Fair Attractions
The Community Fair

_____

and

is caught in

the hands of a

will play eyery afternoon and evening,

tfti
_ _ _

lightning

speed, turns a

plete somersault

The Community Fair

1

pers and acrobat**
the Savillas fairly

SPEED PROGRAM

bound

I

they see the Savilla

in Michigan
with steamboaesgoing, automobiles rushing, street cars clanging and all
the bustle that Detroit generally shows. Its a marvelouspiece of media-.'
nkm that fair patrons every where wonder at and come often to see because of its curious and mysterious workings. The putting in motion
of this miniature city is marvelous. The only bad feature of this exhibit
is that it causes conjestion because so many folks want to see it for so
long a time. It is well to go to this exhibit first during the early hours
of the day

K

trons are promised

Every child attending the Community Fair should see this exhibit which
will be shown free of charge.
Its a replica

THE SAVILLA BROTHERS

18

Sonth Ottawa, West Allegan Agric. Assn,

The 45th Annual Community

Fair at Holland will

ATTRACTIONS

be the Largest Exhibition Yet Attempted

nity Fair, Holland, Michigan,

August 20, 21, 22, 23

